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Post-humanistiska teorier ifrågasätter det med mänskligheten centraliserade perspektiv med vilket 
vi människor lever och upplever, beskriver och utformar världen. I ett posthumanistiskt perspek-
tiv är natur kultur. Jord och djur är mer än resurser. Alla arter, och alla individer inom alla arter, 
är aktörer och subjekt. 

Modern djurhållning är en ofta onaturlig, ibland brutalt oetisk, konstruktion i vilken djur är 
resurser vars hela existens förvaltas enligt människans villkor. Moderna jordbruk är till stor del in-
dividuellt drivna monokulturer och inte den stomme i en levande landsbygd som de har varit. Ma-
nuellt arbete och traditionella material nedvärderas när natur utesluts från begreppet kultur. Vad 
är värdet i gödsel och symboliken i lera? Går det att med arkitektoniska ställningstaganden skriva 
en kritik av det inhumana i humanismens antropocentriska nedvärdering av det icke-mänskliga? 

Svenska kulturlandskap är långt ifrån orörda, ärrade av bruk av jorden. Hur beskriver arkitek-
tur platsen och hur låter sig arkitektur skrivas av platsen? Hur upplevs ett landskap i tid, under 
årens och årets gång, i rörelse och under rörelse? Kan arkitektur synliggöra ett nu, främja biologisk 
mångfald och möjliggöra landskapet? 

Inom konströrelser som Land Art och Process Art ifrågasattes och ifrågasätts frånvaron av det 
naturliga, av det icke-modifierade. Deras verk placerades i det avlägsna landskapet, och inte bara 
färden till detta Andra, men även vandringen på platsen, och platsen i sig själv, var en del av kon-
sten.  Vidare belyser många av verken relation mellan människa, djur, natur, jord och jorden. 

Domesticeringen av hästar har pågått i tusentals år och möjliggjort utveckligen av det mänskliga 
samhället. Den mytomspunna hästen har länge varit en kulturell och religiös statussymbol, bal-

anserande mellan det användbara och det sublima. Att rida beskrivs som en upplevelse av att vara 
ett med hästen, i förlängningen kanske även ett med naturen. 

Ridsport är idag en av Sveriges största sporter, en fysisk och tidskrävande aktivitet med hängi-
vna entisuaster och en dominans av kvinnliga utövare. Men sporten präglas av en medial brist 
på uppmärksamhet och en generell brist på kommunala ekonomiska resurser.  Majoriteten av 
dagens hästar, särskilt i storstadsregioner, står uppbundna i stall större delen av dygnet och har 
inte tillgång till tillräckligt stora eller varierade betesytor. I de flesta stall och hästgårdar används 
marken som monokultur, utan koppling till naturliga biologiska kretslopp eller med ansvar för 
ett hållbart bruk av jorden. 

Sällan skiljer sig arkitektur och plats från en till en annan. Påtagligt ofta ter sig rumslig organisation 
och struktur vara inadekvat för att på bästa sätt lösa praktiska frågor, för att underlätta skötsel av 
gård, mark, besökare, trafik och hästar. Hur känner hästarna, instängda i rum skapade av främ-
mande, hårda, onaturliga material? I detta möte mellan människa och häst, var finns mötet med 
det oändliga andra som lever - med skog, jord, småfåglar, agn av vete och gris? Hur bejakas den 
plats i byggnaderna är placerad? En gård för hästar är en extrovert plats - en byggd struktur för 
människor som åker dit, för hästar för vilka det naturliga är det omgivande landskapet, för möten 
som består av turer, av vandringar i omgivningen, av rörelse.  

Projektet tar sig uttryck i en kollektivt ägd hästgård - en undersökning av den inneboende po-
tentialen hos en serie rum och byggnader som är utformade för att fungera väl för det sam-kon-
stituerande mötet mellan människa och djur, en post-human mötesplats där kultur är natur och 
art är Art. 

In sum (in Swedish):

Plats-skrift, Art & Möjliggjorda Landskap

P O S T - H U M A N 
M Ö T E S P L A T S 
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Symbols Explained 

? The question mark introduces an investigation, a summary, article (an interludium!) of a field of interest relevant to a certain question in relevance to the project.

! The exclamation point describes the most pressing points found in each part, relevant for an architectural vocabulary.

-> The arrow explains the next step of the process.

( ) The paranthesis introduces a side-track of sorts, a deepened investigation of a field close in relevance bur different in character.
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N A T U R E  ( T H A T  W H I C H  I S  N O T  BU I LT                              
( -  T H E  NON -A RCH I T E C TURA L ? )                                                         

Over the last few years my interest and personal connection to nature has grown steadily. It might 
be a part of getting older, weeker and more sentimental - suddenly wide open to the Beauty, the 
Might and Variation as well as the impact that it has on my being and well-being. I am far from the 
only one who happily kills houseplant after houseplant while cultivating a fascination for self-suf-
ficiency - this is a global (but priviliged), contemporary and massive trend. 

One account for this is to be found in the rising awareness of the environmental threats of today 
and the treasures that we risk losing forever unless we make profound changes to our ways of liv-
ing. Aside from adjusting my own life in ways that I find that I can endure as an averagely spoiled 
young woman, I have found that my interest for the facts and realities of agricultur and the history 
of the landscape of our world, is steadily growing. 

The constant stream of tragic, brutal and heartbreaking events we today can not (and should not) 
defend oneself from is yet another reason for actively seeking something else. Something simpler 
perhaps, something of a smaller scale, something that feels more genuine and that is undenyiable 
"true" - nothing can be questioned about the sacred circle of sowing, growing and harvesting or the 
magic of spending time with any animal or pleasent plant. It has been done for thousands of years 
and it offers a satisfactory independence and sense of control.

The evidence of any God seem to be conspicuous by its absence, political ideology is made more 
difficult the more we know about the complex and increasingly global issues of the World. Nature 
is possibly something to believe in, be it in a mysterious manner or as a common cause, something 
to fight for.

The project aims to question the (Western) human habit of stating the difference in status be-
tween the natural and the cultural. This is legible in society and in architecture alike - buildings 
for people and for animals divided and the division made symbolic with the use of classical orders, 
or with materials, or location. This project is aiming for a shift in hierarchy: a neutralizing or 
equalizing measurement,  an architecture honest to program and honest to natural conditions.

a Manifesto of sorts

V I S I O N
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Outlook

Klaus Pichler
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D I S T A N C E  ( U N N A T U R A L )                                                       

The modern Western man and city has been distanced from the origin of the food on our plate, 
from the way the landscape changes, from the un-choreographed interplay of animals and nature.

I N H U M A N                                                        

Contemporary retention is an unnatural, at times brutally unethical construction in which ani-
mals are resources whose entire existence is administered on human conditions - the conditions 
of humanity. 

A G R I C U LT U R E

Most Western farms are indivudually run monocultures - not the  framework for a vivid coun-
tryside.

                                          

L AC K S  &  C R AC K S

Manual labour and traditional materials are un-
dervalued when nature is excluded from our defi-
nition of culture.      
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P O S T - H U M A N I S M                                                   

A lot need to change so that Everything can Go On. 

In search for a theoretical backdrop for architectural design that enables perspective, vision and starting point to 
be overthrown without getting into the field of the science fictional I stumbled across the wide field of post-hu-
manist theories. 

Can a post-humanist perspective function as an appropriate starting point for an architecture attempting to 
change this?
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P O S T - H U M A N I S M

Post-humanism is a term used to describe a number of theories ranging from the op-
timistic trans-humanism to a rather more brutal post-humanism where "post" signifies 
the self-destruction of humanity. More common, and more scientific in character, is the 
critique of the humanist perspective with which man has shaped the world.

Post-Humanism

Justine Cooper
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H U M A N I S M  &  A N T R O P O C E N T R I S M

In the eyes of a humanist, the well-beings of individuals of the human species is the most pressing 
priority and the right cause is that which benefits humanity. It can be described as anti-authori-
tative in that it puts the common good (of common people) above the prosper of a single ruler. 

Humanist theory was first formulated in the writings of Confucius and Sokrates, and found even 
stronger foundation in Christian beliefs and reformations taking place throughout the Medieval 
ages. It has been of great importance in formulating laws and regulations of human rights and has 
as such deserved its place as one of the most prominent philosophical attititudes of the modern 
age.

But with a world torn apart by misuse and abuse of living things and resoursces alike, several 
theorists have put forth critique to the antropocentrism of humanism. 

H E I D E G G E R ;  A  C R I T I T Q U E  O F  H U M A N I S M                                                            

The Existentialists centralize man when they proclaim that “existence goes before essence”. This 
antroprocentrism was first and prominently questioned by Heiddeger, not because of its hiearchi-

cal implications in which the human being is “ranked” higher, but because it reduces the possibil-
ity of analyzing the state of being (“varat”). Since Heiddiger´s focal point is the living (man and 
animal) in relation to being (where man is described as “varats herde”) humanism´s asymmetric 
relationship between man and animal/nature is no longer impregnable - since man and animal 
alike are analyzed in relation to being. The critique of Heidegger calls for a transformation of hu-
manism rather than a radical overthrow of its fundamental basis in which humans (rightfully) 
dominate the world.

P O S T - H U M A N I S M                                                               

Post-human theory strives to overthrow the coherent subjective reality. In a post-humanism pro-
cedural reality,  where materia is destabilized through molecular and technological interface, any 
categorization such as the humanist must be considered epistemologically inaccurate.  According 
to post-humanist theorists the approach represents a final reconciliation of anti-humanism and 
humanism, its theoretical fundament based on the resolvement of the simplistic taxonomy of the 
humanism.
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Post-Humanism

F E M I N I S T  A N T I - H U M A N I S M 

The “true” subject - the white, middle-aged man, is conventionally accompanied by its opposite 
- the “the other”. In this limited scope belongs women as well as indigenous people, children and 
animals, colored and migrated. Whereas humanism endeavors to enlighten the unjustices and the 
distortion of current and historical circumstances through the use of this description of “the oth-
er”, some critics claim that in doing so, all sub-categories (that is, everyone who is not a white, mid-
dle-age man) are reduced to being the same. Writers such as Braidotti claims that this is, naturally, 
impossible - that no single perspective can tell the stories of the marginalized diversity. Instead, 
they call for a nuanced story-telling where “the emphasis falls instead on diversity and differences 
among them and on the internal fractures of each category”. This is a pluralistic post-modern aim 
for an overthrowing of the hierarchy in which “the other” (or the different) is subordinate to “the 
same” (the true, the right).

Braidotti adds that this additionally reflects as a constructed homogenity of the “the same”. The 
idea of “something else” results in an illusion of similarity within the “the same”.  In a reality such 
as described above, animals and women alike be considerered objects from the perspective of the 
assumed subject - the white man. 

A G E N T I A L  R E A L I S M                                                          

Karen Bard is a contemporary physician and philosopher known for her theory on agential real-
ism, in which traditional counterparts such as object/subject or representation/the represented, 
are replaced by a theory of phenomenon. Instead of analyzing or even defining the objects or 
subjects, agential realism focuses on the inter-action of these objects or subjects; theoretical and 
real substance emerge in the encountering of and clash between different agents. There is no dis-
tinction between humans and animals, all are agents in the inter-play of everyday life or science.

M A T E R I A L  S E M I O T I C S                                               

Barad is not the only one emphasizing the agency of the non-human, even the material. This is 
especially clear in the biologist Donna J Haraway´s  material semiotic, where anything beyond the 
“sphere of human communication” can and will create meaning of importance. This leads up to a 
“procedural”, dynamic onthology, where only the material (that have materia) exist.

Hence, one definition of post-humanism as a dogmatic shift from the “human” perspective of 
post-humanism to the “globality” of a differently defined (if defined at all) subject.

This perspective has its root in the self-criticism of the poststructuralists, but objects to the over-
throwing ideas of the completely mis-represented world, and the negative starting points of many 

Crocodile Farm, Los Angeles 1920
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other of the post- or anti-ideologies of the second half of the 20th century.  However, the theory is 
equally ideological in its active search for the absolute objectivity - but with a positive, affirmative 
attitude significant for the post-humanism. 

Meaning is created in a system of relations and processess - in context. Might it be possible to 
change the variables so that, primarily, humans are no longer centralized, and secondly, materia 
such as soil , clay and earth, are given a different definition, a different meaning?  Context change 
meaning.

I N T R A D I S C I P L I N A R I T Y 

Another characteristic feature is the intradisciplinarity of post-humanism, where scientific inter-
action is necessary in order to dissolve the categorization of humanism and introduce a non-hu-
man (non-subjective) perspective to a world theoretically and practially built by man.

Klaus Pichler

R E F E R E N C E S  /  S O U R C E S                               

“The Postmodernism Reader, Foundational Texts” by Michael Drolet (Routledge London 2004)
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P O S T - H U M A N I S M                                                   

Given that most if not all built structure is structured around the humanist principle of human privilige, can there 
even exist such a thing as a post-humanist architecture?  

Subjects & Perspective 

A post-human architecture would question the standards and regulations through which the world hitherto have 
been designed, attempting to aquire the perspective of all subjects relevant for the project. 

Other Agents (allowed to matter)

A post-human architecture would assign right of existance, character/atmosphere and future to AGENTS of 
all types, including constructional (conceptual) MATERIA, natural elements such as WATER & SOIL, not to 
mention the PLACE & the SITUATION itself. 

Material Semiotics

Changed meaning through change context - a shift in definition and hierarchy. 

Digitalization

A post-human architecture would not shy for integration of digital development in a traditional context.

Interdisciplinarity & Collaboration

A post-human architectural project would integrate interdisciplinary collaboration thrughout the process in or-
der to achieve an outcome nuanced by differerent perspectives. 

A Different Magic? A New Beautiful? 

A post-human architecture would take inspiration from the possibility of the un-known, design of magic and soul 
in soil and place as well as human beings. 
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A  F O R M U L AT E D  P R O J E C T :  D E F I N I N G  Q U E S T I O N S                  

Is it possible to create a post-human architecture 

• that opimizes the well-being and encounter of people and their constituent and constituing context; a 
co-constituent architecture?

• that constitutes a criticism of the inhumane in humanism´s anthropocentric depreciation of the non-hu-
man?

• that seeks a dissolvement of existing humanistic hierarchical structures through architectural stances a 
signal-architecture?

• that writes a place and allows itself to be written by a place, illustrates a moment and enables the land-
dcape?

• that integrates technological development in a traditional context?
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P R O C E S S  &  M E T H O D
S T A R T I N G  P O I N T :  R E A L I T Y                                                

On a linear scale where one end represents the most conceptual and the other end represents the 
real, where to “place” an architectural thesis? On one hand, truly conceptual architecture should 
also be political or in other ways visionary. 

On the other hand, the beauty of architecture partly being its existence, in contrast to other "vi-
sionary" works. If conceived as a public service, its beauty is somewhat lost is it completely and 
utterly impossible. Hence, I have chosen to work with geographic conditions derived from the 
now - I have chosen a moment as a starting point. In this moment, colliding with the starting point 
of my thesis, my "vision" is applied to the an existing reality, actual conditions.

The question then will be how to apply this certain vision to a fabric of existing conditions. This 
is always the case, i terms of the site, rural or urban, always providing specific conditions and there-
fore terms (reality).

T H E O R Y :  E X T R A C T S   &  P E R S P E C T I V E S                                               

In order to attempt to aquire a different perspective to the architectural design I have  seeked 
academic advice within the realm of art, applied arts and agricultural practice. Aside from looking 
into  laws, standarizations and regulations related to the fields of interest, my starting point was the 
perspective provided by the field of art. 

• Land Art (Nature & Art)

• Horse, Man & Society

• Landscape (nature) Architecture  & Topography

• Agricultural & Equestrian Practices

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

In these times it would be inexcusable not to have sustainable construction as part of the vision 
of any architectural project. It is my hope that the archictectural concept chosen can be applied 
to a structural construction that reduces the negative impact on the environment. However, I 
have focused more on the potential strength of  architecture as communicating an ideology; the 
agenda being shifting a de-constructive hieararchy in which nature is subordinate to culture. The 
message intended would then in itself contribute to a change in attitude and habits of life, a change 
essential to the Survival of it All. 

V I S I T S  &  I N T E R V I E W S

I used to go to a riding school when I was terribly young, but had not been in a stable for a dec-
ade when the project started. Throughout the process I have been visiting some of the numerous 
farms found in the Swedish landscape, rural and urban alike. These visits have been frightening 
and inspiring, disgusting and gorgous. I have been physically exhausted by grooming, hit hard by 
the dirt, chaous and lack of order. I have been deeply impressed by the commitment, the time and 
money spent on the relationship between two species. Equestrian sport is one of those hobbies 
that is (quite catchy) be described as a life style. 

In the very beginning of the project I had the oppurtunity of interviewing an equestrian therapist 
who is in charge of a combined schooling and treatment centre for teenagers. This turned out 
to be a splendid introduction to the magic of the encounter of man and horse and the potential 
impact of this encounter on our very soul and inner beings. 

C O L L A B O R A T I O N  ( I N T E R D I S C P L I N A R Y )

A dusty idea of Gesamtkunstwerk and a fresher idea of interdisciplinarity as a preequistite for 
designing without the human authorative hand at the pen had me opening up for the possibility 
of collaboration. 

I have worked with the ceramist Sara Söderberg, a dreamy situation considering that man and 
animal alike meet architecture in detail, hands grip handles and hooks rather than concepts. 
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A R T  &  N AT U R E  ( L A N D  A R T )                                       

The term Land Art is most often used to describe the art movement of the 1960´s and 1970´s where artists broke 
with the tradition of  gallery context of the art world and chose instead to work in and with the often distant land-
scape. Whereas Land Art played a significant role in liberating the art world from the limiting and elitist context of 
the urban galleries, the artists came to question more than the idea of Art as something represented in a white cube.

 Aside from shedding light on environmentalist issues, the artists raised questions about the  idea of the distant 
and the remote (the new sublime?), of the phenomenon of moving in the landscape and the relationship between 
identity, body, space,  other animals, culture and nature. By placing art in the landscape, or having landscape pre-
sented as art, or turning an event or action in the landscape to performance, nature was (again?) given a voice or a 
face - an identity. Land art is an art form within which the differentiation of culture and nature is dissolved and the 
constant dual power of the natural is made object and subject. 

Other movements such as Arte Povera, Process Art and Mono-ha have dealt with the idea of the natural in relation 
to the constructed, both within and out of the tradition of minimalism, with or without the human authorship.

Can a (-n attempted) post-humanist architecture be inspired by the goals and outcomes of these artistic move-
ments in shedding a light on existing values of nature, tradition and manual labour as well as current problematic 
situations and complications?
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L A N D  A R T

Throughout the 1960´s works were made with shifted focus towards nature and landscape. But not until 1968 did 
the movement present itself in media and galleries. It is no coincidence that this was the “year that rocked the 
world”, a moment in time when a decade of rising political awareness suddenly overthrew the earlier belief in so-
cial structures and political processes. Political and financial wars on nature and men were questioned, in America 
most significally. In Europe the trend took an intellectual turn with the Situationists Internationale (Guy Debord) and 
other political movements resulting in uprisings and riots in Paris and Easter Europe. As a cohesive art movement it 
additionally represents a fundamental change in artworks, the practice of art and our cultural attitude towards nature.  
This new movement signalled a revolution in art and made possible a new range of responses to landscape and 
nature. It does however, seem like a possible reading is a criticism of the format and the conventions of the art world 
and its limited scope, rather than it being a purely idealistic movement despite the raised awareness of sustainability 
and its fragility.   

A common theme is of course the art of sculpture and performance being carried out, presented and represented in 
the landscape rather than in the studio or gallery. The process of making, the act of art-making, is, as well as the final 
piece, moved out of its context.  Whereas the term most often is used to describe a phase of change taking place in 
the late 1960´s and early 1970´s, the characteristics by which it is described in the following text are as applicable 
to many artworks of today. And perhaps land art has the potential of once again emerging as a reformative actor in 
a world desperate to re-value and re-think its relationship to nature.  Landscape art is primarily abstract, minimalist 
or conceptual rather than figurative. 

“... the vast land as a canvas”

Art & Nature (Land Art)

28
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A  T I M E  O F  C H A N G E                                                          

Nuclear warfare appeared to be a possible outcome of the cold war, a threat of annhilation that 
made the vulnerability of the earth suddenly perceptible. Raised awareness of the fragility of the 
ecological systems were put forth by authors such as Rachel Carson in “Silent Spring” - in 1969 the 
first environmental global organization was founded. With ground-breaking images of the Earth 
depicted from the moon, our relationship to our planet was ready to be forever changed, or at least 
the visualization of our world.

However, not all of the artists connected to Land Art can be, or wish to be, described as politi-
cal. For some, land art represented a potential overthrowing of the conventions of the art world, 
wheras other saw the working in, of and with nature as a truly idealistic act. 

“Land art truly betrays the conflicted attitudes of the time towards the earth and the environment.
It encompasses the scarring of the landscape, the ecological reclamation industrially devasted ter-
rain, an impulse towards change and permanence and an attitude of respect, a desire to ´leave no 
trace´. It is both grossly material and intensely spiritual. It abound with images of birth and burial, 
life and death. As such, it reflects the complexity of our relationships with landscape and nature at 
the end of the 20th century and the beginning of a new millenium” (p 13). 

Whereas the artists connected to this movement have varying agendas, motifs, craftmanship and 
styles - the term land art represent a similarity in theme, if not in style.  Among the artists that 
have been described as land artists the following, welll-known names are included: Heizer, Walter 
de Maria, Robert Smithson, Robert Morris, Nancy Holt, Helen Mayer Harrison and Newton 
Harrison, Peter Hutchinson, Dennis Oppenheim, James Turrell, Chatless Ross, Alan Sonfist from 
America and Long, Penone, Hamish Fulton, David Nash, Christo, Herman de Vries and Andy 
Goldsworthy from Europe. They can, in their approach to art and to nature, be compared to 
artists within a larger scope, including Keith Arnatt, Francis Alys, Joseph Beuys, Ana Mendieta, 
Andrea Zittel and others. 

Land art has notoriously produced a schism between American and European actors. Long fa-

mously critisized the American movement for the financial premises required in order to work as 
an artist in America, where plots had to be bought where land is as much real estate as any other 
property. This claimed posession of the land undermined the poetics of the work, according to 
Long it might be described as “true capitalist art”. 

The common theme however is quite consistent, its main thesis being human (cultural) relation-
ship with landscape and nature and the way in which art can articulate the experience of landscape 
and nature - the “use of art to enact or articulate a direct, non-pictorial engagement with landscape 
or nature, or to re-order our response to place, landscape or nature. “

R E V O L U T I O N I Z I N G  A R T                                                    

The methods was as varying as the artists that reluctantly were described within the same category 
of art-making. The term included work that was destructive, reverent, ritualistic, conceptual, con-
structive, performed with methods of escavation, mapping, map-making, building, or seemingly 
banal actions such as walking. In order for this type of art work to be seen, to be appreciated, it 
often required certain active involvement of the viewer; aside from observing, feeling, listening 
or thinking, it often involved transportation, distant travelling or extensive walking, since the art 
work was often placed in the landscape, and seldomly in urban regions. Since the work was often 
ephemeral and/or very distant, documentation of the works got to be a crucial element of the art 
making. In addition, land art works often served as a commentary on our existing attitude towards 
landscape, which often involved map-making.  The operative word probably being interaction 
(immediate and visceral) with nature.

N O N - R E P R E S E N T A T I V E

A crucial aspect of Land art is that it attempts to capture, and to take place in, reality, in the real 
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world. This was also the case, cause and aim of the Minimalists and of the commercial, every-day 
Pop Art, but since these art movements kept to the restrictions of the gallery space, the works 
were still representative, still abstracted, thoeoretical and reductive. Land art opened up to the real 
world, real experiences and real life.

A R T  “ B E Y O N D / A B O V E ”  T H E  O B J E C T

The 1960´s were decades of change, politically and socially as well as in the art world. Movements 
such as Conceptualism attempted to break away from the ideas of Art as an object, and art-mak-
ing as a process leading to the creation of an art-work. Within the field of sculpture, important 
theories were put forth by Rosalind Krauss and Lucy Lippard that proposed an expansion of the 
field of sculpture and a dematerialization of art, with emphasize on idea and process, concept and 
experience ranked higher than the object or product.   This did naturally imply a fundamental 
change in the structures and hierarchies of the art world. The idea of galleries selling objects - art 
- was questioned by the difficulty of both exhibiting and selling the art work, which in some cases 
did not even exist, neither as an object or as a documented process. Unfortunately, these visions of 
independence (from the art world and its finance) proved more difficult in reality than in visionary 
theory, especially since many of the projects classified as land art was gigantic structures requiring 
land plots as well as constructions og larger scale. Still, it was essential in re-defining the artist in 
relation to the art-work, the art-world and nature.

P L A C E  &  T I M E _  R E L A T I O N A L  A R T

When Robert Smithson exhibited a case of slate chips in a gallery space, accompanied by certain 
information about the site from which he had collected the slate, it marked the beginning of a 
new kind of relational art. Smithson called his work “Earth project” and called for a new kind of 
art related to the specificites of earth, soil, geology and dialectics of present and past, presence and 
absence, object and idea - or, as he named his project - “Site and Nonsite”. 

A R T,  N A T U R E ,  L A N D S C A P E  A N D  M A N                                    

In regards to the relationship to nature and topography, land art strives to:

• emphasizing the landscape (with consideration to the specificities of the site)

• being descriptive of the landscape - “often bringing it within the compass of the work and 
so rendering it an active component rather than merely a setting” (p 16).

N A T U R E  A S  C A N VA S                                                                         

In 1968, Michael Heizer created his first work in the El Mirage lake in the Mojave Desert. The 
geometry of this early work recalled that of the Minimalists - strict, simple and straight to the 
point. However, Heizer worked in nature, not in art galleries, museums or public/civic spaces. 
And his scale was monumental. He begun experimenting with performance, thus in both action 
and result eventually combining minimalistic reference and language of form with American Ex-
pressionist gesture and aesthatic outcome.  Heizer introduced this canvas to a collegue, Walter de 
Maria, who approached the desert in a different manner. His first work was called “Two parallell 
lines”, consisting of two parallell lines each stretching half a mile in length, only 4 inches wide 
and 2 “body-lengths” apart. The scale and character of the desert made it impossible to be fully 
appreciated from a human perspective - it was only visible in full from the air, or by walking along 
its full length. This must be understood in a context of conventional galleries where art is known 
to be something “perceivable” in nothing but a short glance. 

“Walter de Maria designated his work a “drawing” but the scale 
of it, its non-pictorial character and the physical and spatial reality 
of any potential viewer´s engagement with it, were more akin to the 
experience of apprehending large-scale architecture, or even such 
elongated structures as roads”.

N A T U R A L  E L E M E N T  A S  S C U L P T U R E ;  A  C O L L A B O R A -

T I O N               

This tendency within Land art is mainly connected to European artists, who tended to work in 
smaller scale and with a greater sensitivity towards the landscape. This is partly due to a difference 
in artistic attitude, partly due to the fact that the American landscape is, or was, to a much great-
er extent untouched, vast in its infinity. European topography is largely constructed, adjusted, 
changed by the intervention of man over the years. History is present in Europe, in almost every 
single tree, grass or gathering of water. Perhaps this has contributed to a more cautious, a nurtur-
ing and caring, attitude towards added, contemporary involvement in landscape. What these art-
ists have in common is a return to craftmanship, to working mainly with their own hands, using 
natural (found) materials, often but not always working directly in nature. This branch of Land 
art can be seen as post-modern if read as a critique of modernist ideas about art, craft and sculp-
ture, but is more commonly interpreted as either political in its environmentalist, or criticized for 
being “purely decorative” - both statements from which many of the artists have taken offence. 

The Italian artist Giuiseppe Penone is known for his intimate sculptural “collaborations” with 
nature. He uses nature and the qualities of nature as a starting point for his then utmost personal 
statements, often with an organic note of temporality, growth or change over time. One work 
consists of three trees woven togheter, another is a cast of the artist´s body placed in water, a third 
example is entitled “It will go on growing except at that points” and consists of a tree to which 
trunk Penone has attached a concrete hand, around which the trunk has continued to grow over 
the years. 

Andy Goldsworthy is a British artists, best known to the public for his “beatiful” photographs 
of temporary sculptures, made in nature out of nothing but found, organic materials from the 
site. However colourful and decorative the documentation of the piece may be, the artist´s work 
is mainly process-led with focuse on the joy and action of making, the ephemeral quality of the 
“dying” work shedding light on the fragility of life and constant presence of death and decay. 

“Art in Nature” is a European organization founded in 1989, its main focuse being the questioning 
the position of the art world in relation to nature, and in relation to the expanded field of tech-
nology. Some artists involved in this movement have been accused of a nostalgic, retrograssive ap-
proach to craft and pastoral settings. But the objective of the group is characterized by interaction, 
by “the oneness of art and nature” and the cultural comprehension and appreciation of nature. 

A more radical approach is the complete silencing of the artist´s voice in favor of the communica-
tion of nature. There is a branch of this movement striving towards a reduced artistic presence, in 
which the artist is nothing more than a tool for conveying the “message of nature”. 

A R C H I T E C T U R A L  R E F E R E N C E S                                      

Within this art movement there are a number of “architectural references” among which Giuliano 
Mauri and his “Tree Catedral” is one of the more famous. An architectural typology is created 
using only natural, sometimes still living, materials and trees. Chris Drury has worked with the 
idea of sheltering - a simple structure he appreciates as both pratical and symbolic:

“Shelter is a basic human need and a manifestation of human 
presence. It is a dwelling place within the movement of a walk."

V E R N A C U L A R  /  A N C I E N T  T R A D I T I O N                                  

In the late 1960´s and 1970´s there was a general increase in the interest for pastoral living. This 
tendency was appearant in the number of published biographies and histories about country life 
and traditions, a celebration of the past and the traditional. Another, more political trend, de-
picted traditional country life as the only way of escaping the morally rotten ways of the modern 
world. By living self-sufficient in the countryside, one could still find the true meaning of life, 
as opposed to the industrial evils consuming the earth. John Seymour was one of many authors 
publishing practical and yet poetically idealistic descriptions on how to minimize one´s impact 
on the world.

In the use of the traditional, native american art works visible only from the sky, the cults and ritu-
als and imagery of Godess-cults and the return to ancient craftmanship, there is a clear connection 
to traditional, non-western cultures and their relation to nature. 

Or, as Tufnell has put it: “Work that represents a dialogue with nature and materials, creating 
a situation in which it reveals the experience of place and the particular conditions at a certain 
moment in time.”

Another artist inspired by Native American tribes is Chris Drury. His work treats the presence 
of rituals, traditions and myths in relation to nature. He often translates the activity or process 
of making to the activity of meditation, or of walking - activities that similarily connects us to the 
“truth” - nature. In dissolving boundaries between nature and culture, the artist has worked with 
similarities and differences between human and natural form (inner and outer nature), and he 
has, in quite literal ways, translated the patterns of human biological form to landscape patterns 
in “Heart of Reeds”. 
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Chris Drury has additionally worked a lot with the idea of shelter as a token of transformative 
experience:

“Shelter is a basic human need and a manifestation of human 
presence. It is a dwelling place within the movement of a walk. It can 
be made simply and quickly with materials to hand, using minmal 
tools. Material and site are inseparable if a shelter is to sit comfort-
ably.”

/Chris Drury (p 85)

In more than one case the artist has built a shelter in nature, lived in it for a determined amount of 
time, dismantled it and then exhibited it in a gallery context, along with found, talismanic objects 
from the site. In all of these simple structures, the prospect of seeing and being in nature is the 
the main focuse, or as the artist himself put it: “... nature viewed from the shelter of culture”. In 
another project the shelter offers more than a view - Drury has experimented with placing lenses 
and camera obscuras in his structures, offering contemplentation of an experimental optical kind: 

“Exterior reality and interior reality are thus conjoined, imposed 
one upon each other; a form of insight” 

/Ben Tufnell, Land Art (p 87)

Michael Singer has worked in an even more reductive or discreet manner when integrating nature 
in art and art in nature. His sculptures are placed within the landscape, changing over time (day, 
night and season), often delicate enough to demand a prolonged viewing for mere discovery.

“The piece provided the apparatus for the rituals of any given 
day to take place”.

T H E  N A T U R E  O F  N A T U R E :  G R O W I N G  T H I N G S                       

One of the artists working with an even more stripped-down or natural approach to art in na-
ture is David Nash. But even when working purely with plantation of trees, the work is more 
formalistic than symbolic, however spiritual in its expression. This is the case in his “Ash Dome”, 
where trees were planted in a circle signifying faith in the future as well as a political message with 
environmental character.

Herman de vries is famous for his minimalistic approach with even less intervention into natu-
ral processes. As if being land art´s equivalent to ready made object, his “Die Wiese” is nothing 
more than a field set aside, allowed to develop in its own pace and characte. The act of not doing 
anything is the art. As is the case with his “Sanctuarium” from 1997, where a natural garden is 
preserved within stone walls in the middle of Munster. As with other pieces, the method is that 
of showing, of raising a collective consciousness by pointing out (even framing) what the artist 
believes is fundamental.  

P E R F O R M A N C E  I N  N A T U R E                      

Richard Long pushed this new concept even further with his “A Ten Mile Walk, England” in 
which he simply walked across the landscape of Exmoor in a completely dematerialized perfor-
mance. The work is documented with a map but represents something more exact than that, it 
references to a certain event, a specificity in time (as performance art). Wheras the work is clearly 
conceptual, it is additionally, according to Tufnell, “.... sculptural in its articulation of a passage 
through space, and distinctive in the radical simplicity of its approach to landscape” (p 11).

It also offers an interesting comment on the art of map-making, since all traces of Long´s experi-
ence (since he was alone, un-watched - unlike most performance work taking place in real-time, 
often in public or semi-public places) is to be found in the readings of the map. Any understand-
ing of the impressions, feelings or more detailed whereabouts of Long must be derived from a 
reading of the map. Hence, a person with more knowledge of a terrain-mapping is more likely to 
understand more fully the experience of the artist. 

E A R T H W O R K S  -  T H E  E X H I B I T I O N                                   

In October 1968 the artist Robert Smithson arranged an exhibition in New York entitled “Earth-
works”, featuring works by himself as well as Walter de Maria, Heizer, Dennis Oppenheim and 
Robert Morris. 

“Walking is not about recreation or nature study 
(or poetry - or `stopping` to make ´outdoor sculp-
tures´ or `take` photographs). It is about an at-
tempt at being `broken down´mentally and phys-
ically - with the desire to `flow`inside a rythm 
of walking - to experience a temporary state of 
euphoria, a blending of my mind with the outside 
world of nature”.

/Hamish Fulton
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R I C H A R D  LO N G ;  T H E  R E A L  &  T H E  S I M P L E                             

“A good work is the right thing, in the right place, at the right 
time” 

/ Richard Long (quoted in p 20 in “Land Art” by Ben Tufnell)

Long´s work consists of simple measures. His main themes are time, space and experience. His work is of-
ten ephemaral. leaving no traces since nature is restored back to what it was after the piece is documented.  
He worked both in the landscape and in gallery spaces. The works in the landscapes were docu-
mented either by modest photograph or by text - poetic, strong paragraphs descriptive in a sugges-
tive way of the experience of experiencing a landscape. Long started working with these walks in a 
relatively small scale. One of his first pieces of greater recognition was “A Line Made By Walking” 
from 1967. This provokingly simple piece is a photograph depicting a line in a grass lawn, made 
by Long himself walking back and forth along the same path, eventually causing a temporary 
line - a line in no regard permanent, but captured for eternity in the photograph. This work was 
followed by similar works of increasing scale, out of which “A Ten Mile Walk” is among the most 
famous. Without making anything, Long was producing - conceptually - the largest art works 
ever made. At the same time, he was reluctant to be identified with the conceptual movements 
of the time, holding on to the fact that his work is real - made with real stones, on real walks. The 
walks were either organized along a constructed, applied, geometrical form, or with consideration 
to existing landscape.Another famous piece is called “A Six day Walk Over All Roads, Lanes and 
Double Tracks Inside a Six Mile Wide Circle Centred on the Giant of Cerne Abbas, Dorset”. The 
walks were both minutiously planned and spontanious and oppurtunistic. Long both worked 
with walks (3-dimensional, physical experiences) and sculpture (3-dimensional, physical objects). 
The sculptures can in turn be divided in two categories - sculptures made in nature and sculptures 
made in and for gallery spaces. Some blur the lines even more by being artworks produced by 
walking in the gallery space (for instance a performance in which Long walked barefoot with mud-
dy feet, creating spirals on the floor). According to the artist, the most prominent feature of his 
work is experience in relation to places, rather than the form/art-work of his pieces. This site-spe-
cific experience of a place also becomes momentual in the work of Long and can therefore be seen 
as time-specific (?). Even though Long´s natural materia placed in the gallery evokes emotion in 
real time, they are more than anything else referring to something else, someplace else (compare 
Smithson´s Site and Non-Site). 

In fact, he sees his own work as significant only if perceived as significant, at the same time he 
describes his art as a simple metaphor of life. In its openness, it is uncommonly easy to assign 
different meaning to the art work of Long. But in choosing simple over complicated, open over 
defined, he opens up to interpretations and metaphors in which a consistent theme is the expe-
rience of being a human in the vast landscape that is the world. This notion of fragility is as easy 
to relate to as his work has been significant for the development of Land art, and in fact, Western 
Art in general.  As Long has continued to work in an impressively consistent manner, his fasci-
nation for relativity and notions of “deep time” or more complex understandings of distances 
(in all dimensions) seems to have grown. This becomes apparent when studying his “walk-pro-
jects” of the 21st century, no longer “limited to the real”, or rather, made with an expanded view 
of what is considered real. From descriptions of distances covered in a human appreciative scale 
(crossing rivers, climbing mountains) he ends up describing the distances covered on a completely 
different scale (the Earth orbiting, the infinity of space etc.). A note on the absurdity in relation 
to the seriousness. Long´s work has been interpreted as political, but this was by no means some-
thing he himself intended. Some of his work is rather bizarre or absurd, the poetry bordering on 
over-simplicity.  Another note on the definition of Landscape - is the gallery really a landscape? 
When treated as such by Heizner or by Olafur Eliasson, what happens then? If natural element 
is not considered nature when placed in a built structure (architecture), can structural element 
be considered architecture when placed in a landscape? Or is nature perhaps never more organic 
(as supposed to technological) when placed in a built structure (that is, away from its “origin” or 
habitat)? In that case, is built structure even more “architectural” in an open landscape?

R O B E R T  S M I T H S O N ;  A  S C I E N T I F I C ,  M O N U M E N T A L 
A P P R O A C H                     

Compared to Richard Long, the art of Robert Smithson is highly theoretical in regards to his 
attitude to nature and art, representation and object, alike. His fascination with science echoes 
in all his work and it is clear, in pieces such as Site and Non-site, that his approach to art as rep-
resentation is critical and theoretically focused. A futher differentiating aspect is the way in which 
Smithson often worked with urban or semi-urban areas.

“Smithson was fascinated by the way in which the landscape is 
marked by man´s use of it, seeing this as a wholly natural process. 
For him such sites embodied the sense of collapse - of entropy - that 
he felt was a guiding principle of existance”.

This attitude meant that his use of found, natural objects was by no means political in a sense that 
he believed in and longed for an untouched earth (compared to Long, who consistently re-stored 
the landscape he altered for his art-pieces). Whereas many has argued that Long worked in the 

modernist tradition, with lines, circles and simple geometry, Smithson is suggested to be a part of 
post-modernism, questioning structure and “whole-ness”, striving for “fragmentation, corrosion, 
decomposition, disintegration”. Aside from their emphasize of time, relativity and place, Long 
and Smithson share a fascination for mapping - in cartography (altered or unaltered) as docu-
mentation as well as in using the art work as a way of locating, of marking, a certain moment and 
a certain site among other moments and sites.  Smithson is most famous for his “Spiral Jetty”, a 
monumental spiral of rocks and basalt that was covered in water a few years after it was created on 
the bottom of Great Salt Lake in Utah. Fantastically enough, this work was un-covered again after 
a few years of drought in 2002, signalling a new kind of monumentality, its appearance (naturally) 
changed throughout its time under water. Its spiral form and materiality was derived from ideas 
about minerals, chrystals, molecules and time. 

The site is quite inaccessible, meaning that it is through documentation that it has been known 
to the public and critics alike. But it is important to note that the work is in fact two-folded: it 
can be perceived as a work of art through documentation, as an executed idea. But it can also be 
experienced, by walking through it. This is described as an experience that is completely different. 
Smithson was comissioned for a film as well as for the art work itself, thus creating three dimen-
sions of the piece: the spiral, the movie and an accompanying text in which Smithson comments 
on his own work. With his earlier work, Smithson was connected to the Minimalists with whom 
he both exhibited and collaborated. But his work, although similar in appearance, differed at the 
very foundation of beliefs. For he believed that the art object, was a mere starting point for the 
investigation of layered ideas, a stark contrast to the Minimalists, who in the words of Frank Stella 
worked with a belief system of “What you see is what you see”. Instead, Smithsons work “...posits 
an expansion. It rejects clarity and unlike Minimalism for which clarity and logic are guiding prin-
ciples, toys with logic (becomes “alogical”).”

A minimalist plexi-glass sculpture by Daniel Judd becomes in the written analysis of Smithson, 
“a giant crystal from another planet”. It thus becomes clear that Smithson as an artist not only 
made work with a certain system of beliefs, he additionally applied his beliefs and dogmas to the 
work of other artists. 

“... Smithson is engaging in a natural 
landscape and thus highlighting the com-
plex relationship between man and natu-
ral forces, the most powerful of which is 
entropy. Entropy - the principle of energy 
loss (...) is a concept that defines not only 
natural world but mankind too. Moreo-
ver, it provides a powerful metaphor for 
a contemporary situation”.
In working with nature and natural issues, Smithson thus manages to be political, to communi-
cate a political message, or at the very least, a measurement of the political situation.  Interestingly 
enough, it was when the artist worked with an architecture office that he first got intrigued by the 
complexities of nature and art in terms of site, placement and origin of art work. He was hired by 
an office as a consultant for an airport, in which the architects wished to establish a connection 
between the interior of the airport and the landscape outside. One of Smithson´s suggestion in-
volved filming art works in the adjacent landscape and screening the video material inside. Even 
though this project never was realized, it ultimately led to the artist´s preoccupation with the dial-
iectics of present and absent, here and there, object and site. In his first Nonsite-piece from 1968, 
Smithson filled an heaxagonal sculptural container with sand from a location which he referred 
to by exhibiting a similarily hexagonal map. The work evokes the landscape to which it is a cor-
relative, the groundbreaking aspect of the piece being that it is more than representative since it 
actually contains material from the site - it thus IS rather than represents what it is representing. 
The entire gallery became involved in this “allusive” relationship in which the absence of the site 
is illuminated through the presence of parts of it - in a dialectic of present interior and distant 
exterior location. 

When moving further away from the interior, representative spaces of galleries, Smithson re-
turned to landscape as sites. By photographing installations with mirrors, he worked with a com-
plicated and complex take on reality:

“An image of an image doubled is twice removed from reality; the mirror produces a rupture in 
the surface of space and time, the documentation of that rupture producing a secondary dislo-
cation”. Furthermore, this documentation served as a narrative for travelling in landscape (note: 
over time) something Smithson made clear in one of those esssays for which he is as known as he 
is for his art work: “Incidents of Mirror-travel in the Yucatan” from 1969. 

As mentioned above, Smithson is as famous for his essays and writings as he is for his art projects. 
His writing is analogous in its poetry, he describes sites and projects with an emotional expression 
that leapes from science and strict art theory to an atheist yet almost religious ambient exploration 
impression of landscape.
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L A R G E  S C A L E :  C O N S T R U C T I O N  &  E X P E R I E N C E                       

One definition of Land Art is Earthworks; defined by pieces that are large scale, often consisting 
of permanent changes or transformations of the landscape, often remote in their location. This is 
connected to a certain American tradition - accused for a certain colonizing attitude towards the 
landscape, a mentality reminsicent of the cowboy culture of the Wild West, where nature is noth-
ing but another territory to overcome. Some critics have blamed the movement for insensitivity 
and an unpolitical arrogance towards nature, others have explained its character by pointing out 
the American heritage with art references within Native American culture.

Earthworks pose, perhaps more than smaller pieces, the question on site in relation to object, and 
more literally; form vs. location. This is intriguing in two regards - not only are earthworks site 
absolutely site-specific, furthermore they consist “of” the site - made by transformed, processed, 
corrupted dirt or gravel. This makes location and sculpture indeniably interwined. As Michael 
Heizer put it:

“The work is not in the place, it is the place”.

This opens up for another intriguing discussion, namely how to represent the piece as art? Artists 
subsequently focused either on documentation or alternatively, representative gallery work.This 
opens up for another interesting issue - should the work be seen merely from the air, or should it 
be perceibable from groundlevel?

One of the artists that actively contributed to a more phenomeological discussion regarding sculp-
ture was Morris.  He proposed that the only “true” setting for a piece of sculpture was outside, far 
away from the backdrop or cages of architectural settings and spaces. 

Michael Heizer set out to make art that was “truly American” and ended up making monumental 
installations in the desert, which he treated as an unlimited laboratory space, a canvas without bor-
ders. His agenda was also political, claiming to produce work that was uncommodified, distanced 
from the market prices of galleries.  His “Nine Nevada Depressions” from 1968 is a series of neg-
ative sculptures - loops, cuts, trenches and slots in the desert along a 520 mile long line. “Double 
Negative”, where 240 000 ton sandstone was removed, consists of two monumental cuts, facing 
each other. These cuts create a void, a non-sculpture in which the presence of the absent has been 
suggested two have created a completely new syntax for sculpture:

“Rather than being a form that occupies space, with a surface 
delineating the limits of an internal volume, Double Negative is com-
posed of space itself, it is a void”.

/ John Beardsley 

Or, as Germano Celane have described it:

“... an internalised desert, or a desert that foded over onto itself”

Heizer himself makes a point of denying the landscape - in his monumental “the City” he attempts 
to “built it away”, creating megastructures that minimizes the impression of the surrounding de-
sert. In spite of this, critics have presented different readings of his work, claiming that context, site 
and location is one amnd this simplicity, remoteness and grandeur convey a sense of inevitability, 
of being part of the land. 

Put in a political context and seen from an environmentalist perspective, earthworks have been 
accused of being nothing but arrogant, crude and violent destruction, unsensitive to both poetics 
and politics of our relation to nature. But it has also been interpreted as a communication of a 
highly sensitive approach to landscape, communicating a “back-to-the-land-pastorialism” typical 
of the time described above. However, as Elizabeth Baker put it, as representation of work that is 
mostly formalist or minimalist, earthworks are’

“... the antithesis of accidental, free, organic shape of nature; it is 

the essence of the artificial - of art”.

WA LT E R  D E  M A R I A                                                   

Walter de Maria has the same formalist approach to sculpture in natural context, but acknowledg-
es the presene of the landscape in a more senstive way than Heizer. Even though many of his pieces 
are visible from the air, they must be experienced on ground level:

“While one eventually comes to learn its configuration, it is never 
entirely visible (...) As one walks the piece, its monotony is at first 
soothing and finally invigorating as one realizes the completeness 
with which ine has experience both the work and its surrounding 
landscape”

/ John Beardsley 

“Ground level perception seems essential to tits full meaning. It provides a four-mile walk and an 
experience of specific place, random apprehension of surrounding and and intensified sense of self 
that seems to transcend visual apprehension alone. Its shape becomes known indelibly as a mental 
visual form, however, during the time it takes to pace it”.  

/Baker

Walter de Maria is most known for his “Lightning Field” from 1977. The work is set in a 
field in New Mexico, where lighting is known to strike often. It consists of 400 steel poles, 
deisgned to attract lighting and to catch and reflect light and shadow in diffrerent ways. 
Three aspects of this work is especially intriguing; its slim and subtle expression allows for a si-
multaneous experience of land as well as the art piece. Furthermore, the piece is less about the 
guaranteee of seeing lighting strike, but rather more about the presence of the idea that it might, 
we are reminded of the phenomenon of natural powers and forces. And thirdly, the distance and 
the remoteness are not only physical conditions necessary for the scale of the piece, the distance to 
any “civilization” promotes a certain solitude in relation to the piece. In a way it demands solitary 
contemplatation, visitors are invited to stay in a nearby camping site, thus allowing the experience 
of seeing the field change over the passing of 24 hours. 

About the extreme settings and demands of the visitor of these pieces, Lawrence Alloway has said:

“Earthworks communicate a cisatlantic shape of the resonanlty 
empty”.

V I E W I N G  L A N D S C A P E  ( S P E C T A C L E ? )                               

George Trakas is an artist that has worked with designing the experience of any visitor of the land-
scape or natural setting as it is, for instance in his “Union Station” from 1975, with a number of 
elevated paths and sunk pathways.

T E M P O R A R Y  I N S T A L L A T I O N                                           

Christo and Jeanne-Claude are perhaps the most famous of this genre, creating temporary in-
stallations of monumental scale in the landscape, such as “Valley Curtain”, “Running Fence” or 
“Wrapped Coast”. As a rule, their pieces leave no permanent trace or sign. but are documented 
with photographs. 

Carl Andre is known for his contribution to re-defining sculpture by emphasizing the importance 
of place (here by summarizing development of sculpture: 

“Sculpture as form

Sculpture as structure

Sculpture as place”

His most famous pieces deal with the idea of a line, either as in “Joint” by placing almost 200 bales 
of hay along a line, connecting differnet types of terrain, or as in “Secant”, where a comparatively 
geometrically strict line of wood stretches across almost 100 metres of landscape. 

N A T U R A L  E L E M E N T  A S  A R C H I T E C T U R E  ( C R E A T I O N 
O F  S PA C E )
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Yet another artist working with hay as a sculptural material is Richard Fleischner. By using hay 
bales, he was able to work quickly on a large scale and with relatively cheap modules, creating 
architectural sculptures of deliberate space. This concept was developed further by using Sudanese 
grass, thus “building” space by growing plants. 

B O D Y  A R T  &  P E R F O R M A N C E                                          

Influenced by other emerging art movements such as Body Art and Performance Art, a different 
type of land art surfaced at the beginning of the 1970´s. Art of this type placed the individual 
artist in nature, interacting with landscape, focusing on the experiencing of being in, even one 
with, nature. 

Body art emerged in the 1960´s with artists such as Chris Burden and Vito Acconci, inspired by 
Existentialist theory and political activity. As land art, it was and is focused on the immediacy of 
experience and authenticity of the “real” - in place and in time. 

Dennis Oppenheim is one of the artist most known for using his own body in relation to land-
scape in creating temporary pieces - evoking the experience of being a body (sensitive to physical 
and mental experiences alike) in nature.

“(...) the sense of physically spanning land, activating a surface 
by walking on it, began to interest me. When you compare a piece 
of sculpture, an object on a piedestal, to walking outdoors for ten 
minutes and still being on top of your work, you find an incredible 
difference in the degree of physicality and sensory immersion. The 
idea of the artist literally being in the material, after spending dec-
ades manipulating it, fascinated me”.

A stereotypical, or classic, approach is visible in the numbers of  art pieces dealing with ideas of 
death/burial and birth. Two  of the more significant are Keith Arnatt´s “Self-Burial” and Charles 
Simond´s “Birth”. The first piece consists of 9 photographs depicting the artist gradually disap-
peraring in earth - as with Claes Oldenburg´s “invisible” sculptures buried in the ground, it can be 
seen both as a comment on art in relation to the (invisible/visible) artist, but also as a reference to 
nature, darkness, death and the brutal linearity of death and nature. 

G E N D E R  &  B O D Y  A R T  ( &  L A N D  A R T )

An intriguingly high number of the artists involved in the merging art form of performance and 
installation were women. Among them are Mary Miss, Alice Aycock and Ana Mendieta. 

Mary Miss and Alice Aycock worked primarily with installations, scenographic architectural 
sculpture in which the visitor was invited to participate. The work was primarily about an inti-
mate, psychological and human experience rather than the monumental scale of the earthworks 
- evoking memory and spatial theory derived from such authors as Gauston Bachelard and his 
highly poetic theories on domestic space and emotion. 

The open, rural landscape in which some of the work was placed, played an important role in 
increasing the contrasting effect of the claustrophobic paths, often underground, and the free and 
open landscape. 

Ana Mendieta worked instead with her own body, or the imprint or silhuette of her own body, 
in the landscape. She herself described her work as “Earth Body Art” - its main theme being the 
relation between earth and body, or more specifically, the identification of the earth with the fe-
male body. This in turn opened up for a highly personalized investigation of identity, belonging 
and origin. 

She eventually turned towards a more spiritual attitude to earth, visible in the following state-
ment:

“I wanted my images to have power, to be magic. I decided that 
for the images to have magic qualities I had to work directly with 
nature. I had to go to the source of life, to mother Earth.”

Her Silhueta Series depicting the form of a female body in different types of natural environments 
convey a mythical, spiritual feeling that awake questions about death and life, gender and sexuality 
and ultimately, nature and culture - and bonds between human and earth (and the universe). 

The rise of feminism in the 1970´s played a crucial role in the rise and promotion of female artists. 
In addition, there was a revival in the theories and beliefs in the archetypal Great Goddess and in 

combination with increased environmental and political awareness, an increase in this genre of art 
was seen throughout the 1960´s and 1970´s.  

An interesting notion is the implied, potential reading of the “male” earthworks and its monu-
mental scale, American approach and masculine or even macho approach to nature and landscape.  
Heizer even went as far as to suggest that he was indeed looking for an “unraped” landscape in 
which to work. 

R I T U A L S  &  S P I R I T U A L I T Y 

Charles Simond´s “Birth” depicts the artist in sequence being born out of mud, the naked body 
arising from the red dirt. It evokes images of ancient rituals, of belief systems derived from other 
cultures and times. Topics such as the connection between bodies, earth, identity, culture/society 
(and its manifestations such as architecture) and sexuality are explored - placing nature and man 
in a common continuum. 

WA L K I N G  T H E  L A N D

Hamish Fulton approached the landscape in a similar manner to Richard Long. However, where-
as Long used the landscape as a setting for execution of ideas or concept, Fulton was more abstract 
and spontanious in approaching nature. Both the first part of his work: the walks, and the follow-
ing; the documentation of his experience, deal with notions of time and place. The method of 
documentation ranged from photographs to written stories or collages of both. 

“Only art resulting from the experience of individual walks (Only 
= not a generalized response to nature. Art resulting from = first the 
walk second the art work. The experience of = a walk must be ex-
perienced it cannot be imagined. Individual walks = each walk has a 
beginning and an end). (...) Walking is not about recreation or nature 
study (or poetry - or `stopping` to make ´outdoor sculptures´ or `take` 
photographs). It is about an attempt at being `broken down´mentally 
and physically - with the desire to `flow`inside a rythm of walking - to 
experience a temporary state of euphoria, a blending of my mind 
with the outside world of nature”.

Although both Long and Fulton has been connected to historical English movements such as Ro-
manticism, they are equeally in debt to the belief systems of Native American culture and Japanese 
poetry tradition, in which Haiku poets took on longer walks, for which they accounted through 
intensily emotional Haiku poems. 

Significant for Fulton´s work is his own - the artist´s - presence in all the work, experienced and 
documented alike. The artist is either depicted literally (photographed by an assistent in the land-
scape), or his individuality is palpable in the subjectivity of the reports and documents. One can 
relate to the accounted sensations, but an experience of nature is always highly individual. 

E C O LO G I C A L / E N V I R O N M E N T A L  L A N D  A R T                         

Resulting from scientific advances and political events the world view, the understanding of the 
world around us, transformed radically in the 1960´s.

As the physicist Fritjof Capra described it:

“A change from viewing the universe as a mechanical system  
composed of elementary building blocks in which society is a com-
petative struggle for existence (where success is achieved through 
uninhibited technological and economic growth) to what might be 
called a holistic conception of the world. In this new view, the world 
is understood as a holistic conception of the world, where the world 
is understood as an integrated whole rather than a dissociated col-
lection of parts (...) embedded in the cyclical processes of Nature”.

/p 94

E C O - F E M I N I S M

An interesting note is that on gender and ecological art. One could argue that the female role tradi-
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tionally is “healing” in its nature and Laderman Ukeles was one of the theorist defining the role of 
women (artists?) as “unification”. This belief system is visible in the shamantic or ritualistic art of 
many female artists from the 70´s. Although some land artists found it problematic that their art 
was interpreted as environmental, others considered raising political and philosophical questions 
about the directions of society as the main goal with their artistry.  These ecologically concerned 
artist worked in three different approaches.

L A N D  R E C L A M A T I O N : C O M M E N T A R Y  &  S O L U T I O N

This, optimistically oriented attitude to the role of land art became known for shedding lights on 
former industrial settings, brownfield areas and abandoned mines, where the destructive forces of 
mankind had left eternal traces. One example is Robert Smithson´s many proposals for the instal-
lations in and reuse of mines across America. Whereas most of Smithson´s collegues were purely 
critical in their approach, Smithson tended to linger poetically at the inevitable expressivity of the 
mines, as traces or scars of time, history, entropy and human activity were so very present in the 
appearance of such places. He ended up proposing a closer and more direct relationship between 
industry and art, suggesting that they could both work as agents in a “natural” process in which 
the land is continually changed - his approach being more aesthatic or philosophically poetic than 
ecologically or politically critical. The ambivalence or paradoxicality of the attitude of such artists 
have been discussed widely by critics and artists alike. But they must all agree that despite remain-
ing ethical issues, the presence of permanently installed land art pieces often result, indirectly or 
directly, in the land being protected from further exploitation. The land has been given cultural 
value through the earth work it hosts. 

Another crucial issue was put in question when the project “Earthworks, Land Reclamation as 
Sculpture” was initiated in 1979 in Seatte. A number of artists were asked to propose changes to 
abandoned abused parcels of land, ranging from mines to quarries and former airports. The only 
project that was realized in the end was the gravel pit transformed by Robert Morris. He was one 
of many who found themselves in doubt about the moral and ethical foundations for aiding the 
industry in “beautifying” the scars of its impact. In performing an almost cosmetic act, critics and 
artist alike were concerned that the conversion of former industrial sites (evidence of industrial im-
pact) to culturally valuably and socially esteemed places would “socially redeem” the guilty parties. 

A R T  &  S C I E N C E

Newton and Helen Mayer Harrison are two artists working in close collaboration with scientists 
when approaching a specific problematic situation. By mapping, documenting and studying a spe-
cific topic more closely, consulting experts and scientists depending on which issue is at hand, they 
attempt to create a solution that is scientifically efficient and simultaneously poetic and emotional. 

A perhaps more political and poetic (cultural) approach is seen in Hermann Prigann´s large-scale 
projects in Germany. He attempts to achieve an “aesthatic and ecological recreation of destroyed 
landscape” - appearant in his “Spiral Hill - skystair”.

R E P O R T S ,  WA R N I N G S  &  P O E T R Y

There is of course a connection to the general attitude towards the landscape as it has 
changed throughout the last century. This is perhaps most clear in America, where wild na-
ture for long represented something to be conquered or tamed. The events and political 
movements of the latter half of the century resulted instead in an attitude of reverence and 
preservationism. A piece that could be read as representative of this shift in mindset is the in-
stallation “Time Landscape” by Alan Sonfist, where more than 700 square metres of land 
in Manhattan has been dedicated to a native forest, as if never touched by man  - restored to 
what it should have been like had man not decided to build a city. This reminder is edify-
ing and enlightening in its commitment to a parallell historical truth, in which the polit-
ical message is made strong through its juxtapositioning of the natural and the cultural.  
A different take on the same theme is provided by Agned Denes in her most famous piece: 
“Wheatfield: a Confrontation” from 1982. When commissioned for an outdoor sculpture in 
downtown Manhattan, Denes worked with volunteers in planting a wheat field among the sky 
scrapers of New York, creating what she called a “powerful paradox ... for the calling to account”, 
a truly political message about the “misplaced priorities and deteriorating human values” of the 
existent cultural atmosphere:

“... a symbol, a universal concept. It represented food, energy, 
commerce, world trade, economics. It referred to mismanagement, 
waste, world hunger and ecological concerns. It was an intrusion 
into the Citadel, a confrontation of High Civilisation. Then again, it 
was also Shangri-La, a small paradise, one´s childhood, a hot summer 
afternoon in the country, peace, forgotten values, simple pleasures.” 
(p 102)

This point was made even stronger when the harvested crops from this 4,5 billion-dollar-piece-of-
land was sold for a modest 158 dollars.

Denes has additionally been involved in what is considered to be  the largest monument in the 
world: “Tree Mountain”, commissioned by the Finish government in connection to the Earth 
Environment Day in Rio de Janeiro 1992. The piece consists of an artificial mountain on the site of 
reclaimed pits in the midst of the Finish forests. Each of the 10 000 trees are marked by the names 
of the people that helped to plant them and they are never to leave the spot in which they were 
planted. The focuse of this piece is hope for the future and more than anything else the acute need 
for global collaboration if the challenges of today are ever to be overcome. 

Representing a fundamentally different take on art as such is the German artist Joseph Beuys. 
It was his firm belief that art was inseparable from life, from everything, and subsequently, that 
everyone is an artist. This attitude was inherited from the German Romanticism, in which man/
culture and nature, spirit and matter, are interdependent and additionally indivisible. 

His definition of sculpture as the opposite of entropy, as something that orders, that structures, 
that makes sense of what otherwise would be read as chaotic. He himself chose to describe his 
work as regenerating activity rather than performing art. One of his most famous works is “7000 
oaks”, commissioned by the Documenta VII in Kassel 1982. The ambition was to plant 7000 oaks 
in the town of Kassel as a response to its harsh and artificial urban qualities. Every tree was to be 
accompanied by a basalt stone pillar and as a part of the piece and of the process the 7000 stones 
were gathered in a giant pile, a pile slowly diminishing in size as the number of planted trees grew 
higher. The choice of oak was not a coincidental one, as one of Beuys´main themes throughout 
his carreer was the national mourning and guilt in Germany from the second world war. The 
process and the timeline of the project can be characterized as a healing one, the beauty of it being 
especially transclucent when Beuys´widow and son were able to plant the last of the 7000 trees 
after his death in 1978. 

W I T N E S S

Hamish Fulton is one of the artists that in a subtle, passive yet politically outspoken way choose 
to work with ecological issues with focuse on communication, or as Ben Tufnell puts it, as a way 
of bearing witness. He attempts to shed light on the destructive impact of cultural presence in 
nature, and additionally make a comment about more specific questions, such as the horrible 
crimes committed to indigenous people in the world, in particular the resulting plight of the Na-
tive Americans. 

By photographing the landscape through which he has walked (bearing witness) he then puts 
in writing the specific topics which he wants to emphasize, seen in works such as “To Build is to 
Destroy, No Man-Made Obstacles for the Winter Winds” or “Warm Dead Bird, Walking Against 
the Oncoming Traffic, a 21 Day Road Walking Journey from the North Coast to the South Coast 
of Spain, Ribadesella to Malaga, Winter 1999”.

R I T U A L I S T I C  I N S P I R A T I O N :  O V E R L AY                                             

When Lucy Lippard wrote “Overlay: Contemporary Art and the Art of Prehistory” in 1983 she 
requested more than casual references to art history in contemporary art work. She claims that 
by investigating a combination of contemporary and ancient art and art topics, by juxtapositing 
form and meaning, past and present, one would enable a greater symbolism and therefore value in 
a contemporary art world hollowed by a preoccupation of its own substructures and characters.

F O R M A L  A R C H E T Y P E S

Ancient monuments such as Stonehenge, Avebury, Carnac, New Grange and Nazca have acted as 
formal inspiration for minimalist artists, their geometric simplicity, structural clarity and repeti-
tion exemplary in its  refinement, even more clearly so when stripped-down by time.

A R T I S T S  A S  S H A M A N S

By re-introducing ancient values and methods of art-making to a contemporary art scene, Lippard 
believes that art would become something “more”, that by integrating past and present one could 
“reintegrate the political and the cultural, the personal and the natural, and all the permutations 
thereof” (p110).

Mediating scientific discoveries using ancient means of communication and construction would 
enhance our comprehension of complex theories, vertiginous scales and infinite difficulty. In ad-
dition, it would make the artist a shaman of sorts, capable of helping people to understand some 
of the mystery at the very chore of life itself. The artworks referred to often consists of a complex 
mixture of contemporary technology and ancient wisdom (beliefs), centred around natural phe-
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nomenon, external stimuli, such as the movement of the stars. 

S P A C E  A G E                                                      

Following the landing on the moon and the subsequent space race, the 70´s were characterized 
by a fascination for outer space and its potential impact on human life on earth. Culturally, the 
scientific discoveries generated an enormous amount of   science fiction, either with an optimistic 
tone or prophecies about destruction and ruin. The arise of the New Age thinking contributed 
to the esoteric character of the contemporary culture of interdisciplinary, and new-born, sciences.

O U T E R  S P A C E

Robert Morris is one of countless artists interested in the vast complexity of space and our relation 
to space as something natural or unnatural. Inspired by the ancient sites mentioned above, one of 
his first built works was two mounds surrounded by walls aligned with the movement of solistices 
and equinoxes.  Crucial to the observatories of Robert Morris is the presence of time. Not only in 
regards to the actual shape derived from temporal phenomenon, but also as it requires time to be 
experienced - only from the air can the piece be understood in an instant. From the ground it is 
revealed, and activated, by participationn. 

Nancy Holt began her career with a fascination for time and for perceptual, often clearly optical, 
systematic ways of directing, editing or affecting people´s experience of time. In “Missoula Ranch 
Locators” from 1972 8 framework structures for viewing are placed in the landscaoes, directing 
“the viewer´s gaze either inwards (towards the other stations) or outwards (towards the landscape) 
and thus order their experience of place” (p 111).

In her most famous piece “Sun Tunnels” Holt placed four concrete tubes, drilled with holes in 
the shape of star constellations, in the midst of the vast Utah desert. The place is remote and 
its enormous size and distance evokes the presence of “deep time” of cosmological rather than 
human scale. The tubes are aligned to the solstices and offer a framework for viewing sunrise and 
surrounding landscape, as well as offering a semi-shelter of human scale. It is site-specific and 
time-specific and at the same time offering a comment on time-lessness and generality that evokes 
the experience of cosmic time.  

Charles Ross started working primarily with prisms as a way of exploring the properties of light, in 
some works using them as agents for bringing together the forces of universe in art-making (mak-
ing them intermediators of the sun when burning materia with the rays of sun light). 

“Star Axis” is a piece of a completely different scale. Ross has re-created one of the observatories for 
the human, naked eye, Jai Singh, found in Indian cities in the 18th century. Its sculptural architec-
ture is far from random, every angle, sight line, ascendance or framed view relates to the cosmical 
relation of the Earth and the stars:

“I think of the Earth-to-star axis as an energy matrix that can be 
experienced in sculptural form ... larger orders of reality become 
visible by ´earthing´ them in form. Star Axis distils the geometry of 
time into a physical environment” 

/p 116

A further ambition is the translation of scientific knowledge to a human scale, to both make the 
scientific, contemporary discoveries available to “the common man”, and to provide the physical 
structure for optical discovery of the phenomenon adjusted to the human body and eye. 

As with the works mentioned above, the concepts of these pieces ultimately comes down to the 
notion of time - the clear contemporarality of the pieces itself in stark contrast to the notion of 
eternal, cosmic, unfathomable time-scape to which they refer.  

L I G H T

James Turrell is one of the most well-known contemporary artists working with light. His pieces 
for gallery spaces are almost sterile in their scientific veracity, where monochrone lights fill con-
trolled spaces, creating a trompe d´oeil-effect of perception and space and optical illusion. The 
effect is time-based and the strong impressions of desillusion wears off, replaced by a curiousity 
that is often satisfied: the work is legible and can be explained (for instance Ganzfelds effect). The 
gallery installations of Turrell thus changes with the viewer´s experience and is a lot more tempo-
rary and spectacular than his outdoor works. These include skyscapes, another optical method 
for isolating and adjusting our perception of the sky. The same principal is applied to the works 
that employ the principles of celestial vaulting, resulting in pieces that combine the experience oof 
nature, light, atmosphere and place; both time- and site-specific.

The largest work of Turrell is still under construction: he has been granted the permission and the 

funds for undertaking construction of the Roden Crater in Arizona. By reshaping this crater the 
artist is working towards creating a landscape of different experiences - a semi-natural theme-park. 
The visitors will be introduced to exposed pieces of land telling the story of an ancient geological 
time of which we are aware theoretically but not yet emotionally or psychologically. The crater 
will be pierced by tunnels and rooms, some natural and some created  by the artist, exhibiting 
different ways in which the light of the desert finds expression - the light of the stars, the sun, 
eclipses and solstices. But Turrell strives to manipulate our perception of space as well of light. The 
largest space of the project, the crater bowl, is currently designed in a way which will generate the 
“concave earth illusion” where the edges of the horizon will be  perceived as concave in an optical 
illusion created by the specificities of the place itself. The ambition of the entire project is certainly 
one of “intimate immensity” to use a term coined by Bachelard. 

Although deeply inspired by the rituals, tradition and knowledge of ancient cultures, Turrell is 
more fascinated with the structures today, abandoned and stripped of religious meaning,  creating 
effects of light that is “uncontaminated by any given symbolism” (p 120). The architectural typol-
ogies he employs are non-functional in a magical sense: when form is derived from earlier cultures 
they are used for the effects of light rather than the essential meaning and symbolism for which 
they were once created. 

S U P E R - H U M A N  S C A L E  ( S M A L L )

On his many walks along the beach back in England, or travelling across the world, Roger Ackling 
collects small pieces of wood, already marked by human use. He then burns patterns, dots, or 
lines to the wood using only a lens and the sunlight. The process is initutive as well as planned, 
descirbed as a ritual more reminiscent of meditation. The act of making is performed in the land-
scape, often at the very site of the findings. It certainly evokes questions about pointlessness, but 
can at the same time be described as the (only) true form of photography, or an “imprint of time”. 

All artists mentioned have had to relate their work to the human scale in one way or another. In 
the works of Roger Ackling the modest, human, managable and relatable scale is somehow taken 
to its extreme:

“rituals performed in private

change the face of the world”

C O N T E M P O R A R Y  L A N D  A R T                                                         

Whereas the common definition of Land Art refers to the political movements of the late 60´s, 
there are still many artists today that work with and in nature in similar ways, contributing to the 
expansion of the term and the field of art.  In 1979 James Lovelock published “Gaia: A New Look 
at Life on Earth”, about the natural balance of the earth and the negative impact human activity 
on this balance. Lovelock´s thesis is still influental today and describes the world in terms of a 
global system in which the biosphere and atmosphere strives for a constant balance in a complex, 
constant but fragile system. In 1990 this book was followed by another one of ground-breaking 
importance; Bill McKibben´s “The End of Nature”, one of the first accounts of the effects of glob-
al warming - claiming that we have already passed the threshold after which some changes already 
have started to happen, changes over which mankind have no chance of control. 

T E C H N O LO G Y

A piece that truly exeplifies the tension and balance between the ancient, the traditional, and the 
inventive, the future, is “Modern Nature” by Dalziel and Scullion, placed in the Scottish  coun-
tryside in 2000. The tall, futuristic, highly technological structures are in stark contrast to the 
pictoresque landscape, reminding any passer-by about the surreal and frightening presence of a 
technological future. But running on energy from solar panels, these pillars are nothing but sound 
systems for re-creating the sounds of an almost died-out bird that once used to inhabit the area.

Another artist that introduces technologically and scientifically advanced solutions in the context 
of our everyday life, and in particular in the context of natural surroundings and phenomenon, is 
Olafur Eliasson. When dying a river green or re-creating an artificial sunset (“Double Sunset”1999) 
he provokes a new way of seeing what we might otherwise take for granted.

A somewhat similar effect is achieved in the presence of “Untitled (Boulder)” by John Frankland. 
An enormous Boulder of portland stone has been transported to an estate of Robert Adam´s 
design, carried out in portland stone, causing “object and context to create an extraordinary and 
surreal confrontation” (p 127). In addition, what appears to be an object of uttermost rawness is 
in fact an object of cultivation, not only can it be read as art/sculpture in its deliberate position, 
it has been quarried, blasted, cut, selected and transported to the site. Furthermore, it is used as a 
climber´s spot, offering people to feel and experience it in a way reminiscent of public sculpture. 
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J O U R N E Y  /  D E R I V E 

Many artists have continued to explore the idea of transport through the landscape as the starting 
point for an investigation of their relationship with nature. Journeys have been taken on by foot, 
bike, car, boat or horse, in rural as well as urban setting and in large/global and small/local scale 
alike. The presedents for such journeys in the world can be found among the Situationists and ear-
lier artists within Land art.  Francis Alys is a Mexican artist known for his active and passive strolls 
in the urban blocks around his studio. The character of his work appears spontanious, almost 
purposeless, but is thoroughly theoretically grounded and is based in an opennes characteristic of 
the walk the Situationists named “Derive”.  Ivan and Heather Morrisson has taken this “artless” 
art even further in concept and in scale, travelling the world in search global investigation of sorts. 

I N T E R D I S C I P L I N A R Y  I N V E S T I G A T I O N

Within the general fascination with time and landscape within land art, modern land art has 
shown a tendency for working interdisciplinary, approaching other fields where the scientific de-
velopment is significant for anyone fascinated with nature and landscape. 

An interesting example is Mark Dion, an American artist who has blurred the bounda-
ries between art and science (if such exist) in his archeological projects, one of which offered 
the oppurtunity for thousands of volunteers to participate in a dig outside of Tate Mod-
ern in London in 1999. The findings where then exhibited, re-establishing the connection 
to the gallery context, but still questioning the idea of dividing disciplines and skillsets.  
The field of archeology appears to be especially attractive to artists with any agenda involving 
nature since it additionally poses elemental questions about time, past and present, life and death 
and fact and fiction. 

The Center for Land Use Interpretation is a LA-based organization focused on research, exam-
ination and understanding of land and landscape issues. They employ a wide range of methods 
and collaborators in attempting to read the landscape around us, claiming to be in the business 
of “Anthropogeomorphology”, a fusion of sorts between different fields and sciences, striving 
towards a fuller understanding and greater insights about the character, potential and stories of 
the landscape:

“The entire landscape is an inscription if our culture on the 
ground, a mix of intentional and incidental markings, and that inscrip-
tion can be read in many different ways.” (p 131).

U N I V E R S A L  ( T R A N S C E N D A N T )  B O D Y

Antony Gormley works primarily with his body, or rather the human body, anybody´s body, as a 
vantage point for his art. While not always place-specific, his work emphasize a strong interaction 
between landscape and body. Sometimes this is made in a quite literal manner, as in his “Another 
Place” from 1997, where 100 bronze cast statues of a (his own) body where spread across a beach. 
The bodies appears to be witnesses of time passing, but also reminding us about the connection 
between nature and human beings, an undeniable connection deeply questioned by recent event 
and current states. 

At other times, the work is a lot more minimalistic in its approach, inspired by the works of, 
among others, Walter de Maria, from which Gormley inherited the idea of “the field as a structure 
for an installation” and “art as place”. As Maria, Gormley has worked with the application of 
vertical poles or structures, as “acupuncture” in the landscape, creating, in the words of the artist 
himself,“mediation gardens”. 

A different piece in scale and expression is the small, (brutalistic) concrete structure placed on the 
brink of a desert, with just enough room for a single, seated person. About this architectural work, 
named “ Room for the Great Australian Desert” Ben Tufnell writes:

“As a container, it becomes a surrogate for the figure: absence is 
transformed into presence; or rather, the emptiness waits to be filled 
by projection of our presence. It is empty (but for the insects and 
vegetation that may have colonised its interior), yet seems to serve as 
a repository for sensation of being in the landscape. Its smallness, its 
emptiness, paradoxically create an extraordinary sense of expansion 
into the surroundings”.

R E F E R E N C E S  /  S O U R C E S                               

“Land Art” by Ben Tufnell  (TATE Modern 2009)

“Nature (Documents of Contemporary Art)” by Jeffrey Kastner
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A R T E  P OV E R A

Celebrating the possibility of discarding all visually univocal and coherent discourse, Italian crit-
ic Germano Celant identified a multivalent circle of artistic affinities in 1967 and called it Arte 
Povera, or poor art. He wrote that “the artist-alchemist organizes living things in magical ways” 
embracing unusual or even humble materials for art, and placing high value on subjectivity, 
non-hierarchical art practice, contingency and ephemera. The magic he referred to also lies in the 
fertile intersections between current art and the art of the past, history and modernity, nature 
and culture.

Celant trumpeted Arte Povera´s radical new media: “animals, vegetables and minerals have 
cropped up in the art world”. Jannis Kounellis, for example, tethered twelve live horses to gallery 
walls for a three-day installation, providing a new slant on equestrian traditions in art and rethink-
ing the value of permanence for artworks. Giovanni Anselmo used a head of lettice to investigate 
“primary” energies. In this work, nature´s fundamental forces – tension, gravity and time – are 
both catalyst and storyline. The inert (granite blocks) is juxtaposed with the organic (lettuce), 
bound together (but only temporarily) that looses as the lettuce wilts.

Arte Povera puts viewers into new relationships with art: palpably engaged, they became partic-
ipants, interacting with or activating works. In an installation by Gilberto Zorio, bright yellow 
sulphure powder becomes black when the viewer drags a magnetic handle over its surface. Iron 
powder, attracted to the magnet, rises to the surface and temporarily creates a mark that eventu-
ally diminishes.In describing his own work, Pistoletto might be seen as speaking for the group: 
“all forms, materials, ideas and means are to be used”. Arte Povera is an art that celebrates blurred, 
fluid distinctions between art and life, art and craft, past and present.

The artists used common, cheap, simple every-day and found material to create art pieces that 
aimed to evoke complex, conceptual and poetic question. The movement can be read as an insti-
tutional critique (in that it questioned the elitism of the art world, the commodification of art and 
the exclusivity of materials) but is perhaps even more strong as a socio-political force. Artists such 
as Penone, Jannis Kounellis, Giovanni Anselmo, Michelangelo Pistoletto and Mario Merz worked 
mostly with organic, natural materials, fascinated by the idea and process of decay and growth.

“Ars Povera means art that aspires to a poetic message in oppo-
sition to the technological woeld, and expresses that message by the 
simplest means. This return to the simplest and most natural laws and 
processes, with materials deriving from the power of the imagination, 
is equivalent to a re-evaluation of one´s behaviour in industrialized 
society.”

/ curator Christophe Amman 1970

This is of course related to the previously mentioned art theoretical discussion about the idea 
of art as object-making. Here instead, arte povera-artist worked with found objects - therefore 
either working without the ideas of value, or transforming something existing without value into 
something valuable. 

Art & Nature (Land Art)
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A R T E  P OV E R A

Jannis Kounellis´"12 Horses" from 1968
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Art & Nature (Land Art)

Process art - art that IS organic, that transforms. Working with organic materials, or gravity, or 
the process of work. A feminist movement? Eva Hesse, Lynda Benglis - fallen painting - a critique 
on the male dynasty of painting, through something more organic, something closer to nature?

These artists returned to irregular and organic forms, and mixed different media. Some Post-min-
imalist art is also known as Process-art, because the artists often let their material processes, such 
as pouring or wrapping, reveal themselves in the finished form of their objects. The sense of the 
labour is often present in the work. This surrender to gravity, process and chance signalled a new 
way of making art, in contrast to the pristine, prefabricated geometry of the Minimalist works. 

Richard Serra´s poems constituted his reconseption of sculpture not as a material, but as an ac-
tivity done to a material.

´Rather than employing material as an element of human creativity, 
Mono-ha insisted on the removal of the artist´s voice altogether, criti-
quing human agency and production by employing "unmediated" ma-
terials. Refuting the idea that the world is "nothing but a territory to be 
colonized" by man and his abstract concepts, philosopher-artists Lee 
Ufan presented Mono-ha as a return to a pre-rational recognition of 
the elemental "process of seeing, feeling and touching each other in 
interactive relationships". 

P R O C E S S  A R T
R E F E R E N C E S  /  S O U R C E S                               

“Art in Time -  A World History of Styles & Movements” by PHAIDON
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Mono-ha, translated as "School-of-Things" was first applied as a pejorative term to describe a 
trend among Japanese artists of placing or arranging natural or industrial materials directly on 
the ground or other surfaces. ´Rather than employing material as an element of human creativity, 
Mono-ha insisted on the removal of the artist´s voice altogether, critiquing human agency and 
production by employing "unmediated" materials. Refuting the idea that the world is "nothing 
but a territory to be colonized" by man and his abstract concepts, philosopher-artists Lee Ufan 
presented Mono-ha as a return to a pre-rational recognition of the elemental "process of seeing, 
feeling and touching each other in interactive relationships". 

Sekine´s Mother Earth: its impermanence and reliance of the environment, common to Mono-ha 
works, emphasizes the relationship between viewer, site and artwork. 

On Lee Ufan´s Relatum: "the world for the first time reveals its structure through a natural cat-

alytic reaction... of an encounter with a conscious being". Freeing it from representational ideas, 
destroying the objectification that separates humans from the world and revealing the structure of 
perception. This relational context destroys the autonomy of the art object, linking Mono-ha to 
Post-Minimalism/Process art. 

Kishio Suga looks to situations/jokyo to differentiate presence from existence, exploring the dy-
namic process through which an object is constituted within an environment. Law of situation: 
Tension that draws attention to the active relationship between different components. Another 
Mono-ha artistic strategy, termed release/hochi strips objects of any pretense of traditional artistic 
meaning. By doing so, Mono-ha draws attention to the relational structures that inform an art-
work not through physical production but through perceptual and conceptual transformation. 

M O N O - H A
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A R T  &  N AT U R E  ( L A N D  A R T )                                       

the Remote (The Distant = the Aesthatic/ the Sublime?)

Site creating a Situation rather than merely Place

Walking (moving) in the Landscape IS Art & Generates Art

Work generated through natural processes

Shifting the status of the everyday, of the natural, the 
manual = the RITUAL

Reducing the mark of the artist/author/architect (the hu-
man), emphasizing materiality and site = questioning the 
world as a potential building site 

Illustrating a female voice (in the art world, in nature) 
Body & Origin (Man as Animal, Earth as Mother, Clay as 
Flesh)

Non-Sites: Representation of Site (Place) & Nature

T H E  M E T A - P E R S P E C T I V E

Being an architecture student, it is even more interesting to linger intellectually at the idea about everything we do 
is within the realm of representation. However, what we represent is an idea (though site-specific), not a parallell 
reality. 
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C O N C E P T U A L  I D E A                                            

In attempting to question an attitude of the cultural towards the natural, one appropriate starting point would 
be a creation of a situation in which human are transported out of their urban habitat, forced or tempted to leave 
the construction of the everyday, in order to SEE what is not cultural - the natural. 

Shedding ligth on actions that are taken for granted, making the everyday ritual. Some natural things have in the 
society of today been made unnatural - a clash has occured. Animals are kept in cages or small buildings of man. 

Animals are kept in the urban landscape of human making since people have need, desire or wish to integrate 
interaction with the natural in their lives.  
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S P E C I E S  -  H O R S E ,  M A N  &  S O C I E T Y                                      

The relationship between man and horse is one of ancient roots, one in which man have re-created horse and 
horse have re-created man and society. The horse is a creature of myth and real reality,  a symbol of status and of 
manual labour alike, of elitist traditions and of  living standards of yesterday.

In Sweden a striking majority of the practitioners are women, who look upon equestrian sports as more of a life 
style than a hobby. Many are the horse-owners living in urban regions, having to keep their horses in small stables 
without access to the green landscape. 

Can the relationship between horse and man be an appropriate starting point for a project that aims to design for 
the potential to be found in the encounter between man and nature and animal?
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Species - Horse, Man & SocietySpecies - Horse, Man & Society

The first horses lived on the steeps of North America 50 000 000 years ago. There are a numbers of different the-
ories regarding the domestication of horses, but most agree that it started around 4000 BC.  Ever since, the horse 
has been tamed, bred and designed to meet the human need and desire. 

S P E C I E S Horse, Man & Society
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H I S T O R Y

Paintings of horses can be found in the oldest cave paintings. The mythical horse has been a cul-
tural and religious symbol of status and has been believed to be able to travel between different 
worlds, bringing humans along with them. The proximity to the animals is believed to reduce the 
distance between man and the divine, the magical and the eternal. 

B I O LO G Y 

The family of horses is known as Equidae - and the the horse as we know it today is called Equus 
Caballus.  There is only one wild horse left, called Przewalskis horse, to be found in zoos and in 
the Russian Gobi desert.  

Horses are usually divided in warm bloods, cold bloods and hot bloods. Cold blooded horses 
are working horses, heavy draft horses, and hot bloods include Arabian horses and thorough-
breads; more refined light weight saddle horses. The term warm bloods is used for a group of 
middle-weight horses typically used for equestrian sports. The definition in blood is a reference to 
the temperament of the horses, hot bloods are considered more lively and "passionate" and cold 
bloods more sturdy and calm. 

The average age for a horse is 20-25 years old.  

V O C A B U L A R Y

• Mare: a female horse above the age of 3

• Colt: an uncastrated male horse under the age of 4

• Filly: an female horse under the age of 4

• Gelding: a castrated male horse 

• Stallion: uncastrated male horse over the age of 4

• Foal: a horse that is not yet weaned

• Pony; The term "pony" is slightly imprecise but refers to specific breeds with withers less 
than 148 cm. In relation to their height, ponies are very strong and very all-round.
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Domesticeringen av hästar har pågått i tusentals år och olika raser har framavlats för mänsklig ny-
tta och nöje. Likt avbildningarna i grottorna är mänskliga förväntningar och behov nu inskrivna i 
hästens genetiska kod. Det finns idag bara två raser vildhästar kvar i världen. 

Ridsport är långt ifrån ett naturligt fenomen, modern hästhållning är en konstruktion där hästar 
inte har samma faktiska nyttovärde som tidigare i historien.  Trots att moderna hästar är en modi-
fikation innebär det inte att djurens behov eller upplevelser skiljer sig från den vilda hästens. Men 
av relationen mellan häst och människa finns inget ursprung: människor och hästar har skrivit 
varandras kroppar och kulturella uttryck; hästar och människor har sam-konstituerat varandra.  

Species - Horse, Man & Society

Co-constitution
Edward Burke´s “Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beau-
tiful” has been connected to countless works of art and writing. For our purpose though, it is 
interesting to engage in Burke´s opinion of the sublime in regards to the horse. Burke describes 
the horse as a “strong” creature, possibly able to harm, to hurt the human (culture). But unlike the 
lion, or even the bull, one mayour feature of the horse is its usefulness - its purpose within human 
culture - it is domesticated, subjucated and “useful”. 

Stubb´s paintings are fascinating in that they depict not only one version of the sublime, but a 
confrontation of two representatives (one more ambivalent or dualistic than the other) of the 
sublime  as opposite to the beautiful: the lion and the horse. It appears as “getting hurt” is as much 
of a “sublime action” as causing damage. It is the experience of the wild or untamed as much as 
the identification of the subject.  One fascinating aspect of Stubb´s paintings is exemplified in 
Horace Walpole´s writings after having seen the pictures for the first time. His account of relating 

the Sublimity of the Useful

Sophie Mörner
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the Sublimity of the Useful

"Horse Devoured by a Lion" by George Stubbs (1763?)

to the feelings of the horse brings up another issue, namely the experience of the sublime as a 
viewer. The sensation of sympathy with the scared horse is as intense and as physically challenging 
and palpable as the firsthand experience of the sublime itself. One remaining question would be 
whether or not this generousity in empathy would be possible was the animal not a horse?  Unlike 
other painters inspired by Stubb, he used the dramatic scenes of the sublime to shed a light on 
the similiarities of men and beast rather than the differences or the shift in hierarchy: “Stubbs’s 
paintings (...) rehearsed and explored the ambiguities of violence and power embedded in the 
sublime, as well as the life-enhancing contradictions involved in the operation of intense affects, 
the materialist – anatomo-physiological – basis of experience and expression, and, ultimately, the 
rich synergies between scientific imitation and primal sensations. An important notion is that of 
environment - all the paintings appear to be depicting a mileu lacking human history or culture. 
Rather than trying to illustrate the objects that cause the sublime, these pictures supply a visual 
analogue of the aesthetic affect of the sublime, as it seizes hold of the living body and mind. And in 

In that sublime essay – my blood runs back

My fibres tremble, my sinews slack;

I feel his [the horse’s] feelings; how he stands transfix’d!

How all the passions in his mien are mix’d!

/Horace Walpole on “the Lion & the Horse”

doing so, they attempt to re-articulate the volatilities and potentialities of the viewing experience 
under extreme conditions. Indeed, none of these ‘objects’ of the sublime in Stubbs’s pictures turn 
out to be as stable and unambiguous as they might at first seem; paradoxically, their sublimity is 
thus enhanced rather than diminished.
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Species - Horse, Man & Society

the Phenomenology of the Horse-Man & the Man-Horse
Practitioners and enthusiasts alike describe an experience of “being one with the horse” - an expres-
sion that can be explained with (eco-)psychology or poetry. The extended interpretation might be 
described as an experience of being one with nature, possibly even with your own nature. 

Horse-man and man-horse is to each other not fully present (present-at-hand) or ready-to-hand, 
outside of the action that is riding a horse, respectively being ridden by a man. 
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Gender Equestrian Culture & Class
When the Swedish army was being “de-horse-d” in the 1950´s riding schools were created in com-
munal rule in order to deal with the large number of horses out of work. Unexpectedly, schools 
across the country quickly became a domain for girls - a free zone where hard work, courage and 
strength were rewarded over traditional female qualities. Equestrian sports is one of few disciplines 
where men and women compete against eachother, and in Scandinavia it is a sport dominated by 
female practitioners. 

Despite both extent and revenue, equestrian sport is given remarkably limited space in media. The 
nicknames and contemptuous comments are more frequent however. One might wonder why. 

A conversation in a London shop selling equestrian equipment is telling, as is the riding department 
at Harrod´s. Riding in the Western part of the world is a sport for the rich and the noble. Horses are  
definetely expensive. But why the elitistic part? Where is the origin of the noble to be found? 

Would it be possible for concepts such as sustainability and a new nature-paradigm to share the 
shine from the refined sports? Is it possible to travel between classes on horse-back? Can a horse-farm 
function as a “signal architecture” of sorts?
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FrontBack

The Making of Riding Pants.
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Kulaboda treatment centre is located on the West coast of Sweden, outside a small town called Skövde. 
Since the late 1980s the farm has accepted and treated difficult young patients with diagnoses ranging 
from eating disorder to Aspberger and Psychotics. A stay at the treatment centre includes Equine 
Therapy as well as art- and musicrelated therapy. In addition, traditions, cooking and caring for the 
farm´s animals are all a big part of the stay. 

This is an interview with one of the owners, Ulla Rossell. It does seem rather pointless to translate this 
interview to English for the sake of it. Hence, it is accounted for in the original language. 

E Q U E S T R I A N  T H E R A P Y

Vad är din bakgrund? 

- Jag är fritidsledare från början, och varefter har jag kompletterat med olika yrkesutbildningar. Jag 
har bl.a. utbildat mig till psykodramatiker, samt genomgått utbildningar inom social- och famil-
jeterapi. Jag har alltid varit hästintresserad och sedan länge fascinerad av hästterapi och av vad som 
sker med ungdomar när de utsatts för möten med hästar.

Berätta om Kulabodans behandlingshem! Var ligger gården och hur länge har den fungerat som be-
handlingshem?

- Gården har funnits sedan slutet av 80-talet (d.v.s. långt innan jag kom dit). Den fungerade tidigt 
som en slags “slasktratt” främst för ungdomar med borderline personlighetsstörning - en spretig 
målgrupp av både pojkar och flickor i olika åldrar som inte passade in varken i psykiatrin eller 
socialtjänsten, ungdomar med många konflikter med familjer och institutioner bakom sig. När jag 
började såg vi både ett stort behov och en möjlighet och vi har sedan dess arbetat med att försöka 
uppfylla vad som krävs för att tillfredsställa ungdomarnas behov. 

Kulaboden är en öppen institution (i motsats till en sluten, där intagna ej får komma och gå som 
de vill, red. anm.) med stor flexibilitet för varje individs specifika behov. Detta kräver både en stor 
kunskap och en hög personaltäthet. Visionen är att kunna erbjuda heltäckande vård och behan-
dling samt att arbeta tätt med ungomarnas familjer, det ska vara möjligt för närstående att besöka 
gården.  Kulaboden drivs privat och förutom Ulla-Karin finns ytterligare en ägarinna. Gården har 
avtal med kommuner och landsting Ulla-Karin berättar att det inte finns många motsvarigheter 
i Sverige, utan att gården är relativt unik i sitt slag. Den är belägen strax utanför standen Skövde 
på Sveriges västra kust. 

(Vidare framgår att gården ligger på precis lagom avstånd från staden - drygt 1,5 mil - en distans 
som tröttar ut de flesta semi-seriösa rymmare.)

Hur många ungdomar finns det rum för på gården?

- I nuläget finns det rum för 5 ungdomar. Vi tar inte emot kriminella, men svårt sjuka, många som 
“hamnat mellan stolarna” inom socialtjänsten eller psykiatrisk sluten- och öppenvård. 

Hur många anställda är ni? 

- Det finns 20-talet anställda på gården. Vi har inget medlevarskap, d.v.s. ingen som bor på gården 
dygnet runt. Däremot finns det alltid vaken nattpersonal och minst fyra i personalstyrkan. Detta 
gör givetevis att platserna blir relativt dyra. Vi har även samarbeten med externa psykoterapeuter 
istället för att knyta dessa direkt till gården. Detta dels eftersom vi vill erbjuda möjligheten att 
man efter avslutad vistelse på gården kan fortsätta terapi med samma terapeut. Vi ser dessutom 
ofta terapi som ett senare steg i behandlingen - många ungdomar har traumatiska eller bristfälliga 
upplevelser av psykiatrisk vård och är inte redo att genomgå terapi förrän i slutfasen av vistelsen. 
Vi upplever att många ungdomar är luttrade inom psykiatrins begreppsvärld, de förstår och kan 
bruka sig av glosorna, men är ofta inte redo att mentalisera känslorna. 

Hur många djur har ni för tillfället på gården?

- Förutom två hästar har vi ett antal höns, och en f.d. vildkatt vid namn Bertil. Dessutom har vi 
nu under sommaren ett antal kor, som dock enbart fungerar som betesdjur. Det finns även en 
hundgård för de anställdas hundar, varav somliga ibland närvarar i terapin. 

Du hänvisade mig till EAGALA - en organisation för internationell samordning och informationsspridning 
kring terapeutiskt arbete med hästar, d.v.s.. Equine Assisted Therapy - EAP. Förutsättningen för just EAP är 
att man arbetar med två medarbetare vid varje session - en terapeut och en specialiserad hästskötare? 
Arbetar ni på detta sätt? 

- Inte riktigt. Framför allt för att vi inte har resurserna. Däremot har jag certifikat bwåde för rollen 
som hästexpert och terapeut. Jag har arbetat enligt EAGALA-modellen, när vi har haft tillgång 
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Equestrian Therapy

till ridhus eller när jag har haft handledning bl.a. för personliga assistenter. EAGALA-modellen 
innebär att man arbetar med lösa hästar i paddock eller ridhus. Detta gjorde vi för ett par år sedan, 
när jag kunde använda det ridhus där min egen häst står. Då körde jag dit med ungdomarna. Men 
det förutsätter även att de klarar av den relativt långa bilfärden. 

På gården arbetar man förutom med hästterapi även med Dialektisk beteendeterapi, DBT, samt 
med musikterapi. Med utgångspunkt i dessa metoder skräddarsys behandlingen efter respektive 
individs särskilda behov och situation. Man har även haft speciella samarbeten med behandling-
sassistenter och särskolor för ungdomar som har LSS-anknytning, exempelvis för ungdomar som 
har autism med personlighetsstörning. 

Jag ber Ulla-Karin att berätta mer om den terapi med hästar som hon själv ansvarar för:

- Det bygger mycket på rena observationer - på att ställa frågor kring hästarna, på att läsa in reak-
tioner och känslor, hos både sig själv och ungdomarna. Och att ställa frågor; “Vad tror du att det 
betyder att hästen reagerar på detta”? Jag har olika banor i skogen - en  kort, en lite längre samt 
en relativt omfattande - varav ungdomarna får välja vilken bana de känner för att gå under dagen. 
Därefter läser vi tillsammans in vad som sker i samspel mellan häst, terapeut och deltagare, vilka 
signaler som sänds ut, tolkas och tas emot etcetera. 

Det verkar som att hästens närvaro är avlastande och befriande, som att det helt plötsligt, med 
hästen som spegel, blir möjligt att diskutera det som annars är otänkbart att tala om. Detta gäller 
kanske särskilt de ungdomar som befunnit sig i psykiatrisk vård länge men som aldrig kunnat 
tillgodogöra sig terapi.

De observationer som Ulla-Karin gör i hästterapin fungerar även som input i det samordnadne 
arbetet kring varje individs specifika behandling. Tillsammans med sina medarbetare i miljögrup-
pen (de behandlingsassistenter som ansvarar för verksamheten) går hon igenom sina reflektioner 
och genom att “gå baklänges” i händelseförloppet kan hon hitta förklaringar till beteendemönster, 
eller tillvägagångssätt för framtida arbete.  

- Många situationer som uppstår med hästarna går att översätta till andra sammanhang.

Ulla-Karin-Karin berättar vidare om gårdens två hästar; en tålig och stark Fjord/New Forest som 
Ulla-Karin äger själv och som klarar både arbete och lösdrift över stora marker, samt en New 
Welsh-korsning som är 16 år och mer lyhörd, lätt och inkännande. 

- Det är bra att ha olika typer av häst, vilken som passar bäst beror på ungdomarnas mående och 
fysik - man måste också visa hänsyn till hästen. 

Berätta mer om de andra aktiviteter och stationer som ingår i gårdens behandlingsmetodik!

- I behandlingsarbetet ingår olika stationer - förutom hästterapi består en station av musikterapi 
och en annan av olika slags, efter individen anpassade, arbeten med kropp och hälsa. Detta kan 
inkludera allt från sjukgymnastik eller massage till banala vardagssysslor som att måla tånaglarna, 
som för vissa har en terapeutisk effekt eftersom det kanske är något man aldrig har gjort tidigare, 
tagit hand om sin kropp och gjort sig fin. 

En vital del av arbetet handlar om ungdomarnas självkänsla.Men hur arbetet ser ut beror både 
på ungdomar och personal. Ulla-Karin beskriver det som sin huvudsakliga uppgift att samordna 
behandling, undomars och personals tillgångar, behov och problem till en sammanhållen helhet. 

Ni har även andra personer knutna till gården, som en musikterapeut och psykiatriker. Arbetar även 
dessa specialister med djuren?

- Nej... Men vi har ett väldigt tätt samarbete med vår psykiatriker, som har varit knuten till verk-
samheten i 10 år. Att han har möjlighet att komma hit på besök är oerhört viktigt för tilliten och 
möjligheten till upprättande av vårdande nätverk som ungdomarna tror och litar på. 

Ulla-Karin berättar om en flicka som första gången hon satte sig på en häst började sjunga - en 
melodisk reaktion som är långt ifrån unik:

- Många uppfattar ridning och hästens rörelse som något mycket musikaliskt.

Dessutom jobbar man med bild och hade för några år sedan ett samarbete med konstnärer i 
Falköping, dit eleverna åkte för att delta i bildterapi under en längre period.

På EAGALA:s hemsida listas ett flertalet olika former av problematik som anses vara behjälpt av 
EAP, exempelvis depression, ätstörningar och traumabearbetning. Man kan även få hjälp med 
kommunikationssvårigheter och ledarfrågor.

Vilka målgrupper anser du vara mest behjälpt av just EAP, och vilka sjukdomstillstånd har du sett 
förbättrats mest av genomfört arbete? Reagerar ungdomarna med enhälligt positiva reaktioner? 
Skiljer det sig mycket mellan person till person eller kan man urskilja mönster i ålder, bakgrund 
eller genus? 

- Jag skulle säga att det har mer att göra med individer än något annat. Man ser hur det “glimtar 
till” i ögonen på vissa när de presenteras för djuren medan andra inte tycker att det är lika spän-
nande. Det är därför vi arbetar med att skräddarsy behandlingen.

Jag läste att en av anledningarna till att man arbetar med just häster är att de inger en enorm res-
pekt - att en ursprungliga bävan, på gränsen till skräck, förstärkar resultaten. Vill du förklara detta 
närmare? Finns det andra anledningar till att man arbetar med just hästar? Ni har även andra djur 
på gården...

- Till att börja med kan jag ju bara relatera till mig själv och min egen relation till hästar - jag har 
alltid tyckt att samspelet med hästar är fantastiskt starkt. De är det väldigt sensibla djur, de är ett 
flyktdjur och ett flockdjur vilket märks i beteendet. En annan sak är beröringen, hästar har en 
enorm klappyta. Dessutom luktar de mycket, de har en oerhört stor närvaro, som jag känner av 
själv och som jag vill fortsätta att förmedla. De är helt enkelt stora djur - enormt respektingivande. 

Dessutom finns det med hästar en möjlighet att binda upp dem - de kan gå fritt, men även bli 
uppbindna och stå still, vilket kan ha en starkt lugnande effekt på vissa ungdomar, som kanske 
själva har enormt svårt att stanna upp, att slappna av. 

Närvaron av hästen fungerar då som ett lugnt nav. 

Vi resonerar även kring möjligheten att ungdomarnas respekt för och tillit till personalen ökar när 
de ser terapeuterna ha kontroll över och kommunicera med dessa stora djur. 

Det framkommer att en annan av verksamhetens stationer är utfodring av hönsen, vikten ligger 
här på omsorg om djur och natur med fokus på noggrannhet, konsekvens och rutiner.

Men som Ulla-Karin betonar har djurens närvaro även ett mer grundläggande syfte - man ska bara 
kunna vara i närheten av djuren, det ska vara både lustfyllt och fritt från krav.

Hur skulle du beskriva den inverkan verksamheten har på djuren?

- Jag skulle nog främst säga att jag gång på gång blir oerhört imponerad. När jag har hästar i mane-
gen, släpper “hästtänket” och enbart tillåter mig att observera så slås jag av hur fantastiskt samar-
betet och samspelet är mellan djur och människa. 

För Ulla-Karin är det självklart att hästarna är medvetna om att de utför ett viktigt arbete.

- Jag blir ständigt imponerad av hur de agerar som team, hur inkännande de är. De har rutinerna 
i sig - en av hästarna har lärt sig att invänta en av ungdomarna för en session kl 15 varje dag (med 
hovarna på verandatrappan). När en av lektionerna var framflyttad till kl 17 stod han ändå där och 
väntade och jag kom på mig själv med att vilja ropa till honom “Vi kör kl 17 idag istället!”!

Det är viktigt med strukturer och det är lika viktigt att de har fritid som att vi har det. Arbetet tar 
av hästernas energi och det kräver ständigt något nytt av dem.

Är verksamheten utformad för att vara en temporär snarare än en permanent lösning? Hur ofta stannar 
de flesta ungdomar? 

- Den genomsnittliga tiden för ungdomar är 2,5 - 3 år, vilket är långa vårdtider. Jag upplever att 
många är redo att flytta när de väl gör det - de tycker att de är redo och att de är färdiga Det är 
som att flytta hemifrån, helt enkelt. Dessutom tycker de att det är stökigt och besvärligt med alla 
nyinskrivna.

Det framgår att alla som flyttar ut erbjuds tillgång till en utslussningslägenhet, men att det är mån-
ga som tackar nej till detta.

Finns det något standardiserat sätt att följa upp behandlingen med - med regelbundna återbesök till 
gården, eller finner ni att många väljer att fortsätta ha tät kontakt med djur och natur i högre utsträckning 
än innan påbörjad behandling?

- Många kommer tillbaka och hälsar på, vissa med ridkläder i väskan, vilket är väldigt roligt! Men 
något som jag verkligen önskar vore att det var lättare för ungdomarna att hålla kvar kontakten 
med djur och natur efter att man flyttat från oss. På landet är det lättare, men det är klart att det 
ofta blir för dyrt i stan. Det är väldigt synd.

Jag läste att ungdomarna får möjlighet att ta med sig sina möbler från Kulabodsn till sitt nästa hem. Jag 
förstår att miljön på Kulaboden ör en viktig del av behandlingen - är detta en metod för att man ska 
kunna ta med sig en del av gården och upplevelserna?

- Visst är miljön viktig, naturen är vacker och till viss del läkande! Men det handlar mest om 
att ungdomarna ska få chansen att inreda och bygga upp något som på riktigt känns som 
deras eget - att ge en känsla av “här ska jag bo”.  

På er hemsida nämns även vikten av traditioner?

- Traditioner och firandet av dessa är väldigt viktigt! Det är viktigt att tiden på behandlingshemmet 
fylls av minnen - minnen som i många fall ersätter de glada familjeminnen som många ungdomar 
inte fått chansen att samla på sig. Frågan kring vad man gjorde när man var 14-17 ska inte vara 
jobbig att svara på, istället ska man kunna minnas vad vi gjorde på gården, vilka resor vi har gjort, 
vilka maträtter vi brukade laga, o.s.v.

På gården firas inte bara de traditionella högtiderna utan även festliga tillställningar som no-
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belmiddagen. 

- Det är lika viktigt för personalen som för ungdomarna!

Mat är generellt ett viktigt inslag på gården. På Kulabodan finns en husmor som står för all mat-
lagning och ungdomarna har praktikdagar under vilka de hjälper till att förbereda och städa efter 
lunchen.  

Vilka är de största utmaningarna ni stöter på i ert arbete?

- Som arbetsgivare är den kanske största utmaningen säkerheten, för både ungdomar och personal. 
Det är viktigt att ingen blir skadad av eller är rädd för hästarna. Ytterligare en svårighet är faktumet 
att jag ska samordna ett 20-tal anställda i omhändertagandet av djuren. Särskilt svårt är det att få 
alla hästmänniskor att enas när alla har sin bild av hur hästarna ska skötas (hästmänniskor är ett 
mycket speciellt släkte, Ulla-Karins anm.).

- En annan utmaning är givetvis att verksamheten är relativt resurskrävande. Förutom att man 
behöver tillgång till ridhus om man ska arbeta enligt EAGALA-modellen, så behöver man ju des-
sutom egentligen vara flera stycken.

Ulla-Karin resonerar kring möjligheten att exempelvis få tillgång till ett “försäljningsstall”, där 
man även skulle ha möjlighet att arbeta med flera olika hästar. Det framkommer nämligen att det 
inte alltid är enkelt att arbeta med sina egna hästar; dels agerar hästarna annorlunda med hänsyn 
till terapeutens närvaro, dels ska terapeutens observationer helst vara helt “rena” - kliniska och 
opåverkade av relationen till djuren.  

Men det förefallar som att det allra viktigaste är att aldrig ge upp:

- Det blir extremt viktigt att påminna sig om att trots att det ibland känns som att man inte genom-
för något, som att man bara är ute 10 minuter i veckan med vissa ungdomar, så är det en stor sak 
för dem - för många är bara det en enorm bedrift!

Om du fick möjlighet att utforma en gård som var ultimat utformad för att underlätta och kanske 
till och med ytterligare förstärkte de positiva effekterna av behandlingen - vilka förändringar skulle 
du vilja göra?

- Ett stort problem är att vi är kylan. Ofta ger jag ungdomarna “jullov” mellan november och 
februari enbart p.g.a. temperaturen. Det hade hjälpt med ett ridhus, men det kan vi inte riktigt ha 
med tanke på den lilla skalan. 

I nuläget går hästarna på lösdrift; markerna är stora och bra, med buskar och träd. I en renoverad 
ladugård finns två boxar.

- Det är viktigt att även ungdomar som är rädda ska kunna befinna sig i stallet utan att vara i direkt 
kontakt med hästarna. Både personal och ungdomar ska kunna mata hästarna utan att vara i direkt 
kontakt med djuren. De ska kunna se på, vara “aktiva i hästeriet”. Därför ska det finnas en stol eller 
annan plats att sitta på i ladugården, eller så kan man vara på hölöftet. 

Det finns tre perspektiv att ta hänsyn till; hästens, personalens och ungdomarnas. Återigen är 
säkerheten central, Ulla-Karin nämner att det verkar vara en åldersfråga - nu ser hon både risker 
och möjligheter på ett annat sätt än hon gjorde som ung.  

- Helst ska det finnas en separat utgång från respektive box. Dessutom måste utgångarna vara till-
räckligt breda (och ha uppställningsbara dörrar) för att man ska kunna få ut hästen utan att någon 
klämmer sig, ofta har främst ungdomarna svårt att uppfatta när man måste ge plats eller akta sig.

Förutom boxarna finns en “logdel” i ladugården med möjlighet att binda upp hästarna, där de-
ras närvaro kan uppfattas som mindre farlig. Denna del fungerar även som uppsbindningsplats 
för hovslagarna. Här finns ett låsbart skåp med utrustning som grimskaft, som ör för riskabla att 
ha framme med tanke på ungdomarnas skörhet. Dessutom finns en hylla med ridattiraljer och i 
nuläget planeras förvaring för varje hästs respektive sadel, träns och borstar på en specifik plats. 

- Det skulle underlätta för ungdomarna - de enklaste saker är ofta svåra, det känns som för mycket 
och går för fort. Många undomar har dessutom en relativt kort fokustid. Och osäkerhet och brist 
på trygghet leder till passivitet - det är bättre att arbeta med rutiner, med förutsägbarhet. Hästgre-
jen måste helt enkelt sitta. 

På önskelistan står även en mindre gruspaddock för att kunna arbeta med hästarna löst, samt 
en uppvärmd sadelkammare. Det framkommer att det har stor betydelse huruvida material som 
lädret är behagligt att ta i, den stora vikten av taktilitet. 

- Det är klart att allt inte är så fint eller tjusigt som jag önskar att det var. Man gör inte direkt några 
miljardvister på det här. Men det är bra att ha möjlighet att kunna tänka och reflektera kring olika 
saker och att bygga upp verksamheten därefter. Det pedagogiska tänket kring detaljerna är viktigt! 

I slutet pratar vi om den unika möjligheten med att driva ett behandlingshem som Kulabodan, att 
ha möjligheten att kunna utforska och lära sig medan man arbetar. 

- Det blir roligare och roligare ju mer man håller på! 

Ulla Rossell Kullabodans Behandlingshem
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S P E C I E S  -  H O R S E ,  M A N  &  S O C I E T Y

Existing problem 

A contemporary situation in which horses are kept in stables and the potential in the encounter of horse and man 
is far from met.

Commitment & Ideology

a Touch of Magic; being one with Nature 

the Activity of Movement

Society & Geography

Could a remotely located horse farm provide a new concept for a country house?

Gender 
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P R O G R A M :  C O N C E P T

A  C O L L E C T I V E LY  O W N E D  H O R S E  F A R M                                                                

In this constructed reality of mine, these horse owners have started a business association. Perhaps one of the 
families had been harvesting ideas of uprooting and starting a new rural life, perhaps they get in touch with an ex-
perienced outsider who is willing to run the estate. The land and the buildings are owned by the corporation and 
everyone is equally responsible in making sure that the horse farm functions and runs. But only one of the families 
or partners is in charge of the everyday-life - living in a separate building on the farm - possibly owned by all but 
temporarily rented or assigned to whoever runs the farm at the time - the managers. The farm is self-sufficient in 
that it produces at least the demand rising from the number of horses and humans currently living on the estate. 
Aside from taking care of the horses on an every-day basis, it is the task of the manager to take care of the fields and 
cultivation (for which she or he is paid as any employee by the co-owners, or members).But for labor intensive 
times such as sowing and harvesting, the manager can rely both on the help of the rest of the members, their family 
and friends - and outside volunteers. The stables are ideally situated outside of Stockholm, within an hour of driv-
ing and accessible by public transport, a fact crucial to the concept in which not only the horses are provided access 
to actual nature (not substitutes of minimal size), but where the members are given the oppurtunity to strengthen 
their bond to the countryside. The idea being that any part of the family should be able to choose whether to 
spend a couple of hours, or an entire week, with their horse, in a non-urban context - that is, among many living 
things and in the natural habitat of the horse (and, come to think of it, the natural habitat of man, as well).

The estate has a building with empty rooms (cells), primarily intended and reserved for the members. These 
rooms are, when not occupied, accessible for "working visitors" - people who want to spend some time in the 
countryside, around animals, Learning and helping in an Agricultural context (as in the organisation WWOOF - 
World Wide Oppurtunities on Organic Farms). In exchange for a bed, access to the surroundings and to facilities 
such as studio space, and possibly three meals a day (everyone helps cooking with the ingredients provided by 
the farm) these temporary visitors will help with whatever they can - and experienced riders can of course help 
with riding and taking care of the horses as well. Should not the necessary manpower be provided through the 
gathering of the co-owners or volunteers for critical moments, all of the members are equally responsible for 
contributing financially to the hiring of appropriate labour. The idea however being that everyone involved in 
the organization share an interest for animals, farming and nature and that such an interest would make occasions 
such as sewing and harvesting unmissable - they would hopefully turn into festive gatherings of family and friends 
in which more people, especially children, are introduced to the knowledge and techniques of farming.

The rooms are of course accessible throughout the year, the idea being that they are provided for whenever one 
of the members would like to spend more than a few hours with their horse, in nature. With the working climate 
of today, where people can work from any distance with a computer, the farm provides a refreshingly isolated 
environment in which to do so. As mentioned above the building contains, aside from several, simple rooms, 
shared spaces such as a kitchen, a social area and a painting studio. Every visitor is of course also welcome to use 
other spaces such as the wood workshop, offering the oppurtunity to do what a lot of people long to were it not 
for the limitations of urban life.

The farm requiring more manpower during late spring and early fall, most of the rooms are located in an unheat-
ed, simpler building structure unappropriate for dwelling in the winter. With a dramatically decreased number 
of visitors staying overnight during the colder months, a few extra rooms are provided on the second floor in 
the  heated serving stable. They principally work in the same way, based on the visitors themselves cleaning and 
washing as they leave.

A  N E W  C O U N T R Y  H O U S E ! 

The collectively owned stables might function as a new type of countryhouse, a shared facility in which you as a 
member are provided with more than the assertion of your horse or horse being taken care of in the best of ways 
- you addintionally have the oppurtunity to learn the skills and miracles of organic farming and share them with 
your family and friends. You also have access to a bed, meaning that you can escape to nature whenever suits you, 
waking up in the presence of trees, birds and your horse. And last but not least, chance is that you´ll have fresh 
fruit and vegetables through most of the summer and fall. Subsequently, you have in yourself and the ones close 
to you (re-) awakened a consciousness and a presence of nature and of its natural cycles, a relationship bearing the 
most fundamental of poetry.
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P L A C E  ( S I T E  &  S I T U A T I O N )

T H E  D I S T A N T,  T H E  R E M O T E  ( T H E  S U B L I M E ? )

The idea is that of the Remote, the Distant the Other - The thing that brings you to the outside is 
as important than the outside itself. The project is one wat of creating this placement (or dis-place-
ment). The program is what brings you to this elsewhere. It is not so much about the site as the 
situation. Is the Remote the new Sublime? In a world mapped by scientists and media, we still feel 
(live, experience) geographical distance.

R E A L I T Y  &  C O N D I T I O N S

Based on plots available for sale through real estate agents across, I found three that was potentially 
interesting and realistic. This selection was based primarily on geographic proximity and access-
ability in the region; a peri-urban area accessible by Stockholm, Norrtälje and Uppsala, the ap-
propriate size of the plot. Furthermore, the topography was intriguing; the site offering a tableau 
within a landscape, a distance of different sections where one walks or rides through dense forest 
alternated by open landscape. This specific site had values that preferrably would be preserved for 
future use. The circular and straight tracks provide a certain, very specific quality.

S O C I A L  G E O G R A P H Y :  S U R R O U N D I N G S

The closest small town, Rimbo, is a hellhole. But adjacent is Norrtälje, an emerging centre of the 
region. An increasing number of people commute back and forth to Stockholm and the already 
extensive system for public transport is due for expansion. The region is picturesque, the agricul-
tural tradition  is strong in past and presence alike and the archipelago is close. The current owner 
is a former trotting driver and the plot is promoted as an ideal site for stables and a residential 
building (with a pre-approved building permit) - additional pastures are available for hire, and the 
spectacular circular and straight track is made exclusively for riding or driving horses. There is a 
riding school nearby and with a high number of horses around there are excellent possibilities for 
riding in the woods and open landscape.

                                                                                                                                 
B Y  C A R  ( P O O L ) 

• from Stockholm Central _ 1 h 4 min
• from Täby Centre_ 40 min
• from Norrtälje bus station_ 20 min
• from Uppsala Central _ 55 min
• from Rimbo bus station _ 8 min

B Y  B U S  ( T O  F I N S T A / R I M B O )

• from Stockholms Tekniska Högskola _ 1 h 1 min
• from Mörby Centrum _ 55 min
• from Norrtälje bus station_ 18 min

B Y  H O R S E
• from Stockholm Central _ 6 h 42 min
• from Täby Centre_ 5 h 9 min
• from Norrtälje bus station_ 1 h 45 min
• from Uppsala Central _ 5 h 30 min
• from Rimbo bus station _ 45 min

B Y  F O O T

• from Stockholm Central _ 13 h 24 min
• from Täby Centre_ 10 h 19 min
• from Norrtälje bus station_ 3 h 29 min
• from Uppsala Central _ 11 h
• from Rimbo bus station _ 1 h 30 min

The project is ideally situated in a conurbation, but with a distance to the strictly urban that enables the creation of 
a more natural habitat for the horses. It also serves a purpose for the human beings longing for a different kind of 
encounter with their horse, with a nature lesss cultivated than the urban. While the site is easily accessible through 
public transport, on horse back or with the use of car pools, the distance to the surrounding cities is a crucial ele-
ment of the concept. The transportation to the site, leaving something going somewhere else - to the less accessible, 
to the distant, to the remote, is as important as the site or project itself. The experience of being on the site begins 
with the journey to the site (and continues on the site).  
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S T O C K H O L M

U P P S A L A

N O R R TÄ L J E

R I M B O

A R L A N D A  A I R P O R T
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Lilla Gransjön
Stora Gransjön

Gavel-långsjön

Skedviken

Björkarn

Finsta

R I M B O

Långsjön

Uttran

Limmaren

Erken

Trehörningen

Lommaren
N O R R TÄ L J E

Syningen

Sparren

Slaktaren

Pottåkerssjön

Rånäs

Ubby-långsjön

Gäddsjön

Trehörningen

Slätmossen

Kundbysjön

Varggropen

Näset

Eklund

Fyrsjön

Kyrksjön

Norrtäljeviken

Jälnan

Länna kyrksjö

Addarn

Huvan

Rösjön

Alsnaren

Koludden

Gisen

Smara

Kornan

Brosjön

Botten�ärden

Ösmaren

Gill�ärden

Metsjön

Sundsta

Addeboda

Place (Site & Situation)
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Place (Site & Situation)

W R I T T E N  A C C O U N T ;  T H E  F I R S T  V I S I T                                                          

Oh the beauty of winter, this hated-on season is making a spectacular comeback this year. Every 
single tree is contoured by a soft, fragile and perfect glistening blanket, as so many before me has 
put in novels, poems and captured in paintings and photograph. And the sun seems to have got-
ten cold as well, and is gloriously angry, unaware that its attempts of upsetting, blinding the cold 
world is merely making it slightly golden.

We decide to travel on one of the smaller roads, slightly off the highway. And we will not regret it. 
The road is winding and the coffee in my cup is soon in my knee. But after every turn of the road 
we are rewarded with new spectacular scenes from centuries ago. To be honest, they are relieved 
by dark, desaturated single-story brick-houses from the seventies, a sin from which the landscape 
is forgiven due to the poetics of the cracked surfaces, dusty colours and brittle glass verandas in-
between. 

And then, the small town of Rimbo. Possibly a town, possibly merely a random gathering of flacid 
structures reminiscent of each other, hiding from the dignity of their older neighbours, ashamed 
or not even bothering to care anymore. 

It is cold, cold, cold. And white, everything very white, and as it has been written before, quiet. We 
can not find our way, we left sad Rimbo behind with its real farm buildings and its plastic farm 
buildings, its sense of non-place but no nonsense, there is nothing silly about its flatness. 

The map in the phone said one thing, the voice of the GPS said something quite different (indeed 
it has been urging us to change direction since we left Stockholm) but reality seems to disagree. 
We make a left, pass an old house without any obvious context and ends up in one of those really 
embarassing situations, facing a Volvo on a small road without room for more than one car. We 
hesitantly go forth a couple of meters, then back. The volvo and its inhabitants get it and decidedly 
back up on the driveway of what appears to be their small house. We gratefully thank them with a 
cool wave of our hands and continue a couple of meters. Still no sign of anything resembling what 
was offered and promised by the real estate agency. 

Behold, someone alive, someone human! I get suddenly shy, scared that we are a nuisance, that our 
lack of knowledge in his world will, on its own, be enough for us to somehow break  something of 
his, in this unknown kingdom that it his. 
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N A T U R A L  E L E M E N T S

Stora Gransjön

Wet soil (marsh)

High points 

N A T U R A L  E L E M E N T S  ( PA R T LY  C U LT I VA T E D )

Forest

N A T U R A L  E L E M E N T S  ( C U LT I VA T E D )

Trenches 

Open pastures - grazing

Open pastures - growing

C U LT U R A L  E L E M E N T S

Listed archeological site

I N F R A S T R U C T U R E  ( O F F I C I A L )

High road

Off-road

Entrance to site

Electric Powerline

I N F R A S T R U C T U R E  ( P R I VA T E )

Race track with “cul-de-sac”

Circular track

B U I L T  S T R U C T U R E 

Stables of current landowner - a retired trotting driver

Permanent home of current landowner

Permanent homes

Holiday cottages

Stables with small-scale, private riding school

Storage building (traditional vernacular style)
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A R C H I T E C T U R E  &  N AT U R E                                       

I wanted to acquire a better general understanding of the existing attitudes of modern architecture in dealing with 
nature - nature per se, or in terms of the surrounding landscape. Landscape architecture is strangely exotic to me 
as an architecture student and it is interesting to speculate in why the two professions are separate.

How can architecture describe and be written by the place? How is a landscape experienced in time, throughout 
the year, over the years, in movement and in change? 
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A R C H I T E C T U R E 
&  N A T U R E 

S T A R T I N G  P O I N T :  A R C H I T E C T U R E  P E R  D E F I N I T I O N                                                 

In the context of the then recently “discovered” indigenous population of the Caribbeand islands 
and their traditions and beliefs, numerous writings and scientific theories emerged that attempted 
to understand humanity and the Western society and culture through the studies of a more origi-
nal version. The German architect Gottfried Semper wrote a seminal essay in 1851 called “Die Vier 
Elemente der Baukunst” or “The Four Elements of Architecture”. In it he defines the foundations 
of architecture on the structure of the indigenous hut found in the Caribbean islands. He claims 
the first element to be the foundation, the base, an elevated podium (often earthwork) on which 
the second element, the structure holding up a protective roof, is resting. The third element is the 
woven infill wall, protecting the hut and its inhabitants from the natural elements. The fourth is 
the hearth, a source of not only heat and food, but by Semper considered to be tha foundation 
upon which society is based - a symbolic heart or core, a centre for social interaction and therefore 
a forecast of society itself. 

M O D E R N  A R C H I T E C T U R E :  T O P O G R A P H I C  R E L A -
T I O N S                  

The 60´s and 70´s were times of environmental reawakening and political ideology. The growing 
environmental awareness and the political consciousness resulted in art movement such as land 
art and a growing fundamental debate within the practice of architecture on how to deal with 
the canonical issue of architecture (man-made structure) in landscape (the surface of the earth). 
The actual and the theoretical threat of megalopolis´ grew and with them the search for a way of 
avoiding horizons of clashing, alienated man-made objects lacking connection to the natural and 
cultural realm alike.

In 1966 Vittorio Gregotti published “Ill territorio dell´architectura”, in which he describes the 
foundation or the platform (the first of Semper´s four element) as “a primordial act, undertaken 
in order to establish a man-made cosmos in the face of the chaos of nature; he emphasized the fab-
rication of territory as a strategy for establishing a public-place form in the  face of the new nature 
brought into being by the emergence of  the urbanized region” (p. 346 “Modern Architecture” by 
Kenneth Frampton, Thames & Hudson 2014). One example of this is his University of Calabria. 
Another,  more contemporary and much more dramatic, is the astronomy research centre in Chile 
by Auer and Weber. The centre consists partly of one long, linear building structure 

Another important work from the same period is “Design with Nature” by Ian McHarg, written 
in 1973. Its focuse was on a “need for a comprehensive approach to the biosphere in order to fa-
ciliate and maintain the mutual interependence of regional ecosystems across a wide front (p. 346 
“Modern Architecture” by Kenneth Frampton, Thames & Hudson 2014).

This new light shed on landscape in relation to architecture is significant in that it initiated land-
scape architecture as we know it, and that it introduced a new kind of topgraphically-related archi-
tecture; one that either resembles landscape in its own, or one that is integrated or resembles the 
landscape up until the point where it is reduced to the landscape, fully integrated in the surround-
ings, inseparable from the landscape.

T H E  S I T E  A S  L A N D S C A P E  ( T H E  L A N D S C A P E  A S 
M O D I F I A B L E )                                                                 

A new discipline of landscape urbanism, a strategy of fulfilling a need emerging from the current 
situation of master planning, where large-scale, seemingly utopian concept are applied in an ac-
tual, matter-of-fact manner - a realization of vision applicable to urban and regional scale alike.  

“In recent years we have witnessed an important shift: every lo-
cation has begun to be regarded as a landscape, either natural or  ar-
tificial, and has ceased to  be a natural backdrop, more or less decid-
edly sculptural, for architectural objects. With this change in point of 
view, the landscape becomes the subject of possible transformations, 
no longer inert, it can be designed, made artificial. The landscape has 
become the primary interest, the focal points of architects.”

 /James Corner, landscape architect, 2003

L A N D S C A P E  A R C H I T E C T U R E  &  A U T O S C A P E S                                

Infrastructural landscape interventions designed to integrate new infrastructure into existing to-
pography has been increasingly common in the past decades. In France and central Europe espe-
cially, part of the budget for traffic development projects is given over to landscape design, result-
ing in many succesful examples. The works of Peter Walker in America and Michel Desvigne and 
Christine Dalnoky in France provides a great contrast to the efficient but brutal introduction of 
the super-highways of the 1930´s, such as Auto Bahn. More spectacular and technically ingenious 
solution such as the work of Rino Tami in Italy and some of the bridges of Santiaga Calatrava. 
These examples show not only a potential for artistic intervention, but more importantly, provide 
guidance in designing in a different hierarchy. Where the Bach de Roda-bridge outside Barcelona 
(1987) is designed for the pedestrians and their intake of the specatacular nature rather than the 
cars, another equally interesting example of a certain “shift” in hierarchy is the Liasanden rest area 
in an Alpine park in Norway (1997). The landscape architects developed a complicated scheme 
for the cars to park and drive among and through the trees without cutting down a single one. 
In addition, the trees were wrapped in order not to have them damaged by the passing cars. In 
short, the cars (and the visitors) were in the landscape on the terms of the landscape rather than 
the other way around. 

L A N D S C A P E  A S  E C O LO G I C A L  P O L I C Y                              

The “cultivation of landscape as a matter of ecological policy at regional scale” is, according to 
Kenneth Frampton, especially evident in Germany, and most famously in the Ruhr area. This 

An overview of different architectural approaches to nature throughout the 20th century in the eyes of architectural 
historian Kenneth Frampton.
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1. the elevated podium or earthwork on which the hut rests

2. the framework and the roof, which provides the basic shelter

3. the woven infill wall, which protects the hut from the elements

4. the hearth, which acts not only as the source of heat and food and the source of 
social intercourse, but also the societal core, presaging the eventual emergence of 
spiritual and civic form

former brownfield site has not only been transformed from a poisonous landscape of abandoned 
industrial buildings, it additionally functions as a precedential project for similar politically spon-
sored re-renderings of symbols of industries.

Another similar example is Tadao Ando´s Awaji Yumbetai development from 2001, where soil 
reclamation has become the starting point of architecture that makes a political point. 

A R C H I T E C T U R E  A S  E X T E N S I O N  O F  T O P O G R A P H Y                 

An early master of this approach is Alvar Aalto, who succesfully integrated, at least perceptively, 
some of his larger and more complex projects with the topographical premises of the site. 

A R C H I C T E C U R E  A S  A R T I F I C I A L  E A R T H W O R K / T O -
P O G R A P H Y           

A more contemporary example is the Robson Square development (designed by Arthur Erick-
son and Cornelia Oberlander). This complex of courts and offices were shaped with a stepped 
profile, “creating” or generating “natural” conditions or topograhical premises which to refer. 
Coincidentally, this building is considered extremely succesful as a catalyst in generating identity, 
in place-making, if you will.

A similar approach is the megastructures, cities-in-miniature, emphasizing the structure of the 
adjacent landscape in different ways. Imitating landscape in design is one approach that is helpful 
in generating a form capable of hosting the scale and functions of larger complexes. Relating to 
place-specific topography is another, one that contributes to the place-making aspect of such me-
gastructures. One example is the Mexican architect Ricardo Legarreta. A somewhat more striking 
architectonic example is Auer and Weber´s dramataic astronomical research centre in the Atacama 
desert in Chile, or in an urban context, Lina Bo Bardis Modern Museum in Sao Paolo. 

A canonical typology is the modern stadiums that have been designed and constructed in a man-
ner that transceeds architecuter, engineering and landscape design. One famous example is Renzo 
Piano´s San Nicola Stadium of 1992. Its scale is essential for understanding the tectonic design 
concept, a concept that makes use of the qualities moved soil, making the phenomenonological 
experience of being “in earth” to a sophisticated spectacle, simultanously managing structurally 
ingenious economy. 

A third, somewhat differing, typology can be seen in Peter Eisenman´s Memorial to the Murdered 
Jews of Europe. The concrete slabs reminiscent of landscape both in regards to an assembly of trees 
and a wave reaching from one end of the sloping site to the other. 

A more contemporary and tectonic approach can be seen in the smaller-scale works of Zaha Ha-
did, where “the sculptural aspects of her sensibility animates the exterior while the horizontal 
topographic dimension is largely reserved for the disposition of the internal space.” /p 358

The result is as much topographical in its graphic seemlessness as it is 3-dimensional in its “plan-
etary urbanism”. 

A R C H I T E C T U R E  R E A D  A S  L A N D S C A P E ;  A B S T R A C T I
O N S                              

In Spain, the development of landscape architecture as a separate field came relatively late. As a 
consequence, Spanish architects have tended to integrate “topographical thinking” in their work 
to a larger and often striking extent. Frampton exemplifies this by the works of Jose Rafael Moneo 
and above all, his Kursaal Auditorium in San Sebastian and the Miro Foundation in Mallorca.  
Whereas the latter is elegantly incorporated to the quite complicated site, the latter does, as Utzons 
Sydney Opera house, relate to the water and its movement in an almost minimalistic and very 
elegant manner. It is as if the sea was the only thing that mattered, however elegantly the program 
is incorporated into the site.  

This is, moreover, an intriguing way of treating architectural theory. We find countless descrip-
tions in the similiarities of architecture and nature. 

A R C H I T E C T U R E  R E S P E C T F U L  O F  N A T U R E                                       

In more extreme cases, natural or historical premises seem to be the ruling framework or canvas 
onto which architecture can be created. This approach can be found in Juan Navarro Baldeweg´s 
Altamira Museum in Cantabria, where ancient caves and the adjacent topography is protected by 
an architectural solution shaped with consideration for the sloping site.

An almost museological approach is seen in the football stadium by Souto de Moura, where the 
landscape in which the stadium is inserted, is exhibited  in its raw state from the stadium´s seating.
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Architecture & Nature

R E F E R E N C E S  /  S O U R C E S                               

“Modern Architecture - A Critical History” by Kenneth Frampton (Thames & Hudson 2007)

“Topographical Stories” by David LEatherbarrow (Penn Studies in Landscape Architecture 2015)

The Norwegian architect Sverre Fehn has practiced his architecture in an equally tender manner in 
treating both site and existing buildings (such as his restore Bispegard Museum of 1979).

I N T E G R A T I O N  O F  L A N D S C A P E  A N D  A R C H I T E C T U R E                 

This trend has emerged lately due to increased sustainable awarenesss and new technological de-
velopments in structural engineering. Inspired by Glenn Murcutt and Luis Barragan, Rick Joy´s 
Tyler house in the Arizona desert is one of the more sophisticated cases where the built structure 
is partially integrated to the surrounding landscape, framing the spectacular views with the strictly 
geometrical, raw walls of corteen steel. 

Bryan MacKay-Lyons´s architecture is less strict in its geometry but equally adjusted to its sur-
rounding - a gathering of domestic houses varying in scale and character but each finely tuned to 
the environment, incorporating sustainable visions with place-specific solutions. 

A R C H I T E C T U R A L  F O R M  D E R I V E D  F R O M  L A N D S C A P E                

This approach could be found in Steven Holl´s Y-house, where the building acknowledges and 
celebrates the specifities of the site meanwhile, in form, re-interpreting the local vernacular. 

This reciprocity in which architectural form is derived from topographical setting is becoming 
increasingly common. A spectacular reference is the “Commune by the Great Wall” outside of 
Beijing. Here exhibition houses are on display, luxurious single-household structures out of which 
many features sustainable qualities and a refined sensibility of the surrounding nature - two prom-
inent examples being Kengo Kuma´s Bamboo House and Yung Ho Chang´s Split House. 

N A T U R E  A S  I N P I R A T I O N :  M O R P H O LO G Y  &  O R G A N -
I C  A R C H .                  

“Between the topographic, which pertains to the contours of the 
earth´s surface, and the morphological, which seemingly  emulates 
the structure of biological and botanical form, there exists a plastic 
affinity that has been of consequence for architecture ever since the 
Baroque period. The fact that the primary morphological reference 
tends to be natural rather than cultural is evinced in the amorphous, 
tentacylar shape of Frank Gehry´s  Guggenheim museum in Bilbao. 
(...) ... notwithstanding its organic shape, it is paradoxically removed 
from any kind of interstital biomorphic organization that is potentially 
as much a formative presence in architecture as it is in nature.” 

O R G A N W E R K  &  G E S T A LT W E R K                    

These terms were coined by Hugo Häring and used to describe  the symbiotic design method of 
shape derived from function in a fluent translation of inner and outer form - an organic depend-
ence. This approach is clearly seen in the theories of the Glass Chain - the correspondance between 
German expressionists of the 1920´s initiated by Bruno Taut, and in Häring´s Gut Garkau com-
plex from 1924. A similar approach in the relation between inside and outside can be seen in Hans 
Scharoun´s Philharmonie Concert Hall, built in Berlin 1964.

( C U LT  O F )  O R G A N I C  S H A P E  ( W I T H  P L A S T I C  F U N C -
T I O N  )                            

As is obvious in the above stated quote, Frampton questions the ability of Frank Gehry to express 
anything else than a shallow appreciation of form - the shell - regardless of any interior functions. 
Biomorphics is used as an inspirational starting point, but is used simply to generate form. Work 
with the interior program, and more importantly, the connection between interior and exterior, 
is less important, not to say arbitrary.  

The same statement could be used to describe the works of Daniel Liebeskind, Greg Lynn, Hanni 
Rashid and perhaps most acutely, Zaha Hadid. 

Greg Lynn has published two works dealing with the specific potential of deriving shape from the 
natural world - “Folds, Bodies and Blobs” and “Animate Form”.  Representing a more extreme 
defence of the “arbitrary” shape, Robert Somol argues that shape is projective rather than critical,  
“... experienced more like a visitation from another world”.  This statement is in his essay “12 
Reasons to Get Back into Shape” is  elaborated with descriptions of the free-standing qualities of 
shape in its own right. It thus exists and is possible to describe as easy, cool, graphic and adaptable.
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1. MOVEMENT: Locomotion, transit, pas-
sage

LO C O M O T I O N :  A R C H I T E C T U R E  A S  I N F R A S T R U C -
T U R E

• The architectural project (the situation) is distant, remote, a site  you travel to (move) 
from something else

• Movement on the site; experiencing the landscape through walking, riding, MOVING

• Architecture as infrastructure, moving through the buildings on the site 

2. GROWTH & DETORATION

A R C H I T E C T U R E  T H A T  C H A N G E S  W I T H  T H E  L A N D -
S C A P E

• Making room for change within the architectural concept (introducing the post-human 
Agents)

3. ALTERATION: change from external 
cause

A R C H I T E C T U R E  T H A T  M O V E S  I N  T H E  L A N D S C A P E

• Mobile structures in the landscape

• Flexibility  

Architectural phenomenology, experiencing (moving) in landscape:

The division of landscape architecture and architecture can (as is the case with several other disci-
plines) be traced back to the Renaissance. But the separation is far from obvious. Which profes-
sion is responsible for designing the place inbetween the buildings?

Landscape architecture and architecture have topogra-
phy in common: the relation to the place and the site; the 
site-specific topography.

TOPOGRAPHY = PLACE-WRITING
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A R C H I T E C T U R E  &  N AT U R E                                       

Place-reading; understanding the landscape

A R C H I T E C T U R E  R E S P E C T F U L  O F  N A T U R E

Architecture relation to landscape and topography can shed light on existing conditions and values of the land. 
The cultivated landscape is far from untouched or unspoilt, but imprinted on by the ancient relation between 
culture and nature. Not necesserily architecture that takes a standpoint, that value or de-value what is there. 

Place-writing; making visible, giving voice 

A R C H I T E C T U R A L  F O R M  D E R I V E D  F R O M  T H E  L A N D S C A P E

My approach will be an attemt to make visible and palpable existing topography (in the scarred landscape), to 
write the place rather than the nature or landscape per se. Shedding light on the historic (contextual) conditions 
such as the surrounding landscape and the common history. 

Movement & Time In & Of a Place

A R C H I T E C T U R E  A S  I N F R A S T R U C T U R E

• The architectural project (the situation) is distant, remote, a site  you travel to (move) from something 
else

• Movement on the site; experiencing the landscape through walking, riding, MOVING

• Architecture as infrastructure, moving through the buildings on the site 

A R C H I T E C T U R E  T H A T  C H A N G E S  W I T H  T H E  L A N D S C A P E

• Making room for change within the architectural concept (introducing the post-human Agents)

A R C H I T E C T U R E  T H A T  C H A N G E S  I N  T H E  L A N D S C A P E  ( M O V E S )

• Mobile structures in the landscape

• Flexibility  
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P L AC E - R E A D I N G                                                    

SCARS & topography: the organic & the orthogonal 

The correspondence between the organic and the geometric is perceivable when visiting the site but even more so 
when studying maps or air views. Interesting is that the organic is seemingly represented by man-made construc-
tion of artificial materials such as roads whereas a stricter geometry appears where organic materia is concerned 
- the ditches and the pastures appear as clean cuts in the topography. This is equally interesting in an even more 
abstracted manner, where in map-making organic patterns are derived from human interpretation of topography 
when creating height-lines. 

On a more political note, the division of pastures in fields are of course questionable, in its rigidity disrespectful 
of or at least unconcerned with the characteristics of the landscape and reminiscent of the disastrous divisions of 
colonialized regions of the world.  However, this give-and-take, this continuous “conflict of interest” between 
landscape and geometry, man-made intervention on one hand creating landscape with an unbendly will, in the 
next follow the topography with softly bent road-curves, is creating a palpable tension. When studying such a 
landscape it becomes obvious that there has long existed a mutal interdependent relationship between man and 
nature. Or perhaps rather “landscape” than “nature”, since the former might be seen as a more appropriate term 
to distinguish nature from the semi-natural (definitely not original) surroundings filled with nature, shaped by 
thousands of years of human intervention.  It is in such a landscape as this impossible to   distinguish the “natu-
ral” from the “unnatural” or what factor (natural as in topographical or “unnatural” as in the preference of man) 
that informed decisions, that shaped the topography. This dialogue has been in play ever since the introduction 
of agriculture.
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R O A D S ,  I N F R A S T R U C T U R E  &  S U R R O U N D I N G  B U I L T  S T R U C T U R E 

Place-reading
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L A K E  &  D I T C H E S  I N  U S E
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T R A C I N G  T O P O G R A P H Y :  S C A R S  ( O L D  D I T C H E S )  I N  T H E  G R O U N D

Place-reading
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The entire landscape is an inscription of our cul-
ture on the ground, a mix of intentional and inci-
dental markings, and that inscription can be read 
in many different ways.

S C A R S  T O  B E  F I L L E D ;  T O  S H A P E  T H E  N E W
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H E I G H T S  &  T O P O G R A P H Y  I N  D I G I T A L I Z E D  D I M E N S I O N S

E X I S T I N G  S E C T I O N S

Place-reading
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D E N S E ,  C LO S E  F O R E S T  &  W I D E ,  VA S T  O P E N  L A N D
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The straight track is measured. It has a starting point but it has no true ending point. It makes a 
turn, but it doesn´t end. It makes an attempt to chase its tail, to meet its own end. Instead it faces a 
cul-de-sac, an impasse, a blind alley. It realizes that it was not meant to fulfill the purpose of actual 
travelling. It has become a road on which living things practice travelling on, without risking being 
dis- or misplaced. 

The track is about trying, about control, about discipline and about speed. It is but a coulisse, for 
what is a road that leads nowhere? The straight track has a beginning and an end. 

T H E  C I R C L E  T R A C K

Closely related in distance and in character is the circular track. They have heard of each oth-
er, their visitors are the same. The circular track share the same dilemma of the road that leads 
nowhere. But the circular track is conceptual, its shape harmonious and its direction eternal. It 
represents time in other aspects as well. 

The circle track has no beginning and no end. Would it still be defined as a road? Would it still be 
defined as a walk? 

E X I S T I N G

• Main car road (seemingly un-ending and at the same time representing leaving and en-
tering - representing the other - the NON-SITE. Paradox: constructed/artificial material in 
organic, soft shape - bending curves)

• Semi-private car road (ending and “calcuable”/perceivable)

S P A C E S  /  R O O M S                                                         

Spaces of different character (perhaps un-defined) but without hierarchical differences:

• Interior/Exterior? More complex: insulated/un-insulated?

• Animals/Humans

• “Natural”/Artifical

“ WA L L S ”                                                                  

Can topographic curves (in reality and depicted on the map) be perceived as “walls”? But walls 
doesn´t necessarily imply that “space” is created? Interpreting the topographic curves as walls 
implies a definite argument for “morphological” architecture?  The generation of negative and 
positive space. 

L A K E

Possibly the most “natural”/uncontrolled/authentic of the natural elements? Representing “the 
Sublime”?

D I T C H

• Partly artifical

• Has a direction

• Creation of negative space

• Paradox: natural material & strict geometry

Place-reading

Movement through the site along the straight track with the forest providing a 
dramatic sense of the close and the open. The field is strenghened in its vast-
ness and the impression of the dark, dense forest is intensified.
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" T O P O - S E N S U M "

S P A T I A L  S E Q U E N C E  /  “ S E C T I O N ”  T H R O U G H  S T R A I G H T  T R A C K

The relationship between “the open and the closed” resulting from the shift from forest to pastures as one walks across the site. 

C U L - D E - S A C
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AG R I C U LT U R A L  A R C H I T E C T U R E                                   

Attempting to design a horse farm naturally requires a deepened understanding for the practice of both farming 
and horsemanship. Agricultural buildings are traditionally buildings of standardization and political regulation, 
derived from centralized attempts of rationalizing and improving food production of a country. In terms of ani-
mal keeping and ethics, there are additonal  laws to be followed. These are more humane in Sweden than in many 
other countries, but more can certainly be done in terms of the well-being of animals, as well as the maintenance 
and preserving of the land itself. 

Aside from reading and summarizing standardizations produced by Swedish institutions, I wanted to require a 
deepened knowledge of the (Scandinavian) agricultural building tradition.
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H I S T O R Y  O F  T H E  B A R N 
The historical investigation on agricultural buildings in Scandinavia has hitherto been overlooked. 
It is an interdisciplinary study that requires knowledge in both science and humanitites alike. Buts 
the domestication of animals have had a huge impact on the shaping of our land and on the devel-
opment of our society - financially, technologically and culturally. The domestication of animals 
has shaped our landcape, the "open landscape" we associate with parts of our country is to a great 
extent the result of the keeping of domesticated animals. Anothe reason for looking in to this 
history, is political and ethical - in order to improve the situation of the animals of contemporary 
society, kept in what has developed into dystopian houses of horrors, we could look to traditional 
animal-keeping. 

In order to understand our origin better, one key is in understanding the "fähus" the buildings that 
first appeared 2000-3000 years ago, as a result of the agricultural economy that was introduced in 
Sweden 6000 years ago. But before agriculture, there was the domistication of animals, which is 
dated to 10 000 years ago. Archeological investigation is the most certain when it comes to un-
derstanding these ancient societies. Archeobotanical evidence in the form of analysis of seeds pre-
served in the place of stolpar, where the buildings have burnt down. Another method is measuring 
the amount of minerals, derived from manure and the use of it as fertilizers in fields. 

Whereas earlier belifs put the Fimbul-winter as the primary reason for the emerging housing or 
stabling of animals, there is reason to believe that the cause was more complex than that. With 
the stabling of animals came a increased right of disposition, a "privatization" of agriculture of 
sorts and a closer (but ethically a lot more complex) relationship between man and animal. The 
productivity increased (due to the standardized use of manure as fertilizer and a lessened loss of 
animals to predators) and the ownership of animals and land generated status and influence. This 
naturally varied from region to region, but it is safe to say that the introduction of barns changed 
the society dramatically - financially, socially and in regards to legalized possession. Important to 
understand is the crucial part domesticated animals played in society - they were a subsistensfak-
tor, a merchandize and essential to the pastoral-agral ideology.

The handling of manure in the settlement is a critical juncture in this type of farming. In the 
bronze age pits were probably used, while in the iron age ditches and ſlopes helped to solve these 
problems. The typical Iron age longhouse in Northern Sweden is functionally divided into two 
parts, one for the people and one for the animals. The dwelling part also housed the granary. 

The earliest evidence for fähus is to be found in Swiss settlements and dates back to the Neoliti-
kum. In southern Scandinavia and possibly Mälardalen, fähus are believed to have been existent 
since the younger Bronze-age (1000-700 BC).  In Ireland and Britain, there is no proof that fähus 
was used up until the 12th century. But even when findings are used as an evidental base, there 
seem to be no direct pattern recognizable - some farms from the same period and region have no 
signs of stabling. This has partly to do with the fragility of archeology, many traces have been been 
lost. There is not so much direct evidence, and we make judgement calls based on our perception 
of our own social values, possibly excluding other scenarios. But other theories focuse on the re-
lation between loose-tethering and stabling. Janke Myrdal writes that the connection between 
agrartechnological and social development isn´t constant over time and that there are different 
kinds of increase in productivity: both in work productivity leading up to an increased efficiancy, 
and an intensification throgh productivity/unit. It was fumbling process.

What is certain is that the period 500 BC to 500 AD is signified by a more intensified production, 
an increase in productivity per area. The most significant change of the time is the stabling of 
animals. In order to keep animals stabled, it was necessary to provide forage, which led to the 
development of forage land, the meadows. This in turn demanded a development of tools in order 
to attend to the harvesting of the hay. Scathes and rakes were crafted with iron. With stabling 
followed the using of manure as a fertilizer, which made the farming more productive, and prob-
ably enabled the plantation of different seeds and crops, crucial for the cultural advancement and 
advancing social structure. 

"The main point is the dichotemy - the relation between open pasture grazing and byreholding, 
as well as the relation between stockraising and agriculture. It was not necessary to use byres 
throughout the year for all animals". /p 121

In a rough, generalizing comparison between different parts of the world - northern Europe cat-
tle-keeping has been dominated by byres, whereas the adjacent region stretching towards central 
Asia has been characterized by nomadism interupted by "more comprehensive forms of accomo-
dation". In Africa, byres have not been used to a greater extent. With animals in byres followed a 
raise in yield/animal, but also a raise in labour intensity. 

The byres protected people from the cold and from predators. But the old byres were probably 
cold, with a scarcity of light and lack of ventilation - walls covered in moisture, everything damp. 
With the standards of today, the farm barns are better equipped than ever. But even today, with 
modern equipment and technological solutions with mechanized ventilation, both animals and 
humans suffer from diseases and trouble resulting from poor ventilation. Organic dust creates 
"farmer´s lung". People handling manure are exposed to harmful gases among ammonia can cause 
respiratory trouble. 

The more intensive and efficient agricultural industries of the 19th century caused a lot of people, 
especially women, a lot of work-related pain, when they were forced to work long hours in order 
to keep up with the mechanization of the farms. Still today, rheumathism is a common trouble 
among people involved in agriculture. 

Byres where aired for the first time during the 19th century, primarily using natural ventilation, 
thermally induced. This was to be replaced with electricity and emchanical ventilation which has 
improved the working conditions for human in agricultural settings, 

Contemporary agriculture turns towards ecological production which in part means a return to 
the sheds and uninsulated buildings of yesterday. The reasons for this can be found in the cutting 
of the construction cost, but also in an attempt to create environment as close to the natural hab-
itat of the animals as possible. 

Domesticated cattle in Sweden used to be relatively small, fed only with leaves and twigs for winter 
up until the Iron Age, when dried grasses probably became more common. The cattle was kept for 
multipurpose use unlike the milking or meat cattle of today. 

Not until Gustav Vasa in the 16th century, did any documentation of cattle management systems 
or production records, take place. The textbooks of the 18th century shows a greater interest in 
and knowledge of the cattle-keeping among the educated people of Scandinavia, but it was not 
until the 19th century, when the chemical analysis showed the function of the ruminant nutrition 
metabolism, that the methods of productions really changed. This developing organization of 
feeding and managing have together with breeding resulted in a continuous increase in body size 
and in milk yield - cows are now up to 3 times as heavy and produce 30-40 times more milk than 
the cows of the Bronze age.  As the population of farm animals grew, so did the contact between 
them and diseases started to spread more widely some centuries ago.  Today´s most common dis-
ease include production-related illnesses such as mastitis, pneumonia in calves and disturbed be-
haviour such as tongue-rolling. We need to look for solutions that decrease the risk of cattle being 
kept in conditions that actually make them sick. 

R E F E R E N C E S  /  S O U R C E S                               

“Från Ladugård till Djur-Stall - Ekonomibyggnader under 250 år” by Catharina Svala (Kungl. skogs- och 
Lantbruksakademien, Lund, 1993)
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1 7 5 0 - 1 8 5 0 :  P R E - S K I F T E S R E F O R M ;  “ B YA L A G E T ”                       

The villages before the skiftesreform were allowed to grow organically, often with one function 
per spatial unity. Building materials are local and natural, lacking in detailing or ornament. The 
proportions and constructions were adjusted to human and animal proportion. The soil is cul-
tivated according to a common pattern of one- two or three-shifts where the meadow is central. 
The general structure consists of “inägor och utmarker”, or in- and outfields. “The village” is the 
main principal of the system. The economy based on self-sufficient principals and ideology was 
of religious character. 

“ S K I F T E S R E F O R M :  L A G A  S K I F T E ”  1 8 5 0 - 1 9 0 0                                                           

In the 19th century the reformations of the Laga Skifte had a major impact on the layout of the 
farms and the Swedish landscape alike. Farming is increasingly individually run. The planting of 
vegetation based on the principal of circulation. The layout of land is radically shifted towards a 
higher share of fields or arables and the importance of the meadow slowly decreases. The economy 
develops towards productions for sales rather than self-povisional farming. 

The layout of the individual farms changes dramatically: residential buildings and gardens are 
separated from the agricultural buildings. Several functions are merged together in less number 
of buildings. Refined materials are made available through industrialization and the possibility 
of transportation and import. Detailing and ornamentations are increasingly popular - the term 
“snickarglädje” is coined. Building construction is developed and the proportions are adjusted 
to the new demands for production, the buildings are made both wider and higher and  rafters 
are becoming increasingly common. The garden changes radically, for pleasure and for practical 
purposes alike.  Ideology and motif are budgetting, community benefit, education and nurture. 
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1 9 9 0  -  X :  P O S T - M O D E R N I S M                                  

The impoverishment of form and detailing, not to mention plants and animals, has met its peak. 
Postmodern beliefs result in expensive buildings or simplified stables with animal-care in focuse. 
The individual farmer seeks specialization and new niches when global competition further increas-
es demand for cost-efficient production. Ethics, ecology and mandate (of the land) are important 
terms for the few left in this principal industry.

1 9 0 0 - 1 9 5 0 :  N A T I O N A L  R O M A N T I C I S M  &  M O D -
E R N I S M                                                           

Increase in population results in “torpifiering” (“croft-ification”)where unimpaired soil and forest 
were discovered as more people moved to the countryside in search of a place of their own. This 
“egnahemsrörelse” (“homeowners-movement”) was supported structurally and national roman-
tic agricultural buildings were comissioned by the government. These typologies are eventually 
simplified and made more functional as modernism has its breakthrough. Economy buildings are 
merged together as one, the hay loft being provided with an elevator. The technological and finan-
cial conditions are radically changed, but the world wars require a high degree of care of resources. 

1 9 5 0 - 1 9 9 0 :   S T R U C T U R A L ,  I N D U S T R I A L  R A T I O N A L -
I Z A T I O N    

The structural development is continuous and urbanization incereases the need for rationaliza-
tion when increased population in cities are being provided with food from a landscape emptied 
of farmers. Family-run farms are being replaced with individually managed agricultural produc-
tion with high technical standard. The search for efficiancy reduces the detailing and ornamen-
tation of agricultural buildings. Many existing buildings are supplemented with extensions and 
annexes. The buldings are growing but some program is decentrialized in elements such as silos or 
manure basins. Key terms are efficiancy, technology and chemicals. 
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M O D E R N  P R A C T I C E
Agricultural buildings are rarely used as they were originally intended - although intended for farming the majority 
are now used as vacation places, private homes or horse farms. But mainting the status of these small-scale farms 
become increasingly important given that they are the body and the framework of a prosopering countryside. The 
numbers of small-scale farms are diminishing in numbers because of structural rationalization, technical develop-
ment and the increased efficiancy. 
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S T A T U S  &  H I E R A R C H Y                                                            

Barns or cowsheds are buildings of production, designed to function properly rather than with 
any architectural ambition. Despite being the chore of the life at the farms, the residential build-
ings are the ones considered representative of the taste, wealth and beliefs of the owners rather 
than the buildings for the animals. Functional demand has generated the main shape whereas 
current zeitgeist has generated the character. The renewal rate and present tendency to build new 
is relatively low and there is a clear prefereence for restauration and adding, which makes a mixture 
of buildings from different times and eras most common.

It is interesting to note that the Swedish word for barn is ladugård - “Barn-yard” - and that the 
definition must have changed from describing the outdoor space in the middle of a gathering of 
barns to a building in itself.  The term includes other buildings and structures such as silos, walls, 
containers, vegetation and roads.  

P O L I T I C A L  S T E E R I N G                                                            

The development of outbuildings or farm buildings have been much more radical than the de-
velopment of residential buildings. The modelling of the new farm buildings has been developed 
through a dialogue between theory and practice. Its essential role in society has made it a prioritzed 
issue in politics and it reformations have been promoted and communicated through political 
institutions as well as cooperatives and ideological associations and unions. Consulting, guidance 
and political steering and drive have all been important factors in the development of the Swedish 
farm building. 

Three factors shape the character of the building: function, age and style.

M O B I L E  S T R U C T U R E S

Mobila Strukturer såsom Mobile Organic Piggery (en husvagn för grisar) och flyttbara höns- och 
gåshus bidrar till föränderligheten över tid. Beroende på ordningen i växelbete och på klimat och 
temperatur flyttas de mobila strukturerna över ägorna.

P E R M A C U LT U R E ;  I D E O LO G Y  &  P R A C T I C E

Definition of Permaculture: "Consciously designed landscapes which mimic the patterns and rela-
tionships found in nature, while yielding an abundance of food, fibre and energy for the provision 
of local needs" or "the use of system thinking and design principles that provide the organizing 
framework for implementing the above vision" to transform people from dependent consumers 
to productive citizens.The term “Permaculture” was coined by Bill Molliison and David Holgren 
in the 1980´s. The ideas were not based on a new conceptual approach, but rather a way of re-inte-
grating centuries of knowledge in a modern society. The word permaculture is a reference to per-
manent cultivation or long term building of agricultural production. Today, the principles have 
been expanded to cover other fields of science and fields such as financial systems and communi-
cation.  Permaculture is based on designing for an agricultural production specialized for the spe-
cifics of the site and climate in question. The main principle is that agricultural production should 
be as close to the systems of nature as possible; working with nature and not against it. Everything 
is part of a “whole”.  It is often described as an opposite to monoculture, even though it allows 
for more and less work-intensive zones or regions.  The initiation of a new project is followed by 
a thorough analyses of the preconditions of a certain site; sketching and planning is a major part 
of permaculture and in generating a layout for a new project, five major zones are considered:

Zone 1 is the areas close to the main building, or the areas you pass on the way to or from the main 
building - elements that require a higher degree of supervision, such as plants for food production, 
glass houses, compost and cultivation beds.The second zone include fruit trees, berries and other 
plantations that requires less attention. This is also where animals and farm houses are placed. 
These  third and fourth zones consist mainly of crops fields and some bushes and trees that require 
even less supervision. In the final zone, untamed nature prevails. Whatever berries and fruit that 
can be used is picked and conserved, but nature´s way is dominating.

G R A Z I N G  I N  S H I F T S

Grazing in shifts means having different animals, for instance sheep and cows, replace each other 
on the fields, which is benefitial for the plants and vegetation. Furthermore, it prevents parasites 
from spreading since they are unique for each animal, and the cows are able to process the parasites 
that riot in the manure of the sheeps, and the other way around. 

Cows are thoughful and picky grazers, carefully selecting what to eat and not. This make them 
beneficial for the landscape, and we have them to thank for a lot of the diversity and richness of 

the Scandinavian arable and its flora. 

After the medieval period there was a lot of pressure on the Swedish pastures. Most farms based a 
lot of income and production on the keeping of cettle.Oxes and steers were exported to Europe. 
The animals were wandering freely across the countryside. When Gustav Vasa wanted to provide 
the mountain men north of Mälaren with meat, he tried to turn the fädrev; the herding of the ce-
ttle to different pastures, north. This caused a turbulence and uproar among the farmers, leading 
to the infamous Dackefejden.  Up until the Skiftesreform during the 18th and 19th century, all 
utmark was allmänning och samfälld betesmark. Cettle from Västgötaslätten was herded down to 
Sjuhäradsbygden for summergrazing, and the farmers in the woodland let their cattle spend the 
winter where there was hay. This transhumans was known as fädrev - still to be found in Spain. 
This occasionally resulted in rovdrift, where to many animals on to small a pasture caused the soil 
permanant damage. 

Even after the Skiftesreform, cows were left to wander the wood by themselves. With a continu-
ously high pressure on the pasturing landscape, many conflicts between farmers were solved in 
trials and the space for elk and deer limited up unitl the beginning of the 20th century. Cow were 
arguably as close to people as horses in the agricultural societies - all were given names and were 
referred to as individuals with characteristics. 

The set record for a Swedish dairy cow was around 18 000 litres a year in 2000, to be compared 
with an average of 1500-2000 litres a year in the beginning of the 20th century. The cause for this 
dramatic change is to be found partly in the industrialization of the milking methods, but more 
importantly in the decreased feeding with protein concentrate as opposed to the varied and amaz-
ingly poor plants that cows have miraculously transformed to milk throughout countries and 
climates all over the world. The result of the added meat in the food intake infamously resulting 
in the mad cow´s disease. A growing trend is the utilization of automatic feeding machines where 
the cows, equipped with a magnetic chip, are given the appropriate amount of food and given 
the possibility to be milked when they feel like it. But the ancient bond between man and cow is 
slowly being resolved. 

The Astrid Lindgren-law was an attempt to stop the "de-humanization" of the animals, resulting 
in restriction on how long the cows can be kept inside. But many argue that the largest farms have 
reached a developed stage beyond return. 

G E N D E R 

The history of life at the farm is a history of hard work and struggle. But the work load was shared 
and the role played by women was a crucial one. The mistresses of estates and matrons of farms 
were the most multiskilled, responsible for everything in the house as well as in the stables and 
many of the fields. 

Per Brahe write in the end of the 16th century a "household-book", with a detailed account for the 
tasks of different people at the farms and estates across the country. The tasks of the women on 
the farm were listed as following: to spin, weave, brew, bake, cook, take care of and feed the cattle, 
hen and geese. Manage the bees, mik the cows, ysta, manage the garden and the cabbage-land, 
make soap out of ashes, wash the clothes, clean and sweep, be responsible for the slaughtering 
and the managing of the blood, organs and meat, and prepare the skin for tanning. They were 
also responsible for caring for the sick, animals and humans alike, and to buy or make utensils for 
the house and kitchen. On top of this, the women were supposed to tend to the herding of the 
animals (valla) away from the main building, and they were additionally supposed to work full 
time in the fields in times of sowing or harvesting. Moreover, in times of war, women were often 
left to keep everything going at the farm, including the main chores of the men; that is plowing, 
sowing and forestry work. 

It became hugely important to choose the right woman for such crucial work, and the pick of 
right mistress, matron or "husmor" was the most important choice of a farmer´s life. In order to 
learn the necessery skills, women were usually not married off until the age of 20-25. According to 
Janken Myrdal, professor in agrarian history, this western marrying pattern was one of the main 
causes for the rapid development in Scandinavia from Viking age to Industrialization. Many the-
ories draw the conclusion that the high status of the matrons of the farms have contributed to a 
contemporary gender equality. 

Today, the most common situation is that a farmer is a solitary man. The isolation of a single 
person on the farm due to technological development and rationalization and decreased profita-
bility is one of the main issues in contemporary agriculture. Perhaps it is impossible to maintain a 
qualitative life and farm with modern terms - a note on collectivity and the benefits of co-owning?

The above mentioned is sadly the reality of today for many women all across the world. A mayor 
part of the work, often unpaid, is done by women, struggling in silence for the survival of families.
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The meadow provided hay, hay that was used as cattlefood throughout the winter. 
The summer food was the pastures of the outfields and the woods. The dung collected 
on the farm was used as manure for the meadow. Through the cow grass and leaves 
were transformed to milk and to manure. The milk fed the people and the manure 
fed the meadow. This eternal circle was the centre of the farmers´ lives, everything 
connected in an intimate cycle.

T H E  M E A D O W  &  T H E  H AY                                                             

The meadows used to be kept larger than the arables, in most farms up to 5-10 times larger. The 
meadows provided the farm with hay for the animals throughout the winter, its size and the 
harvest determined the amount of animals that were kept for winter. The most important thing 
about the meadow is its diversity in flora, derived from millions of years. This diversity meant that 
the animals need of vitamins and minerals was well provided for throughout the poor months of 
cold and darkness. Strange combinations of flowers creates a highly protein and complex min-
eral complexion that perform miracles for the digestion of any animal. The knowledge behind 
this is ancient, but the science proving it is relatively new. Consequently, there is a new trend in 
re-planting traditionally wild flowers in order to achieve the magical diversity and richness that 
characterized the meadows of the past.

The centrally governed Agricultural politics between 1960-1990 was highly oriented towards pro-
ductivity. Large farms and rational areas were prioritized. All land that was not highly productive 
was oriented to forestry (1979 Skogsvårdslag paragraf 5:3). The numbers are horrifying. From 1927 
to 1989 the decrease of meadows according to Naturvårdsverket is 99%, and open pastures had 
been reduced with 87%. Inspired by the conference in Rio, the government decided that the pro-
tection of the meadows and pastures should be prosecuted. NOLA stands för Naturvårdsåtgärder 
i odlingslandskapet and means that farmers now can get financial replacement and support for 
maintaining open landscapes.

M O B I L E  S T R U C T U R E S

Mobile Structures such as Mobile Organic Piggery (a caravan for pigs) and mobile hen houses 
and geese houses are contributing to the flexibility over time. Depending on the order of the in-
terchanging grazing pastures and climate and temperature the mobile structures are moved across 
the land. 
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T H E  M A N U R E 

The ancient cycle of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium is a one that is constantly present in 
agricultural practice of today. We should never forget that the basis of our wealth is to be found 
in the solar energy, building our principal industry / maternal nutrition through green plants. 

NPK in Swedish agricultural practice stands for Nitrogen (kväve), Patassium (Fosfor) och Kalium. 
An abbreviation to be found on all bags of fertilizers - konstgödning. Nitrogen can be found in the 
manure, or in the root systems of different legumes that collects it from the air through bacteria. 
Car pollution brings a huge amount of nitrogen. Nitrogen from pollution can in the form of ni-
tro-oxygens - NOx, in rain water be transformed to the fertilizer nitrate.The surplus of fertilizers, 
in rain and in artificial products, is often more than the earth can handle. The consequence is that 
nitrogen leaks to oceans resulting in overfertilizations and algies. 

Phosphorus and potassium can both be found naturally in manure. But they are often combined 
with additives from mine production. When additives are used, cadmium does as well - a sub-
stance normally bound in the crust, that now follows the wheat through the production cycle 
to the bread on our plates. It is harmful for liver and kidney alike. If the percentage of cadmium 
in our bodies should be doubled, a third of the western world population would be dependent 
on dialysis. 

This is just one of many reasons that organic farming has been growing dramatically over the past 
decade. But is it a solution?

Historically, the soils of of our part of the world were impoverished due to lack of phosphours 

and potassium. This was before the age of fertilizers, and people migrated to America to escape 
the horrors of starvation. Many farms since have had a surplus, mostly due to the development of 
new technique and the benefits of the fossil fuels. 

Organic farming is of course less productive in terms of income or produce per unit area. We live 
in a world where population is growing, is it possible to combine a less productive agriculture with 
an intensly urbanized, growing population? Another problem is the idea of a cycle - with small, 
organic farms, the essential nutrients such as phosphorus and potassium are extracted from the 
soil and not returned. Most potassium is to be found in urine, while the phosphorus is stored in 
the bones. One solution would be a toilet that separates urine from the other by-product. Some 
farms consider prioritizing customers that use these systems, other visionairies proclaim a society 
of separating sewer systems. In a system like this, necesseraly smaller in scale, control of the entire 
cycle is reclaimed, in which everyone becomes acutely aware of the importance of and connections 
between food, waste and crops. Some people picture a return to the smaller peasant communities. 
e European Union, but it is still associated with a lot of bureacreatic trouble and paperwork.

R E F E R E N C E S  /  S O U R C E S                               

“Bondeboken” av Jan Danielsson och Peter Gerdehag (Norstedts 1998) - Styrbjörn & Solveig Ejneby

“Självhushållning på Djupadal” av Marie och Gustav Mandelmann (Bonnier Fakta 2013)
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AG R I C U LT U R A L  A R C H I T E C T U R E                                      

Status, Hierarchy & Design: Man & Animal 

Integrality & Connection (buildings & landscape)

Agricultural buildings are contextual in that they consist of several elements including buildings, silos, fields that 
all contribute to the whole. 

the Notion of Time (Signifiers - Agents?)

The passing of the seasons, the activities connected to the different months, the coming and going of birds, the life 
and death of slaughter and birth, flowers that grow and wither. Is time as present in the urban context?

the Meadow & the Hay 

The passing of the seasons, the activities connected to the different months. Is time as present in the urban con-
text?

the Contradictory Manure 

Legibility

Architecture and disposition provides the visitor with the oppurtunity of reading not only the built construction, 
but also the practice behind. 
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T H E  N O N - C L E A N  
( C L AY,  S O I L ,  D U N G )

Soil & Clay & Earth

The fear of Dirt is a hygienically essential construction. But the new generations have no childhood trauma to wash 
off and there is room for a more realistic approach to manual labour, a shift in a social hierarchy where dirt, soil, 
clay is stigmatized. With a different attitude to what is natural we might create the space necessary to change our 
behavious in ways that we must if Everything will be able to go on. 
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“LAND PROJECT POSITIVE ... DON´T UNDERESTIMATE DIRT”
/ telegram from Michael Heizer & Walter de Maria to their gallerist in New York 1968

terra = earth (terrestial, parterre, terra firma)

terra - tersa = dry ground 

tersethai (greek) = dried up / to dry by sun

terse (english) = neat, concise, clean, dry

T H E  M Y S T I C A L  S O I L 

The soil is an ocean of scientific discoveries to be made. Out ot millions of species, pehonomenon 
and transformations taking place we know only a fraction. 

T E R R A C E  &  S U B - S O I L  -  F A B R I C  &  T H E  L E V E L L I N G  O F 
L A N D

As we all know, clay plays a vital part in the creation story. Furthermore, it has a prominent role 
in Greek philosophy and mythology. The Greeks distinguished between the dry deck and the 
sub-soil: the ground o terrace being a level, a limited, dry deck, the sub-soil is by contrast unlim-
ited and moist/wet: a vertical antimony (mutual incompatibility) between what is dry-above and 
wet-below. This antimony being of great amplitude in the idea of built and un-built sites and a 
number of polarities: unbounded and bounded, polluted and pure, feminine and masculine, and 
most broadly, content and form.

T H E  L I M I T - L E S S  C L AY  ( O F  P O T E N T I A L I T Y )

The stuff or matter of creation was symbolized as formless and wet, likely to leak, and lacking of 
lasting limits, which explained for Aristotle matter´s `desire´ for form, a desire consummated in 
the marriage between substance and shape. Before this, in an age, time or moment when the stuff 
of the world was without shape, matter was not only undefined and amorphous, but unknowa-
ble, for it was only through edges that all things were defined. Edgeless matter was, nevertheless, 
vital and procreative - a fertile fluidity from which all visible things arise. terrain & terrace = terra 
(latin).
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the (Sublime?) Manure 
The meadow provided hay, hay that was used as cattlefood throughout the winter. The summer 
food was the pastures of the outfields and the woods. The dung collected on the farm was used 
as manure for the meadow. Through the cow grass and leaves were transformed to milk and to 
manure. The milk fed the people and the manure fed the meadow. This eternal circle was the 
centre of the farmers´ lives, everything connected in an intimate cycle.
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Is there a way of shifting the hierarchy of 
the manure - a change of  context bring-
ing a change of meaning?

A  D U N G - S E L F I E ? A  D I G I T A L I Z E D  A R T E  P O V E R A ?
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N A T U R A L  R E P R E S E N T A T I O N                                         

A seemingly arbitrary process. But the process of scanning enables a fully unaltered representation 
in regards to colour and to scale. However, the human subject (me) is fully present in the finding 
and collecting of the “things”. Representative of an averagely educated young-ish person, I have 
made a selection of nature and with decent effort additionally tried to divide and analyze what 
was found. 
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E Q U E S T R I A N  A R C H I T E C T U R E
Horse Stables; Laws & Recommendations

P L A C E M E N T  O F  B U I L D I N G  O N  S I T E                                           

Traditionally, stable buildings have been placed on rocky ground or heights, where the soil or 
topography makes growing of crops impossible. This has also proved beneficial for the buildings, 
since higher, stony ground often means a lesser risk for mud during spring and fall. Shadowing 
trees are appreciated in summer, but horses and humans alike enjoy a bit of sunshine, which is 
why stables should take advantage of the south-facing side of the building.

Accessability is crucial, and even though the stables should be easily reached from the road and 
parking spots, the paths to and from the paddocks should be separated from the car roads. One 
idea is working with fencing and slussar / locks to make transportation and circulation easier.                                                               

B A R N YA R D

Gravel is preferable to asphalt, which is more easily manageable but risks to get slippery when 
it gets whet - especially for rushed or young horses. It is practical with a tethering spot outside, 
so as to be able to wash or take care of the horses outside, in the sun. Screwing an ögla in wood 
should be avoided, since the horse could break loose quite easily, pulling the plank along. Another 
option is to build the tethering place out of tree trunks, or to dig larger poles down and fixate an 
överliggande planka - en överliggare - to tie the ropes in. It is recommended that you have a sadel- 
och tränshängare close to the outside tethering space, so that the horse is never left alone tied up 
outside. If given the option, an outdoor shower with poured concrete base is practical so as too 
be relieved from dealing with the humid air inside. It is practical to have a "sickness paddock", a 
smaller fenced area close to the stables. This is convenient not only in the case of one of the horses 
getting sick, it can also be used when you want to keep the horse closer to the main building for 
other reasons. An appropriate size is 4 by 4 metres, preferably with visual access to other paddocks 
with horses. Even though the stallplan should be separated from the main parking spot, it needs 
to be accessible by tractor or trunk, for delivery of heavier bags of food etcetera. The vändradie for 
a large car with hästsläp is 11 metres, for a truck it is generally 15 metres (slightly smaller if there is 
an option of backing in and out). It would be recommended to keep a permanent parking spot 

for horse transport. It is also practical to keep the sulkys or carriages separate from the car parking 
so that they never have to pass any car roads in order to be used.

D U N G H E A P

The dungheap is of course something that all respectable stables would want to place out of sight. 
Another reason than the purely aesthatical being that it is better for the air quality inside the 
stables if it is placed with a safe distance to the main buildings. But since it is quite heavy work 
moving the dung, it is more common that the dump is placed just out of one of the entrances. A 
convenient solution is tipping the dung straight into a container, if it is tipped on a dungplatform 
room has to be made for tractors or trucks to remove everything.

The normal amount of dung is somewhere around 7-9 cubic meters/ horse and year.There are 
several ways of decreasing this number. One is a more economic mocking, or keeping the horses 
on a deep litter, where nothing but the piles of poop are moved to the dung heap, the rest remain-
ing hidden until the spring. An even better option is getting compost worms, who decomposes 
the dung to at least half of it. The remains can then be used as high-quality manure. Yet another 
option is using the dung for energy production in a machinery that automatically transports the 
dung to an incinerator where the energy is used to heat the building. This is highly questionable 
from a sustainable perspective, and the risks of nitrogen leaking are quite high - nitrogen leakage 
from agricultural production being one of the largest problems leading to overfertilization of the 
ocean. The regulations for managing manure can be found in Miljöbalken, but varies from region 
to region.

T E M P E R A T U R E                                                       

Horses don´t need heated environments, they prefer a temperature around 12-15 degrees. The 
horse adapt well to temperatures below freezing point, as long as they are given the opportunity 
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to adapt over time - when outside most of the year, the fur grows over winter. Neither do they 
need a box, but are most comfortable in their herd when they can move around freely. Their 
basic needs are limited to shelter (roof) and access to food and unfrozen water. Locked and heated 
stables are nothing but a human construction. An isolated building is more comfortable for the 
human riders, but can also be convenient for horses about to give birth, that are sick or elderly. 
In their boxes, horses can lie down without worrying about predators or hierarchy, or competing 
for food. Another benefit is the possibility of controlling the health - the stool/feces, if the horse 
eats or not and how much etc.Insulated buildings are a better option for riding schools, where 
children spend a lot of time. One option would be un-isolated stables. Outside stables is an option 
that is very common in Southern Europe, where the climate is more forgiving. The doors to the 
boxes are often divided in two - one upper and one lower door. Outside boxes have proven to be 
a very efficient method for treatment of horses with problematic coughing or breathing. It does 
however require access to a heated food and equipment storage. Boxes can be separated by solid 
walls, or walls of metal bars. The former is preferable in stables where horses don´t know each 
other or don´t function that well together, whereas the latter can be integrated as a more social 
option for the horses.

L I G H T I N G                                                               

There is more to a welcoming outdoor lamp than beauty - if appropriately lit, the stallplan is less 
of a trap full of icy spots and objects to trip on. Aside from giving the keepers an easier job trying 
to put the grimma on the horses, it is crucial that the horses get used to the light before being taken 
inside the stables - otherwise they risk getting temporary blinded and scared by the sudden light. 
All fitting has to be made in iron or steel and placed beyond reaching for the horses. To save in on 
electricity, there are moving sensors, or ljusrelä (light that automatically senses when it is dark or 
light) or the possibility to use a timer.

W I N D O W S

Optimally, every single box is equipped with a window, and these windows are supplemented 
by larger general windows. Having windows means that the windows needs to have grills, or be 
made out of cured glass. Windows only used for ventilation should open in the upper frame and 
inwards, since this means that the fresh air is transported up and in. 

D O O R S

The door shoul be at least 120 by 220 cm, a fire door at least 150 cm.It is preferable to have a door 
that is dividable in half, so that the lower part can be kept close for safety measurement. The larger 

doors can be divided in one wider and one more narrow, so that larger vehicles can be transported 
if that should be necessary. It is clever to protect the doors from hard weather, and practical to keep 
them locked up to the facade so that they will keep from being captured by the wind. 

A I S L E S                                     

The stable aisle needs to be at least 2,5 metres wide in a riding stable and at least 3,5 meters wide in 
a driving stable (körstall), regardless of whether there are boxes on both or just one side. With a 
wide enough aisle, it is possible but not recommended to meet with two horses facing each other.

It is crucial that the floor is slip-free (or one risks fläkskador), which is achieved with rough mate-
rials such as coarse concrete. These floors are quite difficult to keep clean with a broom. Another 
option is planning for a path in the middle with sand, sawdust or peat (torv). This keeps the noise 
down and used to be combed into elegant herringbone patterns. Another design solution that is 
good for the accoustics is wooden aisles, a floor of sawn wooden blocks, träklubbar. Alternatively, 
concrete blocks can be used and placed in different patterns. If they are placed on sand, water and 
dirt is allowed to run down.

The most modern option is a plastic mat. This solution is very gentle to the hooves, is silent and 
quite slip-proof. If necessery, the aisle can be sanded, but not salted.

It is crucial that the aisle is kept clean and clear - small or sharp objects can cause fatal damage to 
beast and man alike. Dusting is preferably done when the horses are out, to spare their airways. A 
simple finesse is the slight immersion of the boxes in relation to the floor of the aisle, which making 
sweeping simpler (but drainage of water more difficult).

C E I L I N G  H E I G H T                                                       

The ceiling has to be high enough for the horse to get up on its hind legs. But another reason 
for increasing the ceiling height is adding to the volume of air, which in turns improves the air 
quality. The minimum height is 2200 mm, and from there it depends on the horses. The ceiling 
is supposed to be at least 1,5 times the withers of the horse (from where it stands - including box 
bedding).

T E T H E R I N G  S P O T                                                        

The tethering / caretaking / tending / maintenance spot is important not just for the keepers, but 
is crucial for the working environment of farriers, equestrian therapists and veterinaries. Generous 
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area with flat floor, proper lighting, electric outlets, privacy from the rest of the activity and con-
venient vanity surfaces are all important factors.

S H O W E R 

A floor drain is necessary, along with a fan for the humid air. It is important to decrease the intim-
idating impact of the drain on the horses, possibly by constructing the grill in hard rubber rather 
than metal. The hose needs to be kept in a manner as not to frighten the horses, despite its resem-
blance to snakes. A good solution is keeping it convoluted on a mobile/pivotal arm in the ceiling.

It is preferable to keep the shower in a separate, isolated room, due to the dealment with humidity. 
If so, the room can be combined with a drying area for horse blankets. Materials can vary from 
clinkers to concrete. The more luxurious stables often keep a room for infrared heat radiation, 
drying the horses and meanwhile softening their muscles.

H O R S E  B O X E S

The box is not simply a human invention for keeping or storaging of the horses, it is a place where 
the horse rests, where it should feel safe. There are minimum requirements for the area of the 
boxes, and a minimum number for the width, depending on the withers of the horses. Whereas a 
mini-shettis needs 3 square meters, a D-pony requires 7 and a larger horse needs at least 10 square 
meters. Aside from standardized boxes, many stables keep at least one of larger size, used when 
a horse gets sick and consequently needs to spend more time inside, or when a mare is about to 
foal. A horse used to a box of 9 square meter should be put in one at least 2 square meters larger 
than that - in which foal and mare can be until the foal is 6 months old. After that, the horses 
should be put in a box of 22 square meters, which is the required measurement for gruppboende 
/ shared boxes. 

WA L L S

The horses should be able to see, sense and smell each other - the stable should be a social spot. 
In order to guarantee this, the walls between the boxes are often solid up to 1200-1300 mm above 
ground, and from there replaced with bars all the way to the ceiling. This is of course varying from 
one breed to the other given the wide range of differing withers. Same adaptive considerations 
should be made in regards to the windows or openings to the outside and to the aisle - the horses 
should (if the boxes are provided with window shutters) be able to stick out neck and head.

The walls should  be able to stand kicks from the horses. Masonry is preferred since it holds better 
compared to wood. It also stands liquids and dirt without rotting, which is why it should be used 
as a base plinth (at least 100 mm high) if the stable has wooden walls.

If one uses wood, a good idea is to place one crossbar in the bottom line, since the lower part of 
the walls are more exposed to dirt, hooves and urin. This "sacrificed" crossbar can then be replaced 
over the years without having to change all of the vertical bars. The resistance of the wooden wall 
depends on the interval of the studs. But the wooden planks should be at least 30 mm in depth. 
Another modern phenomenon is the invention of plastic plank.

Boards should be avoided, but if it is used it should be at least 21 mm. OSB-boards should be 
avoided altogether due to the risk of the horse getting hurt by the smaller particles.

Another problem with using wood is the fact that the horses tend to get obsessed with gnawing 
and nibbling on the wood. A solution to this would be either covering the corners of the wood 
with sheet metal, using an anti-gnawing agent on the walls, painting them with pigment mixed 
with sand, tar, using less delicious wood such as oak or a more exotic sort of wood or offering a 
more attractive option such as real branches hanging from the ceiling.
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C O LO U R

When using plastic colour, there is the risk of the humidity getting trapped in the walls, which 
eventually causes them to rot which requires expensive and thorough repair work. Colour based 
on linseed oil is environmentally friendly but takes forever to dry. Oil-based colors are often 
used on the exterior of stable buildings since it stands humidity and is easy to dry off. If using 
earth paint (slamfärg) there is a risk of the horses licking on the walls, possibly getting poisoned. 
Furthermore, it dis-colors on clothes, tools and equipment. Another budget option is lime paint 
(kalkfärg). The white washed walls are time-consuming since they require several layers of paint, 
a new layer is recommended each year. Lime paint is alkaline, which means that it doesn´t mold 
and it keeps vermin away.

If painting on concrete, the most common paint is silicate paint, which comes in many different 
colors. Another relevant option is Roslagsfärg, that can be used on untreated wood, it is a mixture 
of trätjära, kokt linolja och balsamterpentin, and gives a light brown, stained surface.

An obvious note is that while a light color reflect natural and artificial light in a beneficial way, 
whereas darker color tends to hide stains better. One option is naturally to paint the walls up unto 
a certain height and to keep the upper walls white.

P L A C E M E N T

All horses have the same social needs, including stallions. But mail, unsterilized horses may be 
problematic to keep next to each other. They might also find the presence of estrus horses stress-
ful. If keeping stallions next to each other, it would be convenient to have options of closing off 
the walls between boxes, and between boxes and the aisle.

G R I L L S

The gaps between the bars should be less than 25 mm or larger than 85 mm for a vertical grill and 
less than 85 or larger than 450 mm for horizontal bars. One option is specially made galler, which 
according to research is the most efficient way of preventing the horses from breaking the grill. 
With a more open stable solution, there still exists a possibility to shut off between the boxes by 
using a "box-curtain".

F E E D I N G

The most natural thing for the horse is to eat from the ground, the best solution is to have a low 
placed manger, or a trawl put in the box when it´s time to eat and taken away afterwards. Place 
the mangers so that the horses wont be next to each other. Other options include haynets on the 
groud, but using those you risk the horses tripping. Saltsten or salt lick is good to either hang or 
place in a container. 

WA T E R

Horses normally drink between 50-70 litre/day, more if they are hot or put to hard work. The 
best thing is serving water out of a bucket, but this requires a lot of the keeper. The second best 
thing is providing an automatic watercup, as long as it provides enough water/minute. Horses are 
flight animals and used to drink very fast - the watering holes used to be a lair for the predators. 
Automatic watercups can be problematic in wintertime, when the pipes might freee. One option 
is to heat the pipes using separate heating, another to use an electric termovattenkopp that keeps 
the water unfrozen.
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E T C E T E R A

Hangers for blankets and temporary vanity surfaces for saddle and other small items might be con-
venient, as long as they are designed in such a way as not to pose any risk to the safety of the horses. 
Hooks for keeping one halter outside each box is a must, since this is required for the firemen to 
be able to lead the horses out in case of a fire. 

T A C K  R O O M

The tack room is a social and dignified space, a chamber of craftmanship! Leather should be kept 
dry, airy and in a reasonable temperature. The highest saddle hangers shuould not be hung higher 
than shoulderheight. Underneath this, the next one can be put on a height of 60 cm. At least 50 
cm between each saddle is recommendable. The most space consuming item is the harnessses, and 
they are sometimes put on a harness-wagon. A practical item is the sadelbock, with shelves under-
neath for keeping equipment. Don´t place the leather in the sun - it will crack. 

The träns take up 60 or 90 cm depending on how they are hung. They should be placed with a 
distance of 20 cm if hung on a wall - another option is placing them on a spinning holder.  Each 
horse should have a shelf for "their" things - medicine, leniments, bandages, a bucket with groom-
ing tools, blankets for different seasons etc. If there is no room for a drying rum for the blankets, 
iron pipes hung from the ceiling, or a local fan, can do the trick.

F E E D  R O O M

Foderrum should be kept locked, and be spacious enough for a wheelbarrow. It doesn´t have to 
be kept warm, as long as vitamins and carrots don´t freeze, but it is crucial that it is dry. Frostvakt 
is a heating fan that senses when it starts to get too cold, and starts automatically. The best tip to 
keep rodents away is keeping it clean. The food should be kept elevated from the floor to avoid 
humidity. Clinkers or tiles that stand humidity and staining but are not too sensitive to dirt are 
good options, as long as they are unslippery. Natural stone is another great option. 

LO G E  /  M O W  /  B A R N

Many stables keep a separate mow, or keeps the hay above the boxes. But it might also be good 
to have a separate room in the stables for the daily ration. This is a dusty room and it is recom-
mandable to have the access shut from the rest of the stable - if possible, to keep the mow directly 
connected to the hay room. Here one can also keep the halm, spån and torv. 

L I G H T I N G

The horses have better sight in darkenss than we do, but it takes them longer to adjust (dark 
adaption), up to 30 minutes.

100 lux is the least of lighting that is recommended, or 2 x 36 w in each box.

For the sake of fire risk, all armature for lighting should be branded IP65 and marked by the letters 
D and F. 

The best light comes from lysrörsarmaturer, which is the most common solution for stables. In-
side the fittings (armatur) is reflectors that spread the warm white light over a large surface. They 
have to be provided with a protective dust-jacket to decrease the risk of fire. These lights should be 
adjustable and possible to dim.  It is practical to have another light that is even more softened, for 
dark mornings or late nights. All lights should be cleaned regurarly. Horses that are not allowed to 
be outside should be compensated with "artifical daylight". Light affects the dräktighetestid, and 
the prestation and health.

It is convenient to place the lamps on both sides of the stallgång, and to keep another light in the 
tethering spot that is more directed downwards.All light need to be protected from prancing hors-
es, reaching heights twice their withers, or 1,65 their withers with high-held head. 

E L E C T R I C S

It is essential that cables and the fitting of outlets and cables are done so as not to risk the horses 
or other animals gnawing on them. Elsäkerhetsverket har en föreskrift som säger att stall ska ha en 
potentialutjämningskabel, som kopplar ihop alla galler och andra metallinredningar med golvets 
armering och sedan med elcentrlaens huvudjordningsskena. Detta för att undvika att blixten slår 
ner och leds genom metallinredning som boxgaller och vattenkoppar. 

S O U N D  /  A C C O U S T I C S

The ears of the horse are designed to perceive sounds from all directions and to quickly read the 
situation and understand where the sound is coming from. The ears are also used to communi-
cate with other members of the herd. Whereas a human can perceive sounds between 10-20 000 
Hz, a horse can perceive sounds up to 33 000 Hz. They also perceive lower sounds than we do. 
According to Djurskyddsbestämmelserna, they can only be exposed to sounds over 65 dBA from 
time to time. A normal conversation between people is estimated to 60-65 dBA. This is why all 
measurement should be taken to reduce accoustic elements such as fans or radios. Alarge fan with 
low varvtal is better than a small one with high speed. 

A I R  /  V E N T I L A T I O N

The natural environment for the horse is outside and spending a life in a stable causes diseases 
such as inflammation and cough due to dust, mite, bacteria and moulding. Horses are estimated 
to need as much as 10 times the ventilation that people do. Ventilation is needed both in order to 
reduce the amount of dust in the air and reduce the levels of toxic gas such as ammonium (derived 
from the decomposition of urine) and carbon dioxide. 

Humidity is another problem produced by the horses through sweat, breathing and wet fur, and 
added to by the humidity from outside. Humidity migh cause moulding, and humid air consists 
of more microorganism than dry air. I djurskyddsmyndighetens föreskrifter any humidity over 
80% is forbidden, unless it is below 5 degrees outside - then the humidity can be 90 %. 

Ventilation in outdoor shed is taken care of naturally. Natural ventilation can be achieved in insu-
lated stable buildings as well. With air through tilluftsventiler in the boxes or besides them, the air 
is then pushed out of a frånluftstrumma i nocken of the building. Another option is keeping an 
opening in the nock. If this "skorsstensprincip" should function, the best thing is keeping all other 
openings shut. Självdragsprincipen is based on the air entering from the side of the building where 
the wind is blowing, exiting on the leeside. But mechanization is sometimes necessary, an electric 
fan that sucks out some air in order to bring new in. Another problem derives from it being too 
cold outside - then there is a need to heat the air so that the heated air can bind humidity and 
transport it out of the building. An average horse of 500 kg requires 300 cubic metres of new air 
each hour. Tilluftsdon manage 300-900 cubic meters/hour. In order to avoid kallras, the air needs 
to be directed upwards, and that it doesn´t "collide" with fitting or structural elements on its way 
to the ceiling.  Horses are made to stand the cold - if it´s too cold they simply increase the intake of 
food. The need for good air is at its greatesst close to the ground, where the horses keep their head. 
Make sure that there are drilled holes in the lower part s of the doors. Increase the height of the 
ceiling. Don´t have the air exit in the hay mow - the air can condensate and the hay might mould. 

PA S T U R E S

A wild horse spend 70% of the time moving around looking for food. At least 1 hectare pasture 
per horse is recommended. A meadow close to a lake is good for the summer since it is not too wet 
at that time, whereas a pasture in the woods is moire convenient for the winter time, so that the 
horses can keep busy working trees. With exception of sick horses, or horses competing or at the 
risk of being bit by insectss, all horses should be able to move in all pace, at least once a day, even 
in winter time. If the horses are outside wintertime, an open shed needs to be provided at least 8 
hours a day. It is preferrable to keep horses together, at least with visual contact. 

Mud can be fixed around gates and feeding spots by using vattengenomsläpplig stone or plastic 
gills, and to drain thoroughly. 

F E N C I N G

Fencing is a tricky business and none of the solutions are fool proof. Poles used to be made with 
burnt wood underneath, today they are tryckimpregnerade. If branded NTR-A they last for 20 
years. Poles of molded iron is pipes are less common but very sustainable. Rounded corners are 
recommended to avoid situations were some horses are pushed to the corners by others. Fencing 
poles should be pushed into the ground, preferrably 1 meter or more, or moulded in concrete.

Wooden fencing is stable and strong. Poles sized 75 x 75 mm with a distance of approcimately 2-2,5 
meter. The measurement of the planks should be around 150 x 20-30 mm, the height determined 
by the size of the horses. The plank should be nailed from the inside.

Fencing unsuitable for horses: barbed wire, gärdesgård (stone and stör), net. Rata is the place 
where the horses poop. This spot needs to be poroperly maintained so that parasites are not spread 
through the manure. Avmaskning is most controversial since some parasites have developed im-
munity to the medicine. Att växla beten means that different kinds of animals such as sheep or 
cows replace the horses in their paddocks. Since the animals have different parasites, these won´t 
survive throughout the year. Change pasture betweeen seasons, ait til July when most parasites are 
dead - if the pasture is divided, don´t let the horses get back to the same spot twice
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O P E N  S H E D S

Open sheds ought to be properly dimensioned and to provide shelter from sun, wind and rain. A 
full-grown horse requires 7-8 square meters. Three walls is ideal, if there is more than one opening. 

R I D I N G  T R A C K S

Placement cloe to the stables:

- young horses feel safer when they can see other horses

- safety; no risk of getting hurt without being seen

- double use as walking a sick horse

- electrics for the light doesnt have to be installed from the rest of the building

It is of great advantage if the riding "rink" can be placed in lee. Preference in cardinal is subjective. 
The greatest challenge is water and drainage; it is recommended to either pickk an elevted spot or 
to elevated the tracks. 

R E F E R E N C E S  /  S O U R C E S                               

“Häststall” by Helena Ålund (Recito Förlag 2013)
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In their natural habitat, horses move around looking for new grazing pastures for 70 % of the day. Most horses have 
no problem adjusting to the Swedish cold winter, as long as their fur is allowed to adjust throughout the seasons. With 
the concept Active Stabling, the horses are allowed to be out all year around. The feeding is taken care of by chips 
in the manes, allowing for each horse to get the appropriate amount of food in an automatized feeding machine. The 
regular stable is replaced with a service stable, kept warm for sick, foaling or competing horses. 

LO O S E  T E T H E R I N G

LO O S E  T E T H E R I N G  ( “ LÖ S D R I F T ” )                                        

Loose tethering has become more common in the past couple of years. With its provision of an 
open shelter with a dry place to sleep and constant access to water it is a lot closer to the natural 
habitat of the horse - it benefits the natural and social behavior of the herd. It might mean a less 
work for the keepers, but not necesserily since it still requires feeding, watering and mucking. A 
large package of haylage put in the paddock is convenient for the keepers, but might prove prob-
lematic since the stronger horses higher in the hierarchy might get too much food and become 
overweight whereas other horses might have trouble getting any food at all - and there is a risk of 
the horses getting unhealthy bacteria from feces and moulding, since the haylage will not last more 
than a couple of days. A better option is to spread the hay to different eating positions.

A C T I V E  S T A B L I N G                                                         

Active stable is a modernized option where each horse is equipped with a computer chip, often 
braided into the mane or put around the neck in a "necklace". This chip is programmed to allow 
the horses to eat a certain amount of time per day (ut to 20) in specially designed food stations. 
The amount and character of food can be controlled through a computer program and is indi-
vidually adapted to each horse. This way of eating, without competing with the other horses, is 

service stall

ligghall / vilozon 

rumsavdelare/träd

höautomat

rullningsyta

hölagerinvänjningsboxar

hårdgjord rasthage

sluss

service stall

halmhäck

kraftfoderstation

beteshage

rumsavdelare

dryckesho

softbed

of course a less stressful option for the horses. The possibility of feeding at several points a day 
is furthermore more adapted to the natural behavior of horses in the wild, where they eat small 
amounts constantly and not at certain points, which is the case with stabled horses. There is of 
course a further question regarding Darwin and natural selection, but since this is ruled out after 
thousands of years of breeding.

Research and evaluations have proved that Active stables is a true time-saver for the owners. How-
ever, one has to make sure that there is food and water in the stations, take care of mucking and 
keep an eye on the computer to make sure that everything works as it is supposed to. Furthermore, 
the stable has to have backup power in case there is a power failure. Aside from the open shelter, 
there needs to be access to an isolated building for sick horses, and storage for food, equipment 
and tools.

R E F E R E N C E S  /  S O U R C E S                               

www.activestabling.com

Malin Rönnerfalk Thesis in Archicture 2016  
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Equestrian Architecture

V I S I T S
Throughout the project I have paid visits to some of the countless farms of the Swedish landscape, 
rural and urban alike. The visits have proven to be frighening and inspiring, disgusting and beu-
tiful. I have been challenged by horses, exhausted by hoof picking, jaded by the chaos, mess and 
dirt. I find myself impressed with the commitment, time and money invested in what is more than 
a hobby - it is a ay of life, a life style with room for nothing else. 
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However, (the?) Magic is as present. A 
moment of belonging (coordination or 
choreography) on horseback, the smell of 
hay, two thousand-litres-lungs breathing 
on my small man-hand, muscles playing, 
showing off.
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The attitude to work and labour, to coarse oper-
ations, to dirty finger nails, to sore muscles and 
the raw - the simple solutions, are fascinating. 
Existence and space is pragmatic - actions and 
spatial divisions, material and details are legible. 
Nothing is beautiful in any (conventional) sense of 
the word.   
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E Q U E S T R I A N  A R C H I T E C T U R E                                      

Loose tethering 

The outside as the natural, the digital (the modern) enabling a more natural solution. 

Boundaries & Fencing

Djurhållning präglas i hög grad av avgränsningar och staket. Av uppenbara skäl är detta i viss utsträckning helt 
nödvändigt. Men det kanske går att lösa upp vissa gränser genom att förstärka topografi, ha flexibla lösningar och 
på vissa ställen inte ens ha någon avskiljning mellan människa och häst.

Materiality (the un-natural) & Accoustics

The horses are not only put in small boxes (rooms), they  are provided with walls of plastic and metal. A room 
(unnatural) built of the unnatural. 

Legibility

Architecture and disposition provides the visitor with the oppurtunity of reading not only the built construction, 
but also the practice behind. 

Malin Rönnerfalk Thesis in Archicture 2016  
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P R O G R A M _ M A T I C A
LO O S E  T E T H E R I N G

• loose tethering

• open shed

• hay dispenser

• water dispenser

• rolling paddock

• storage 

• tools, machines & vehicles

• hay loft 

T E M P O R A R Y  S T A B L I N G  ( C O L D )                                                                         

• feed room

• storage

• temporary spots for 5-6 horses

M O B I L E  S T R U C T U R E S                                                         

• Hen-house 

• Geese-house

• Winter sheds

• Pig house

S E R V I C E  S T A B L E  ( WA R M )

• boxes for 12 horses, whereof 3 ponies

• tack room

• horse shower

• local storage rooms

• food chamber

• tethering spots

• manure managing

• storage 

• food chambers

S M A L L  S T R U C T U R E S / PAV I L I O N S

• contemplation (stars)

• read (no distraction)

• draw/paint (northern light)

• internet: work/study (antenna)

• work out (yoga?)

• rest (soil?)

S A T E L L I T E  B U I L D I N G S

• Cabins with small stable for summer grazing

Malin Rönnerfalk Thesis in Archicture 2016  
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B U I L T  S T R U C T U R E :  V E R T I C A L  P L A C E M E N T 

Typologies of PLATFORMS / WALLS / ROOF STRUCTURE

• Cut/inserted into the landscape (horse)

• Placed upon the landscape (man & horse) 

• Raised above the landscape on pillars/trusses (man)

P L AC E -W R I T I N G

MAN: Overview & Infrastructure HORSE: Natural State Pavilions: encounter

Post-Human Intersections; Place-writing, Species & Enabled Landscapes
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Pavilions: encounter

B U I L T  S T R U C T U R E :  H O R I Z O N T A L  P L A C E M E N T

The placement of built structure is based on the place-reading, the tracing of scars and the topo-
graphical conditions, the specific character of the site.

Focuse on the idea of moving to the site, to THE OTHER (from the city) and of moving AT the 
site, THROUGH the buildings.
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Place-Writing

E N T R A N C E  T O  S I T E  -  A P P R O A C H

Entrance Visitor

Entrance Manager / Vehicles
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M O V E M E N T  &  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N :  ( M A N  T O  H O R S E - M A N )  O N E  P L A C E  T O  A N O T H E R
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G R A Z I N G  I N  S H I F T S  ( P E R M A C U LT U R A L  P R I N C I P L E S )

Place-Writing
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M E A D O W  U N K E P T  /  S A C R E D  +  P L A N T A T I O N S
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B O U N D A R I E S _ F A C A D E S _ S K I N  =  O U T E R  ( D E F I N I T E )  &  I N N E R  ( A LT E R N A T I V E )

Place-Writing
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I N N E R  B O U N D A R I E S :  A LT E R N A T I V E  F E N C I N G ?

O U T E R  B O U N D A R I E S :  D E F I N I T E  -  R E I N F O R C E D  T O P O G R A P H Y
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T H E  D I S TA N T  &  T H E  D I G I TA L                                     

The ambition is to integrate technology when it function as an aid in improving the conditions for animals and 
humans alike. 

But in terms of experiencing a place, how is our perception changed through the accessability to digital presence? 
Is our idea of the remote shifted with the possibility of being present with a distance, but in real-time?
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the Distant & the Digital

N O N - S I T E _ W E B - S I T E
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N O N - S I T E  =  W E B - S I T E

Inspired by the Land artist Robert Smithson & his “Sites” and “Non-sites”, in which the absence 
of the original location or “Site” of the art work is represented in the gallery space or “Non-Site” 
through maps (sculptural or graphical) or physical objects from the site.  Although never leaving 
the site per-se - the modification in the form of architecture implies a certain distance-ing from na-
ture. Hence, the natural elements of the “Site” is represented in the built environment: literal pots 
with dirt/plants/stones. The booking system for the rooms is managed online, as is the feeding 
system for the “Active Stables”-solution chosen for the loose tethering. Internet is thus creating a 
very present non-site in the life of the co-owners.  When present on the farm, it suddenly becomes 
the site and the other - the non-site - suddenly transforms to the urban home. Once again, Internet 
acts as a mediator of sorts. 

A C T I V E  S T A B L E S

Active Stable enables horse owners to check in on their horse´s eating and possibly in the future, 
their movements and whereabouts as well. This doees not, however, imply them being able to 
CONTROL them. It opens up for a CONNECTION rather than anytthing else. 
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S T A B L E  B U I L D I N G S

Initial Conceptual Sketch
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Place-Writing: marking the X and the Y of a coordinate-system

The historic idea about the "Ladugård" translated to 4 areas  of interest

A thought about two different entrance situation, about moving through the site meeting different situa-
tions and experiences - referencing the idea of status and hierarchy
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Place-Writing: marking the X and the Y of a coordinate-system HANDS: "Clock-pointers"; indicaters for grazing and cultivation of surrounding grounds in shifts
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1. Existing ditch and road 2. New road along ditch leading to visitors village + old ditch refilled

3. SYMMETRY DERIVED FROM PLACE: Buildings placed in the intersection 4. ASYMMETRY DERIVED FROM PLACE: Buidings dissolved and angled 
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2. 

3. 

1.
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2. 

3. 

N O N - C O R N E R S

Solid Structure (insulated & un-insulated) = BOXES, functional rooms

Light Structure (un-insulated, ventilated) = HAY LOFT

Skin gathering functions

4. 

5. 

1. Grazing pastures are advised against having square corners, since these can cause situations where 
horses less high in rank are trapped in those corners. 

2. An attempt at offering the oppurtunity to watch nature in a more physical way. Instead of merely 
framing views by using windows, the rounded darker corners prepare the visitor for the landscape 
outside.

3. The principle applied to a larger scale - where the roads are “drawn within” the buildings; the roads 
are made part of the infrastructure, making the buildings part of the landscape.

4. This “strategy” is applied to the sectional cuts as well, providing a sheltered outdoor space in the 
backyard, as well as protection from rain and snow. Sunlight is transmitted along the curved roof.

5. The typology is translated into a programmtic division of functions.
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Dung heap

Dung heap

Parking

Riding Paddock

PentryMobile Structures Other animals

Shower

Flexible boxes

“Sick box” with outside area

TEMPORARY STABLING (cold) with direct access to paddock 

WARM STABLE with direct access from boxes to pastures

Grazing

GROUND FLOOR

Existing ditch New Road

Structure for mobile elements, cows, sheep and poultry & other human functions

Grazing

Grazing

Tack room

Dung heap
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Grazing

FIRST FLOOR: HAY LOFT 

Dung heap

SPECTATOR SEAT with view of the riding paddock

Hay lofft with access to stable aisle (facilitating the manual work)

The hay loft is connected throughout the building

Malin Rönnerfalk Thesis in Archicture 2016  
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Indicator of Time, of the Year, of the Seasons (time, seasons, hay = AGENTS)

The hay loft is placed aboce the horse boxes, dressed in mesh since hay is to be kept well ventilated. 
Light is let in through the arched walls. When the storage is full in the end of summer, less light is 
being let in. When the storage is emptied, the light flows in!
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Principal Section no 2
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PLATFORM / TERRACES
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the Dung Heap given a symbolic position, sun (time) given a voice
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WALLS

Framework: concrete

Walls: Rammed Earth
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Soil & Clay & Earth
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A constructed sedimentation; a notion of T i m e!

R A M M E D  E A R T H
P I S È  D E  T E R R E

C O N S T R U C T I O N  &  T I M E

Rammed earth-constructions are built by pouring a mixture of sand, clay and gravel in formwork, 
ramming the mixture allowing each layer to be compacted and dried up before the next is poured 
and rammed. The process can be likened to natural sedimentation, in which soil is compacted in 
layers for thousands and millions of years, resulting in what we simply calls mountains.  This re-
sults in a "marbled" effect with visible layers, especially when conscious choices are made in regards 
to the colours and nuances of the clay mixture. 

It is load-bearing when combined with concrete or other platform structures. claimed from the 
site itself. It insulates well and functions as thermal mass. It is furthermore rather soundproof, 
which is convenient in a building for horses - more than twice as sound-sensitive as humans. 

M A G I C

Rammed earth is often described as a material that makes buildings more atmospheric, magic 
even. This might be due to the specific, cool and tempered climate conditions, or simply the idea 
of living in a house made of soil, with associations to the ground below our feet as well as previous 
generations. The idea of converting raw earth into shaped habitat is an architectural alchemy of 
place-writing, if any. 

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y 

It is a key sustainable building material that reduces the carbon in construction, allows for termal 
control and lasts forever if approprately managed. Since most of the building material can be ex-
tracted from the building site, it decreases the need for transportation. But the need for formwork 
is still pretty high, even though some can be re-assembled and re-used throughout the construc-
tion process. 

Rammed earth is one of the oldest methods for building and an estimation from UN Habitat suggests that one 
third of the world population still lives in buildings made out of earth. There are multiple kinds of earth buildings, 
ranging from adobe bricks to placed or rammed earth. Many of the manufactured building materials that are 
most commonly used today have their roots in materials of the ground as well, such as brick and concrete. 
There are numerous advantages of rammed earth-constructions; the material can be collected locally, often 
from the site itself, it regulates the indoor climate and air, functions as thermal mass and insulates sound. 

H I S T O R Y ,  S T A T U S  &  M O N E Y

As for the material itself, it is practically free, aside for potential laboratory testing and additives. 
But the amount of formwork is similar to that of concrete. The10-15 % raise in cost compared to 
situ-concrete, is due to the labor-costs. As these rise globally, labor-saving systems dominate the 
building industry. This is probably one of the reasons why rammed earth is still relatively rare in 
contemporary architecture. Another reason is that it is simply impossible to capitalize on earth 
construction. 

The invention of mechanized and industrialied material pushed rammed earth construction back, 
probably since building with modern material has long been a signifier for wealth, technology 
and development. But rammed earth has had its champions and surprisingly many have made an 
attempt of bringing earth back as a building material throughout the 19th and 20th century. With 
the renewed interest for sustainable solutions it is once again used in search of architecture that 
builds with and for nature rather than against. 
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S O I L  &  C L AY  &  E A R T H                                               

Place-Writing

To re-formulate earth and soil, from the site, to room for people and for animals, on the site = PLACE-WRITING

Material Semiotics
Shifting the Context of Soil, Earth and Clay; giving it another meaning.

Time & Work

A time-consuming, collective work!
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The warm stable during day-time, when sunlight is transmitted through the hay loft along the curved walls. 
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The warm stable during day-time, when sunlight is transmitted through the hay loft along the curved walls. The warm stable during night-time. Electric installations such as lighting is hidden in the curved earth walls, now gleaming with striped light. Some horses are allowed to walk 
freely among the other boxes in the flexible sections of the stable.
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The NATURALLY VENTILATED, the SEE-THROUGH, the beautifying!
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HAY LOFT

Trusses - Steel

Installations (hidden)

Hay loft - Wood, Steel Mesh
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AGENTS: Time and water are given the oppurtunity to re-make, adjust Architecture

A G E N T S                                                         

Planning for, or opening up for, the oppurtunity of the site (nature) to interact with the building 
- thus making at an agent of construction. Site/nature providing change (temporal) in materiality 
(construction).

M O S S  /  L I C H E N  O N  M E T A L  PA N E L S

- for congeniality with a site to occur, what was premade must be remade.
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THE SKIN: OXIDIZING METAL
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T H E  F A C A D E  A S  A  B O U N D A R Y

an ON-SITE (reference: NON-SITE)

-  S E E M I N G LY  A  C O N T A I N E R  O F  T H E  N A T U R A L  ( I . E . 
T H E  R A M M E D  E A R T H  WA L L S )
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C U R V E D  R O O F ;  A  S T O R Y  A B O U T  T H E  R A D I U S                                                         

The skin functions as protection for the walls made of rammed earth. The shape is derived from 
the idea of dissolved corners. The radius is larger at the ends of the building and the intersection 
of the curved and the orthagonal skin is hence angled. This angle is used for the installation of a 
gutter. The water is hence allowed to dye or stain the building as the years pass - it is made an agent.  

T H E  F A C A D E  A S  A  S T R A I N E R                                                         

The facade functions as a strainer of sorts, separating species from species. 
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A Different Perspective( )190
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A Different Perspective
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B I N O C U L A R  V I S I O N ;  G E N E R A T I N G  S H A P E ?                                                   

Horses have binocular vision meaning that they either see only the sides or focuse in the middle 
loosing the side visions. The images above are merely speculations, but is it possible that a building 
shape that continues in the landscape is more readible, less read as an olien or an abstraction?
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C O L L A B O R AT I O N :  S A R A  S Ö D E R B E R G                                                 

A dusty idea of Gesamtkunstwerk and a fresher idea of interdisciplinarity as a preequistite for designing without 
the human authorative hand at the pen had me opening up for the possibility of collaboration. 

I have worked with the ceramist Sara Söderberg, a dreamy situation considering that man and animal alike meet 
architecture in detail, hands grip handles and hooks rather than concepts. 

What would be the outcome of a collaboration with a ceramist?
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H O O K S  A N D  H A N D L E S  W I T H  A  F E E L  T O  T H E M

Object without predecessor, design for a silent user, form derived from function.

Collaboration: SARA SÖDERBERG
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Collaboration: SARA SÖDERBERG
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Collaboration: SARA SÖDERBERG

T H E  N E W  O B J E C T :  H O L D E R  F O R  A  S A LT - S T O N E

Object without predecessor, design for a silent user, form derived from function.
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M U D - C R A C K S :  D R Y  S O I L  F O R  W E T  P L A C E S

The Earth changes when soil does. Drought cuts holes in the skin of the world. The smooth walls 
of the walls are contrasted by the tiles in the wet spaces, where water drips along walls dressed in 
mud-cracks.

Collaboration: SARA SÖDERBERG

Inspirational pictures; mud-cracks in dry earth.
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Collaboration: SARA SÖDERBERG
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A P P L I C A B L E  T Y P O LO G Y:  A N  I D E A  O F  T H E  W H O L E          

Would it be possible to apply the same aesthatic and architectoral vocabulary to surrounding built structure (for 
humans?)
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Applicable Typology: an idea of the Whole          
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Plan 4 : Private Livingroom, Bedroom, Kitchen  

Plan 2: Entrance; Storage, Bathroom (lock: Dirty) Plan 3: Kitchen, Guest-entrance, Terrace, BedroomPlan 1: Parking & Green-house

Applicable Typology: an idea of the Whole          
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Residential_Manager: sketches & principles

Elevation South
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Pavillions in the Meadow, providing hay in structures inspired by surrounding (scanned) nature.

PAV I L I O N S :  S K E T C H E S  &  P R I N C I P L E S

Applicable Typology: an idea of the Whole          
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Pavillions in the Meadow, providing hay in structures inspired by surrounding (scanned) nature. Pavillions with experimental shapes and forms of rammed earth - where people and horses meet.
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Satellites buildings throughout the region, where smaller wood cabins provide the oppurtunity of hav-
ing the horses cover a larger area of grazing while staying overnight in shifts.

Applicable Typology: an idea of the Whole          
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Erlandsholm

Granhult Sörboda

Djurgården

Mörby
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Applicable Typology: an idea of the Whole          

SKISS LIGGSTALL
STALLBYGGNADER

DIKE: EN SLUSS & MARKÖR

SKISS BESÖKSBY: JORD SOM KLÄTTRAR, ARKITEKTUR SOM INFRASTRUKTUR

SEKTION 1:400

SEKTION: VANDRINGEN FRÅN MÄNNISKA TILL HÄST-MÄNNISKA, FRÅN BESÖKSBY TILL STALLBYGGNAD - EN FÖRFLYTTNING & TRANSFORMATION

människa

häst-människa

människa

häst-människa

Section: visiting wandering
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Section: Straight Track 

STALLBYGGNADERSKISS PAVILJONGSKISS LERTAG
SKISS LERTAGANTI-PLATS: EN VÄNDPUNKT

SKISS BOSTAD: MANAGE: KLÄTTRANDE JORD, ARKITEKTUR SOM SÄTT ATT RÖRA SIG I LANDKAPET

SEKTION GENOM RAKBANA  - RÖRELSE (1_400)

SKISS PAVILJONG
SKISS LERTAG

SKISS BOSTAD: MANAGE: KLÄTTRANDE JORD, ARKITEKTUR SOM SÄTT ATT RÖRA SIG I LANDKAPET

Applicable Typology: an idea of the Whole          
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P R E S E N TAT I O N  &  R E P R E S E N TAT I O N                             

How to represent ideas about post-humanism, place-writing and architectural principles and outcome?
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Presentation & Representation
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Top-soil as a fabric, represented in a site plan made by hand (manual labour) of pressed paper
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Presentation & Representation

Model making
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Love ya´ / owe ya´.

Hanna Christiansson & Emilie Dafgård (always)

Niklas Rönnerfalk

Mor
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